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Welcome to Hay
In this extraordinary year with all its argument and division, there
has never been a better time to come together, and nowhere more
beautiful and happier to gather than Hay. Everyone is welcome here.
The Hay medals this year will be awarded to honour exceptional
work in poetry, illustration, fiction and journalism. The poetry medal
winner is Julia Donaldson, who brings parents and children together
with books all over the world. The illustration medal goes to her
collaborator and Gruffalo co-creator, the peerless German artist,
Axel Scheffler, who brings his Drawing Europe Together exhibition to
the festival. The fiction medal is awarded for The Order of the Day, a
terrifying black comedy by the Goncourt prize-winning French novelist
Eric Vuillard. The medal for journalism is awarded for the heroic and
rigorous investigative journalism of Carole Cadwalladr.
Hay is a space to think, and to think again, and to put the great issues
of the day in a context of global history. Empires fall, technology
empowers and enslaves us, faiths are shaken, orthodoxies disrupted
and still we come together and talk and sing and dance, break
bread and tell stories. Minds change. Government is fiendishly hard,
democracy is vulnerable, and living together, the ‘Convivencia’, is a
precious dream. The good news is that complexity is beautiful and
rich, our potential is limitless, and friendship is our pleasure.
Let’s talk. Let’s listen.

PETER FLORENCE
DIRECTOR, HAY FESTIVAL

The dates of next year’s festival are 21-31 May 2020

@hayfestival
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HAYDAYS

THE 2019 HAYDAYS PROGRAMME FOR FAMILIES AND
CHILDREN PRESENTS AUTHORS AND ILLUSTRATORS
WHOSE IMAGINATION MAKE THE WONDERFUL
BOOKS WE HAVE TODAY
Taking readers into the world of
stories, and lighting the spark of
what it takes to create them, is at
the heart of HAYDAYS.

FAMILY SPACES

Appearing on stage this year will be storytellers
from all around the world. There will also be
opportunities to explore science, technology and
creativity in an interactive series of workshops.

HAYDAYS PROGRAMME
Celebrate 20 years of the Children’s
Laureateship with Lauren Child,
Malorie Blackman, Michael Rosen,
Chris Riddell, Jacqueline Wilson and
Michael Morpurgo. Authors and illustrators
on the programme include Huzma Arshad,
Joseph Coelho, Frank Cottrell-Boyce,
Cressida Cowell, Sarah Crossan,
Matt Haig, Judith Kerr, Onjali Q Raúf,
Katherine Rundell, Francesca Simon,
Jeremy Strong, Andy Stanton and
Alex Wheatle. Inspirational scientists
include Sarah Cruddas, Stefan Gates,
Steve Mould and Sir Robert Winston.
The full 11-day half-term adventure of a
programme can be found at hayfestival.org.

HAYDAYS WORKSHOPS
‘Making and doing’ is a vital part of enjoying
culture, so there is a vast and varied programme
of workshops for children, teenagers and adults.
Sessions include radio production, illustration,
creative writing and coding. With so much
going on, you have free rein to be adventurous
and express your creativity by trying something
new at HAYDAYS. Book tickets for events at
hayfestival.org.

The Festival has a dedicated children’s area with
its own Starlight Stage, and a new Family Food
Hall to explore. Hay Festival Bookshop has an
expanded Children’s and #HAYYA area.

MAKE & TAKE
An opportunity to get crafting, from 10am–5pm
daily, Saturday 25 May to Sunday 2 June (closing
at 1pm on Sunday 2 June). Get messy and
creative: your imagination is the limit. Free entry
– just drop in.

CUBE
This is a flexible space with non-stop workshops
and events for all ages, including storytelling,
illustration, dance and cookery workshops
with Cook School. Book tickets for events at
hayfestival.org.

SCRIBBLERS HUT
The Scribblers Hut offers more intimate
workshops for children, young people and adults
from illustration and creative writing through to
radio production and coding. Book tickets for
events at hayfestival.org.

MEETING PLACE
Sign up on the day to try a range of craft
activities, including green woodworking and
pottery, with Ruskin Mill students.

NMiTE: NEW MODEL
IN TECHNOLOGY AND
ENGINEERING
Sign up on the day to experience the world of
engineering in NMiTE’s Ingenuity Studio 1 – a
mobile hands-on creative space visiting Hay
Festival this year.
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WILD GARDEN

FAMILY INFORMATION

A space for outdoor learning including foraging
workshops and creating artwork using natural
materials created on an open fire.

Children under 12 must be accompanied at all
times by a parent or guardian, including during
events, unless otherwise stated.

HAY FESTIVAL COMPASS

The lost child point is located in the Make &
Take Tent in the HAYDAYS courtyard between
10am and 5pm every day from Saturday 25 May.
Outside these hours it is located in the Admin
Office, next to the Box Office.

Hay Festival Compass is a space for older
teenagers and students to learn, be inspired
and discover.
For imaginative learning resources, internships and
free access to some of the world’s best speakers,
join us online, where you can watch the Hay
Levels and find out more about Hay Academy.
Join us at the Compass Studio on site for
the ‘How I Got Here’ series, dynamic events
programmed and presented by Hay Festival
Youth Council for young people, which are free
for 16-25-year-olds.
The full programme is available online at
hayfestival.org/compass. #HAYCOMPASS

For information on accessibility visit
hayfestival.org/access.
Visitors to Hay Festival may be filmed
and/or photographed for future
promotions of the Festival.

@hayfestival

Expanding
horizons

hayfestival.org

HAY FESTIVAL EDUCATION

AUTHOR JENNY VALENTINE URGES STUDENTS
AND TEACHERS TO EXPLORE THE WEALTH
OF FREE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
AVAILABLE THROUGH HAY FESTIVAL
“Best school trip I’ve ever been on.”
“Can you believe that David Almond
read some of my own writing?”
“At the start of the week I was quiet
and shy, wary and unwilling to talk in
front of people and share my ideas. I
have now interviewed an author, asked
questions in front of an audience and
talked at length with the likes of Owen
Sheers and Jenny Valentine.”
Harry Tong, Beacons Project, 2018

D

took part in our Programme for Schools in 2018
and every year there is something for everyone
– mathematicians and scientists, artists and
activists, journalists and performers as well as
poets and storytellers. This year, the list includes
Ade Adepitan, David Baddiel, Cressida Cowell,
Harry Hill, Michael Rosen and Sarah Crossan,
Chitra Soundar, The Guardian Foundation
NewsWise Team and comedian Mae Martin.
The Programme for Schools and the Scribblers
Tour cost schools nothing, so teachers are urged
to sign up and take part. And if you can’t make it,
the Programme for Schools can be live-streamed
into your classroom so you don’t miss a thing.

uring my time as Hay Festival
Creative Wales International
Fellow 2017-2018, I met
and talked with hundreds of
young people at Hay Festivals
worldwide, and since then I have continued to
work closely with the education team, who are
dedicated to including, inspiring and empowering
our growing youth audience. On the Hay Festival
Scribblers Tour this year, we took writers to
meet school students at events in five universities
across Wales. In between the interactive
workshops, author talks and campus tours, we
spoke about the many things that Hay Festival
does specifically for young people, how you can
access and enjoy what Hay has to offer, and all
the different ways to get involved.
Before the Festival officially opens to the public,
primary and secondary pupils have a whole day
each to enjoy a carefully curated programme of
authors and speakers. More than 8,000 students

If you are aged 16-18, you can apply for a place
on the Hay Festival Beacons Project. This is a
four-day immersive writing residency (food,
accommodation, event tickets and some travel
costs are included). The project offers you
contact with professional writers and journalists
through events and workshops, a chance to
develop your own writing and to share it
with peers and published authors, as well as
opportunities to blog on the Hay Festival website
about your experiences and achievements. This
is a great way to make contact with other young
writers and the wider world of literature and
the arts. Former Beacons Project members stay
in touch and really are like a family, keeping in
contact as students finish school and begin their
further and higher education. They also form
the backbone of the Hay Festival Youth Council,
established last year after a particularly brilliant
panel discussion – a growing team of young
experts whom we consult on everything from
gaming to gender politics to event design.
Together we have developed Compass, our
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online platform for 16-25-year-olds. Sign up for
free and you’ll get access to incredible resources
for students including our Hay Levels. There are
now more than 200 of these brilliant short films
made for A Level students, arranged by subject
into Sciences, Humanities and Social Sciences.
They provide free teaching and a wealth of fresh
ideas from Richard Dawkins, Germaine Greer,
Colm Tóibín, Hannah Critchlow, Dr Gabrielle
Walker, Jim Al Khalili and Martin Rees, to name
just a few. Compass membership also gives you
free access to Hay Player, an online archive of
audio and film of the world’s great writers, as
well as free tickets to events happening live
across the programme in Hay.

Sign up to Hay Festival Compass for a chance
to join the Hay Academy as a student volunteer
if you are aged 18-25 and take the opportunity
to join the Hay Festival team on the ground,
working in events management, broadcast media,
festival production or the press office. You will
meet creative industry professionals, develop
your skills, make new friends and contacts and
gain an insight into a possible career. All Hay
Academy members are given a return travel
ticket to the festival, accommodation and three
meals a day in the on-site crew catering facility.
Young people who have attended the Hay
Academy have gone on to work for festivals and
to enjoy careers in the media.

On site, every one of our dedicated Compass
events is designed and run by young people for
young people. Youth Council members select
their dream guests, write and conduct their
own interviews, and together the ‘How I Got
Here’ series, in which speakers are invited to
explain their often unconventional routes to
success, is being compiled. It’s not just about
academic prowess. Great minds talk us through
their non-academic strategies such as risk-taking,
determination, agility (and luck!). Hay Festival
piloted this idea in 2017 with guest speakers
including Marcus du Sautoy, Gemma Cairney and
Tracey Chevalier.

Hay Festival Education is growing. Working
hard to reach young people in Wales with the
Programme for Schools and Scribblers Tour;
nationally with live-streaming; and globally with
our Hay Player online content and international
events. If you’re in school, a student in further or
higher education, or simply aged 16-25, this stuff
will cost you nothing. Thanks to our supporters
and donors, it’s all free. No strings attached.
Please. Sign up. Join in. Come and get it.

In 2018 we expanded the series and created the
Hay Festival Youth Council to host the sessions
along with Beacons Project participants. Guests
included Margaret Atwood, Bidisha, Eoin Colfer
and Laura Bates. In 2019, I will continue to
oversee this fascinating process, and the How
I Got Here events will be filmed live and be
available online. If you have a burning question
for one of our speakers, come along, join us and
you may be able to ask it.

Jenny Valentine’s books include Finding Violet
Park, Broken Soup, and Fire Colour One
Hay Festival Education is funded by Hay Festival
Foundation and the Welsh Government.

Green Hay
SUSTAINABILITY IS CORE TO HAY FESTIVAL,
BOTH ON STAGE AND IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF HAY FESTIVAL
AS AN ORGANISATION

hayfestival.org

DISCUSSION AND DEBATE
Green Hay programmes a sustainability-focused
series of events throughout the 11 days of
the Festival, exploring current issues, new
developments and technical advances. For the
full programme please see hayfestival.org.

SOCIAL IMPACT
The social and financial impacts of running the
Festival are part of Green Hay’s focus. Initiatives
include working with partners at the Woodland
Trust and the National Trust to plant 30
acres of woodland to mark the Festival’s 30th
anniversary; providing free tickets for students
in higher education; supporting the local
community through free loan of the Festival’s
thermal imaging camera for building insulation
assessments; and providing funding to maintain
opening hours for Hay Public Library.

ENVIRONMENT
Hay Festival has developed a programme of
managing and mitigating the environmental
impact of creating a live festival, focusing on
energy, waste, transport, procurement and
venues. In 2018 we recycled 82% of the waste
produced on site. This included six tonnes of
cardboard and paper, four tonnes of plastic and
cans and 5.95 tonnes of glass. Nine tonnes of
carpet, 225 litres of cooking oil for biodiesel use
and 12.65 tonnes of food and other materials
were composted. The mains electricity supplier
for the Festival site is Good Energy, providing
100% renewable energy.

GREEN HAY

Hay Festival reduces the impact of travel by
providing regular public buses from the nearest
train station in Hereford. It also provides
minibuses that link festival-goers with local B&Bs
and surrounding villages and towns. There are
free electric car recharging points at our park
& ride car park at Clyro Court. If you are
coming by car, please offset the CO2
emissions with our partners Energy Revolution
(energy-revolution.org.uk), a collaboration
between festivals and festival-goers.

NEW DEPOSIT SCHEME
Last year Hay Festival was the first festival to
trial a new, reusable hot drinks cup. It resulted
in a reduction in waste from 350 wheelie bins
full of disposable coffee cups down to 25. This
year there will be a deposit scheme for cups
and glasses running across the Festival site. A £1
deposit will be collected at the point of sale for
each cup or glass served; this will be refunded to
you on return at one of our three Cup Return
Points on site. Alternatively, bring your own cup
and get a discount when you buy hot drinks at
all Coffee Cart outlets.
Water standpipes are available across the site
so that festival-goers can fill their own drinking
bottles with beautiful Welsh water. Thank you for
helping us make Hay Festival more sustainable.
Hay Festival continues to develop ideas and
practice in sustainability and believes that debate
increases awareness, and good practice increases
change in local communities, in business and
in society. Hay Festival is actively looking for
organisations, public bodies and individuals who
can help to achieve these objectives. Please
contact andy@hayfestival.org.
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International
Festivals
DYLAN MOORE TRAVELS FROM
THE GREEN GREEN GRASS OF HOME
TO THE BIG BLUE SKIES OF SPAIN
AND LATIN AMERICA AS HE FOLLOWS
HAY FESTIVALS AROUND THE WORLD

@hayfestival
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H

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVALS

ay Festival has attracted some
colourful descriptions over the
years. You know the ones I
mean. Bill Clinton called it “the
Woodstock of the mind”, Arthur
Miller quipped, “Hay on Wye. Is that some kind
of sandwich?”, and my personal favourite is from
Tony Benn: “In my mind it’s replaced Christmas”.
As a former local boy who meets old friends at
Hay every year, I know exactly what he means;
now we can’t always coincide at the turn of the
year, but the festival is guaranteed to bring us
together. It’s a fixture.

leading down to a statue of the rebel leader
Juan Bravo, and on Sunday morning, poets and
audience mingling on a guided walk through the
Jardins de Romeral, beautiful landscaped gardens
on the outskirts of this timeless cathedral city an
hour north-west of Madrid. Beneath Segovia’s
great architectural wonder, a Roman aqueduct
rising almost a hundred feet into the bright blue
sky, we sampled the local delicacy: suckling pig
chopped maniacally with the side of a plate. It is
the kind of pork-centred historic and histrionic
ritual that could only happen here, at the heart
of Old Spain.

The one thing we can’t rely on is the weather.
Like bottle-green covers rolled across
Wimbledon lawns or fluorescent, face-painted
revellers knee-deep in Glastonbury mud, the
appearance of that familiar hamlet of white
marquees in the fields off the Brecon Road is
a sign that summer just might be arriving. But
for a long time now Hay Festival’s calendar has
not been limited to 11 days across Whitsun
half-term. Over the past decade and a half, the
international Hay Festivals have circumnavigated
the globe, magical realism made manifest, from
Aarhus in Denmark to Arequipa in Peru, Kells in
Ireland to Querétaro in Mexico; Segovia in Spain
to Cartagena in Colombia.

In November, Hay Festival pitched up in
Arequipa, Peru’s second city. Described as ‘a gun
pointed at the heart of Lima’, this former capital,
in the heart of the country’s southern Andean
region, is evidence perhaps of the festival’s
preference for staging events outside political
centres. Hay line-ups are eclectic and diverse,
but the unifying quality is free-thinking.

The key to the festival’s undoubted success in
these locations is that in each place the familiar
format of hour-long events in a variety of venues
is given a local flavour, not only by the venues
themselves – a university that was a monastery,
a municipal theatre, a plush hotel in a former
convent – but by the carefully curated roster of
guests, the unique atmosphere and history of
each town, and most importantly by the people
who come to hear the speakers.
In Segovia last September, highlights included
gala poetry readings on Friday evening at dusk
from a temporary stage in the old town, the
audience seated amphitheatre-style on steps

Arequipa’s big cheese is Mario Vargas Llosa.
One of the stars of the mid-twentieth century
explosion of Latin American writers onto
the world stage, Vargas Llosa is now in his
eighties, and cuts an avuncular figure. A former
presidential candidate as well as the country’s
only Nobel laureate, an entourage of press,
security and assorted associates follows the old
man wherever he goes, creating a constant buzz
around the tight grid of streets that comprise
the centre of the city.
Plaza de Armas, the big square at its centre,
is dominated by the two towers of the milkywhite cathedral, a colonial edifice that is in turn
dwarfed by Misti, a huge volcanic mountain that
the Incas worshipped as a god, which silently
looms over the city. It was on the slopes of
nearby Ampato that the anthropologist Johan
Reinhard discovered the mummified remains
of a young Incan girl, the victim of a human
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sacrifice in the late fifteenth century. ‘Juanita’,
now on display at a local museum, was perfectly
preserved in the ice.
One of the joys of attending these other
Hay Festivals is discovering the different ways
that the context shapes the conversation. In
Latin America, the tensions between native
communities, modernity and colonialism are
hot topics. In both Arequipa and Cartagena, the
indigenous Canadian writer for young adults,
Cherie Dimaline, talked eloquently about these
issues in a way that made me reflect on what
they might mean for my own country of Wales.
If the appearance of Vargas Llosa made the
headlines in Peru, it was heartening to see two
great female writers steal the show in Colombia.
Hay’s longest-running festival outside of Wales,
Cartagena de Indias was originally the result of a
quest to include Gabriel García Márquez in the
programme.
Graffito images of Márquez may still adorn the
former Caribbean slave port that the author of
One Hundred Years of Solitude made his home,
but in 2019 the crowds had come to see Zadie
Smith and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie.
Adichie spent some time visiting the Nelson
Mandela barrio in an Afro-Colombian city still
plagued by inequality and division, before giving

@hayfestival

the inaugural Gabriel García Márquez lecture –
the keynote talk of a diverse festival that also
included human rights lawyers Shirin Ebadi and
Philippe Sands, American economist Deirdre
McCloskey and Cuban writer Leonardo Padura.
Another feature of Hay’s international festivals
is a willingness to keep experimenting: with new
approaches, new ideas, new locations. This year,
Cartagena spawned satellite events in Medellín
and Jericó, an hour’s flight inland from the coast
in a very different part of Colombia.
And so, as this year’s main festival approaches in
those fields in Wales, replacing Christmas with
all the familiar trimmings – venison burgers and
Shepherd’s ice cream, lightweight raincoats and
sunglasses, Panama hats and wellies – and we
dream about sinking into those Penguin Classicthemed deckchairs on the temporary village
green, half of my heart will be aching for jet trails
across azure skies, even when those familiar grey
clouds spell home.
Dylan Moore is the Creative Wales Hay
Festival International Fellow 2018-19/Cymrawd
Rhyngwladol Cymru Greadigol Hay Festival
2018-19. He is also editor of current affairs
magazine, the welsh agenda. His book of travel
essays, Driving Home Both Ways (Parthian)
is out now.
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PROGRAMME FOR SCHOOLS
The Festival opens with the Programme for
Schools on Thursday 23 and Friday 24 May,
free to State schools and funded by the Welsh
Government and Hay Festival Foundation.
Thursday is for primary schools and features
events including Ade Adepitan, Cressida Cowell,
the Guardian Foundation NewsWise team and
Harry Hill. Friday is for secondary schools, when
pupils and teachers can see David Baddiel, Sarah
Crossan, Mae Martin and Michael Rosen.
The aim of the Programme for Schools is to
enthuse pupils at Key Stages 2, 3 and 4. The
authors will be present to sign copies of their
books, on sale in the Festival Bookshop.
For more information, visit
hayfestival.org/schools-programme.
11.30am

1pm
[3] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Natalie Fee, Lucy Siegle and Paula Owen
talk to Martin Wright

Food and Plastics: Myths and Facts
The last year has seen an explosion of public outrage
over plastics pollution, triggered by images of straws
in turtles’ noses, whales dying after eating shopping
bags, and the ugliness of a blue planet disfigured by a
throwaway society. It’s sparked tougher regulation on
single-use plastics and has shamed supermarkets into
action. What would an end to plastic pollution mean
in practice? And how do we get there?
Natalie Fee (author and campaigner, founder of City
to Sea), Lucy Siegle (journalist and author) and Paula
Owen (founder of Green Gumption) talk to awardwinning environment journalist Martin Wright.
Sponsored by Triodos Bank

2.30pm
[4] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Isabella Tree talks to Rosie Boycott
[1] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £25

Green Hay Forum
For this year’s Forum we bring you six events focusing
on the way we produce, supply and package the food
we eat, the impacts those processes have on our
planet and the ways in which the narrative is decided.
Full day ticket allowing entry to all six events –
[2], [3], [4], [5], [7] and [10]
Sponsored by Triodos Bank
[2] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Anthony Warner

The Truth About Fat
Who or what is to blame for us getting fat and ill in
increasing numbers? Sugar or fat? Gut microbes or
genes? Laziness or poverty? Whatever it is, it’s placing
a devastating burden on our healthcare system, and
scientists in every field are desperate to explain this
epidemic and stave off a modern health disaster.
Anthony Warner, author of The Angry Chef, lays out
the best evidence available, rails against quack theories
preying on the desperate, and considers whether
we’re blaming our bodies for other people’s ignorance
and cruelty. He talks to journalist Kitty Corrigan.
Sponsored by Hay Deli and Triodos Bank.

Wilding
In Wilding, Isabella Tree tells the story of the ‘Knepp
experiment’, a pioneering rewilding project in West
Sussex using free-roaming grazing animals to create
new habitats for wildlife. Part gripping memoir, part
fascinating account of the ecology of our countryside,
Wilding is, above all, an inspiring story of hope.
Sponsored by Triodos Bank

4pm
[5] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Simon Fairlie and Safia Minney
talk to Martin Wright

Vegetarians and Vegans:
The Planet Savers?
One in three Britons now identifies as (at least)
‘semi-vegetarian’, while the number of vegans has risen
by a heady 700% in less than three years. Whether
driven by concerns over health, animal welfare or
– increasingly – climate change, it’s fast becoming a
norm. But, like most modern dilemmas, it’s not quite
that simple. Advocates of mindful meat-eating point
out that cows and other livestock can play a vital role
in maintaining a balanced ecosystem on our farms,
and – depending on how they are grazed – they might
even help the soil store more carbon. So do you have
to go vegan to save the planet? Or is there a more
nuanced approach? Simon Fairlie (author of Meat: A
Benign Extravagance and editor of The Land magazine)
and Safia Minney (vegan entrepreneur, People Tree
and Po-Zu) talk to Martin Wright.
Sponsored by Triodos Bank
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5.30pm

7pm

[6] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £15

[8] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Stacey Dooley talks to Imogen Walford

John Bird talks to Oliver Balch

On The Front Line With Women Who
Fight Back

Literary Briefs: Chapter & Verse

Stacey Dooley is one of Britain’s most loved
documentary presenters and investigative reporters.
Fashion conscious Stacey’s life took an unexpected
turn when she travelled to India in 2007 for the BBC3
series ‘Blood, Sweat and T-Shirts’ to live and work
alongside the people in the Indian fashion industry
making clothes for the UK High Street.
Upon her return to the UK, Stacey began campaigning
against child labour, organising events to raise money
for charities and even appearing on BBC2’s Newsnight
to raise awareness, and has since embarked on a
series of investigations to become one of BBC3’s most
celebrated presenters.
Through the course of her documentary making,
Stacey has covered a variety of topics, from sex
trafficking in Cambodia, to Yazidi women fighting back
in Syria. At the core of her reporting are incredible
women in extraordinary and scarily ordinary circumstances – from sex workers in Russia, to victims of
domestic violence in Honduras. In her first book,
On the Front Line with the Women Who Fight Back,
Stacey draws on her encounters with these brave and
wonderful women, using their experiences as a vehicle
to explore issues at the centre of female experience.
From gender equality and domestic violence, to sex
trafficking and sexual identity, Stacey weaves these
global strands together in an exploration of what it is
to be women in the world today.
She won Strictly 2018.
Imogen Walford is senior producer of BBC Radio 4’s
Today programme.
[7] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Mariecia Fraser and
Elizabeth Jardine-Godwin

Experimental Landscapes: Past, Present
and Future Innovation in Upland Farming
This exploration of the evolution of policy and practice
related to upland farming, the role science has played
and related impacts on treasured landscapes will be
accompanied by poetry and prose inspired by these
places and activities. Fraser is Reader at the Institute
of Biological, Environmental and Rural Sciences,
Aberystwyth University. Jardine-Godwin is a writer
and teacher who was Pwllpeiran Writer in Residence
in 2013.
In association with Aberystwyth University.
Sponsored by Triodos Bank.

The superhero social entrepreneur, founder of The
Big Issue and now member of the House of Lords,
brings his new literacy campaign to Hay to launch the
second edition of Literary Briefs: Chapter & Verse,
championing 50 great books. Join him to talk about
the power of libraries, stories and imagination, and to
help build a new ‘Wider Reading Alliance’.
[9] 7pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Barbara Erskine

Fictions: The Ghost Tree
The new time-shift novel from the global bestselling
author of Lady of Hay mines Erskine’s own family
history. Her heroine Ruth discovers a hidden diary
from the 18th century, written by an ancestor, Thomas
Erskine. As she sifts through the ancient pages of the
past, Ruth is pulled into a story that she can’t escape.
As the youngest son of a noble family, Thomas’s
life started in genteel poverty, but his extraordinary
experiences propel him from the high seas to Lord
Chancellor of England. Yet, on his journey through
life, he makes a powerful enemy who hounds him to
the death – and beyond. Ruth has opened a door to
the past that she can’t close, and meets a ghost in her
family tree who wasn’t invited.
[10] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

David J Helfand talks to Andy Fryers

Climate Change: A Survival Guide to the
Misinformation Age
There are few issues where public debate is
conducted with so much misinformation and irrational
exuberance. So now for something completely
different: a dispassionate analysis of what we actually
know and what we don’t yet know about climate
change. David J Helfand, Professor of Astronomy
at Columbia University, carefully distinguishes facts
from fictions and physics certainties from feedback
uncertainties.
Sponsored by the Black Mountains College and
Triodos Bank
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8pm
[11] 8pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £39

The Waterboys

In Concert
A spectacular two-part show, featuring the already
classic seven-piece line-up the band debuted in 2018,
who will play a long and generous set in two halves.
Centred as always around the guitar and vocals of
Mike Scott, The Waterboys feature electric fiddle
maestro Steve Wickham of whom DJ Chris Evans
says: “I’ve had Jeff Beck and Jimmy Page on my show
but the best guitar solo we’ve ever had was played on
this man’s fiddle”; Memphis soul man Brother Paul on
keyboards; Aongus “funkiest man in Ireland” Ralston
on bass; Jess Kav & Zeenie Summers on backing
vocals; and top British drummer Ralph Salmins.
They promise an incendiary set comprising brilliant
new material and the best of their recent and vintage
work. The band’s last three albums Out Of All This
Blue (2017), Modern Blues (2015) and An Appointment
With Mr Yeats (2011) re-established them as one
of the crucial bands currently working out of these
islands. Many of their songs including Fisherman’s Blues,
The Whole Of The Moon and How Long Will I Love You
have become modern classics and they remain one of
the most unmissable live acts in the world.

THE GROVE

Bookings are recommended for the restaurant,
and walk-ins are also most welcome.
To book a ‘Ticket to Dine’ and receive a
complimentary drink on arrival, please book
online at
hayfestival.org/ticket-to-dine
or call the Box Office on
01497 822 629.
For general bookings call 01453 544 225 or
email thegrove@bigeventcatering.co.uk.
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10am
[12] 10am BBC TENT

2.30pm
[15] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £9

free but ticketed

Big Debate programme broadcast
LIVE from Hay

Tony Juniper

Spix’s Macaw: The Race to
Save the World’s Rarest Bird

BBC Asian Network
Young people will be talking about books for
teenagers and what they think about Asian and black
characters in novels. We’ll also hear why young people
love spoken word poetry. Some will perform their
own work.

11.30am
[13] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Charles Hewlings with Stephen Lewis,
Gina Medcalf, Mali Morris and
Naomi Van Holbutt

Randan Stables Gallery presents:
Point of View 2019
Four of the award-winning contemporary painters
and sculptors taking part in this intergenerational and
international exhibition introduce their work, hosted
by Charles Hewlings. Formerly a Welsh mountain
pony stud farm, Randan Stables Gallery is a unique
rural exhibition space in the heart of the Welsh
Marches, six miles from Hay.
Ticket holders are invited to visit the exhibition site to
meet the artists with refreshments following this event, on
a free shuttle bus service (Limited spaces. Please allow
an additional 1.5 hours). Meet at the Meeting Place
by the Festival site entrance at 12.40pm, straight after
the event. Please wear sensible footwear and clothing if
joining this rural gallery tour.
In association with Randan Stables Gallery

The environmentalist tells the heartbreaking story of
a unique band of brilliant blue birds – who talk, fall
in love, and grieve – struggling against the forces of
extinction and their own desirability. By the second
half of the 20th century the birds became so valuable
that they drew up to $40,000 on the black markets.
When, in 1990, only one was found to be living in the
wild, an emergency international rescue operation was
launched and an amnesty declared, allowing private
collectors to come forward with their illegal birds,
possible mates for the last wild Spix. In a breathtaking
display of stoicism and endurance, the loneliest bird in
the world had lived without a mate for fourteen years,
had outwitted predators and second-guessed the
poachers. But would he take to a new companion?
[16] 2.30pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

The Leak

BBC Radio Wales
Tom Price and guests from the world of comedy and
entertainment review the week’s biggest stories, from
around Wales and the world.

4pm
[17] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Ian Kershaw

The British Academy Platform 2:
Roller-Coaster – Europe, 1950–2017

1pm
[14] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

David Cannadine

The British Academy Platform 1:
Churchill – The Statesman as Artist
Over 50 years, Winston Churchill wrote extensively
about art and produced more than 500 paintings. In
this lavishly illustrated lecture, the historian offers an
entirely new perspective on Churchill and his paintings.
Professor Sir David Cannadine is Dodge Professor of
History at Princeton University, Editor of the Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography and President of the
British Academy. His publications include The Undivided
Past, In Churchill’s Shadow, Class in Britain and The
Decline and Fall of the British Aristocracy.
In association with The British Academy

Although the post-war period brought peace and
prosperity, Europe was now a divided continent, living
under the nuclear threat. Europeans experienced a
roller-coaster ride, both in the sense that they were
flung through a series of events that threatened
disaster, but also that they were no longer in charge
of their own destinies: for much of the period the
USA and USSR effectively reduced Europeans to
helpless figures whose fates were dictated to them
depending on the vagaries of the Cold War. There
were striking successes: the Soviet bloc melted away,
dictatorships vanished and Germany was successfully
reunited. But accelerating globalisation brought new
fragilities. The impact of interlocking crises after 2008
was the clearest warning to Europeans that there is no
guarantee of peace and stability.
In association with The British Academy
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4pm

4pm

[18] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

[21] 4pm BBC TENT

Elizabeth Goldring

Free Thinking

Nicholas Hilliard: Life of an Artist

BBC Radio 3

The Renaissance historian introduces her biography
of the portrait painter who defined his age. Hilliard’s
sitters included Elizabeth I, James I, and Mary, Queen
of Scots; explorers Sir Francis Drake and Sir Walter
Raleigh; and members of the emerging middle class
from which he himself hailed. He counted the Medici,
the Valois, the Habsburgs, and the Bourbons among
his European patrons and admirers. Chaired by
Horatio Clare.
Sponsored by The Hay Makers

BBC Radio 3’s art and ideas programme explores
Rachel Carson’s passionate book Silent Spring, first
published in 1962 and argued to be the work which
launched the environmental movement. But how does
it speak to us now? For a recording of Free Thinking’s
Cultural Landmark series presenter Rana Mitter is
joined by guests Tony Juniper, Emily Shuckburgh,
Dieter Helm and Kapka Kassabova.
Free Thinking is broadcast on Radio 3 on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 10pm. This recording will
be broadcast on Wednesday 29 May and available as a
BBC Arts & Ideas podcast.

[19] 4pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Sarah-Jayne Blakemore and Daniel Davis

The Royal Society Platform 1:
Who We Are, and Why

5.30pm

A conversation between two of the most inspiring
contemporary science writers. Davis’ The Beautiful
Cure: Harnessing Your Body’s Natural Defences describes
the scientific quest to understand how the immune
system works – and how it is affected by stress, sleep,
age and our state of mind. Blakemore’s Inventing
Ourselves: The Secret Life of the Teenage Brain won the
2018 Royal Society Insight Investment Science Book
Prize. They talk to Hannah Critchlow.
In association with The Royal Society

Michael Rosen

[20] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Helen Fulton, Geraint Evans, Gillian Clarke
and Jon Gower

The Cambridge History of
Welsh Literature
The earliest surviving Welsh poetry was forged on the
battlefields of post-Roman Wales and the ‘Old North’
of Britain, and the Welsh-language poets of today still
write within the same poetic tradition. In the early
20th century, Welsh writers in English outnumbered
writers in Welsh for the first time, generating new
modes of writing and a crisis of national identity. The
editors of the new Cambridge history are joined by
the great poet Gillian Clarke and novelist and historian
Jon Gower to celebrate one of the oldest continuous
literary traditions in Europe.
Sponsored by Oriel Mimosa Gallery

free but ticketed

[22] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9

The Hay Public Library Dialogue:
Word of Mouth
A conversation with the dynamic poet, broadcaster
and teacher, whose latest books include Worker’s Tales,
Reading and Rebellion, and his memoir So They Call You
Pisher! Chaired by Peter Florence.
In association with The Reading Agency
[23] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Dieter Helm talks to Tony Juniper

Green and Prosperous Land: A Blueprint
for Rescuing the British Countryside
News about Britain’s wildlife and ecosystems tends to
be grim. The Oxford economist and Natural Capital
Committee chair Dieter Helm shares his radical but
tangible plan for positive change. This pragmatic
approach to environmentalism includes a summary
of Britain’s green assets, a look towards possible
futures and an achievable 25-year plan for a green and
prosperous country.
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5.30pm

7pm

[24] 5.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

[27] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Joan Smith talks to Nazir Afzal

Nicci Gerrard and Lavinia Greenlaw

Home Grown: How Domestic
Violence Turns Men Into Terrorists

What Dementia Teaches Us About Love:
A Conversation and Reading

What do the attacks on London Bridge, Manchester
and Westminster have in common with those at the
Charlie Hebdo offices, the Finsbury Park Mosque, and
multiple US shootings? They were all carried out by
men with histories of domestic violence. From angry
white men to the Bethnal Green girls and London
gang members who joined ISIS, Joan Smith shows
that, time and time again, misogyny, trauma and abuse
lurk beneath the rationalisations of religion or politics.
Until Smith pointed it out in 2017, criminal authorities
missed this connection because violence against
women is dangerously normalised. Yet, since domestic
abuse often comes before a public attack, it’s here a
solution to the scourge of our age might be found.
Afzal is a lawyer who oversaw prosecutions in the
Rotherham grooming case.

After her father’s death from dementia, writer and
campaigner Nicci Gerrard set out to explore the
illness that now touches millions of us, yet which we
still struggle to speak about. What does dementia
mean for those who live with it, and those who care
for them? The first section of Lavinia Greenlaw’s new
poetry collection The Built Moment is a sequence of
poems called The Sea is an Edge and an Ending, about
her father’s dementia and his disappearance into the
present tense. It is not a narrative of illness so much as
a meditation on the metaphysics of memory and loss.
Chaired by Rosie Boycott.

[25] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Nujoom Alghanem, Fadhil al-Azzawi,
Paul Farley and Bill Swainson

A New Divan: A Lyrical Dialogue
between East & West
In honour of Goethe and the 200th anniversary of the
first publication of his outstanding poem sequence,
West–Eastern Divan (1819), A New Divan contains
outstanding original poems by 24 leading poets – 12
from the East and 12 from the West. It presents a
truly international poetic dialogue inspired by the
culture of ‘the Other’ and Goethe’s late, great work.
Swainson, the editor of the project, is joined by
Emirati, Iraqi and British poets to celebrate publication.

7pm
[26] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £12

Jo Brand talks to Stephanie Merritt

Born Lippy: How to Do Female
Once upon a (very, very) long time ago Jo Brand
was what you might describe as ‘a nice little girl’.
Of course, that was before the values of cynicism,
misogyny and the societal expectation that Jo would
be thin, feminine and demure sent her off down
Arsey Avenue. Now she’s considerably further along
life’s inevitable bloody ‘journey’ – and she’s fucked
up enough times to feel confident she has no
wisdom to offer anyone. But who cares? She’s
going to do it anyway...
Sponsored by Hay Does Vintage and Vintage Tramp

[28] 7pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Daniela Zunec, Marina Mansilla, Anna
Taylor and David Woollcombe

Rescue Mission: Planet Earth 25
The 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro produced
a document called Agenda 21, a blueprint for saving
Planet Earth. For the next two years, thousands of
children and young people from almost 100 countries
worked together in an extraordinary effort to design,
write and illustrate a youth version of Agenda 21,
called Rescue Mission Planet Earth. Twenty-five years
later, we discuss the impacts, legacy and future of
the actions undertaken and the key people involved.
SchoolStrike4Climate’s Anna Taylor, Rescue Mission
editor Daniela Zunec, Global Optimism’s Marina
Mansilla and Peace Child International’s David
Woollcombe talk to Andy Fryers.
[29] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Mazen Maarouf and Dina Nayeri
talk to Oliver Bullough

Literature Across Frontiers: We Are Here
Maarouf is an award-winning Palestinian-Icelandic
writer and journalist whose short story collections
are Jokes for the Gunmen and The Rats that Lick a
Karate Champion’s Ears. Aged eight, Nayeri fled Iran
along with her mother and brother, and lived in the
crumbling shell of an Italian hotel-turned-refugeecamp. Eventually she was granted asylum in America.
Now Nayeri weaves together her own vivid story
with those of other asylum seekers in recent years,
bringing us inside their daily lives and taking us through
the stages of their journeys, from escape to asylum to
resettlement, in her book The Ungrateful Refugee.
In association with Literature Across Frontiers,
supported by the Creative Europe Programme
of the European Union
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7pm
[30] 7pm BBC TENT

8.30pm
[403] 8.30pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

free but ticketed

Front Row Late

Stephen Sackur and HARDTalk

BBC Two

BBC News

Mary Beard hosts an episode of BBC Two’s flagship
topical arts show. Mary and her guests debate the big
questions in the arts and culture.
Pre-recorded for broadcast at 23:05 later in the evening
on BBC Two.

Join Stephen Sackur on the set of the BBC’s toughtalking interview programme. If you have a thirst for
inquiring journalism and enjoy the cut and thrust of
gladiatorial theatre, get a seat in the BBC Tent and
judge for yourself.

8.30pm

9.45pm

[31] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

[34] 9.45pm OXFAM MOOT £10

King Charles

Mae Martin talks to Stephanie Merritt

King of the Road – Live at Hay

Can Everyone Please Calm Down?
A Guide to 21st Century Sexuality
Covering everything from the pros and cons of labels
to coming out and the joys of sexual fluidity, the
award-winning comedian ponders all the stuff we get
hung up about – and then a bit more. Mae’s mission is
to ensure that in a world full of things to worry about,
whom we choose to kiss should not be one of them.
[32] 8.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Michael Fuller talks to Sarfraz Manzoor

With a look that falls somewhere between Adam
Ant and Prince and a sound that blends glam rock,
psychedelic folk and indie pop, Charles Costa is one of
the most compelling and exhilarating live performers
in Britain. His 2012 album Loveblood launched the
exuberant hit singles ‘Mississippi Isabel’, ‘Bam Bam’ and
‘Lady Percy’. His Gamble for a Rose album appeared in
2016, and his new single Freak has just been released.
Come. He’s fabulous.
[35] 9.45pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £15

Kill the Black One First
Fuller was born to Windrush-generation Jamaican
immigrants in 1959 and experienced a meteoric career
in policing, from the beat to the Brixton inferno,
through cutting-edge detective work and the frontline
of drug-related crime and violence on London’s most
volatile estates. He took a pivotal role in the formation
of Operation Trident, which tackled gun crime and
gang warfare in the London community, and was later
appointed Chief Constable of Kent. His memoir Kill
the Black One First is a raw and unflinching account of
a life in policing during a tumultuous period of race
relations throughout the UK, from Britain’s first black
Chief Constable.
[33] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Guy Leschziner talks to Daniel Davis

Marcus Brigstocke

Stand-up: Devil May Care
Snowflake, Nazi, Remoaner, Trot, Libtard, Brextremist,
Feminazi, Piers Morgan... As we divide each other
up into more and more unpleasant categories of
evil, it is time to establish, once and for all, what is
good and what is bad. Who better to arbitrate in
these challenging divisive times than Lucifer himself?
Brigstocke is a master of satirical comedy with an
impressive list of TV credits including his role as team
captain on Argumental and as host of The Late Edition
and BBC4’s I’ve Never Seen Star Wars. “Rare is the
stand-up show that makes you laugh, think and then
fight back the tears. This is it.” – Telegraph.
14+ (parental guidance; swearing and adult
content likely)

The Nocturnal Brain
What happens to our brain at night? Are we really
fully asleep and if so how is it that some individuals
end up doing what they do? Or can it be the case that
perhaps the brain never fully goes to sleep and that
in some individuals there is a disconnect between the
sleeping part of their brain and the active part of their
brain, so that the two become confused? The worldrenowned neurologist weaves wonderful stories that
highlight how sleep disorders affect the lives and health
of patients and their families.
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9.30am

10am

[36] 9.30am MEETING PLACE ON SITE

[39] 10am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

free but ticketed

David Rowan

Bryony Gordon

Wayfaring: Mental Health Mates
Bryony Gordon was inspired by her reading of Carson
McCullers, and her understanding of the support of
fellowship, to set up Mental Health Mates, a network of
peer support groups run by people with mental health
issues and their friends who meet regularly to walk
and talk. This is now a nationwide organisation. You
do not need to have a diagnosed mental health issue
to join the walks – everyone has mental health. Walk
alongside Bryony Gordon, journalist, campaigner and
author of Mad Girl, who will talk about the inspiration
of McCullers and writing that can provide solace.
Please wear appropriate footwear. Numbers are limited.
Return to Festival site by 11.30am. See also event [73]
In association with Brecon Beacons National Parks

Non-Bullshit Innovation: Radical Ideas
from the World’s Smartest Minds
The founding Editor-in-chief of WIRED’s UK edition
travels the globe in search of the most exciting and
pioneering start-ups building the future, meeting
ambitious entrepreneurs disrupting businesses in
almost every sector. And yet too often the companies
think they can innovate through jargon; with talk of
change agents and co-creation gurus, ideas portals
and webinars, paradigm shifts and pilgrimages to
Silicon Valley. It’s mostly pointless innovation theatre –
corporate nonsense that has little to do with delivering
real change. But during this quest he’s also discovered
some genuinely exciting and transformative approaches
to innovation, often in places you might least expect…

10am

[40] 10am BBC TENT

[37] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

BBC World News

Lucy Cooke and Mark Miodownik

Experience the BBC’s flagship science and technology
TV show LIVE on stage. Host Spencer Kelly has
spent over 15 years exploring the world of technology,
returning to Hay for a fourth year with mind-bending
live demos of artificial intelligence, robotics and
virtual reality.
A Click Hay Festival special will be broadcast on the BBC
News Channel and on BBC World News

free but ticketed

Click

The Royal Society Platform 2:
Natural World Wonders
We profile two more extraordinary books shortlisted
for the Royal Society Insight Investment Science Book
Prize: Lucy Cooke’s The Truth about Animals: Stoned
Sloths, Lovelorn Hippos, and Other Tales from the Wild
Side of Wildlife and Mark Miodownik’s Liquid: The
Delightful and Dangerous Substances That Flow Through
Our Lives. The authors discuss their work with
Claudia Hammond.
In association with The Royal Society

[41] 10am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £8

Fiona McBain

Mountain Warehouse Walk 1:
Ancient Oaks and Countryside

[38] 10am OXFAM MOOT £8

Danny Dorling and Sally Tomlinson

Rule Britannia! Brexit and the
End of Empire
Dorling and Tomlinson argue that the 2016 vote to
leave the EU was the last gasp of the old empire
working its way out of the British psyche. In this
wide-ranging and exacting analysis, they argue that if
Britain can reconcile itself to a new beginning, there is
the chance to carve out a new identity. Rule Britannia is
a call to leave behind the jingoistic ignorance of the past
and build a fairer Britain, eradicating the inequality that
blights our society and embracing our true strengths.
Dorling is Halford Mackinder Professor in geography
at the University of Oxford. Tomlinson is Emeritus
Professor at Goldsmiths University and Honorary
Fellow of the Education Department at Oxford.

From Hay we climb to atmospheric Mouse Castle
Wood, home to ancient oaks and site of an unfinished
motte-and-bailey earthwork, consisting of a rock boss
with an artificially scarped vertical side. The castle was
held by the de Clanowe family in the 14th century.
We continue across undulating fields, returning to
Hay along the Wye Valley Walk. Distance 8 miles.
Ascent 250 metres.
Strong boots and all weather clothing recommended.
Bring a packed lunch.
Sponsored by Mountain Warehouse
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10am

11.30am

[HD1] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

[43] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £9

Julia Donaldson and Friends

Paul Dolan

The Gruffalo is 20!

Happy Ever After: Escaping the Myth of
the Perfect Life

Celebrate The Gruffalo’s 20th birthday with Julia
Donaldson and friends for a fun-packed hour of stories
and songs based on her bestselling books. Performing
alongside her guitar-playing husband Malcolm and
other actors, they will also bring to life her brand new
stories The Cook and the King and The Go-Away Bird.
Get ready to join in!
Family Show.
3+
Sponsored by The Royal Mint
[HD2] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Candy Gourlay

Happiness expert Professor Paul Dolan draws on a
variety of studies ranging over wellbeing, inequality
and discrimination to bust the common myths about
our sources of happiness. He shows that there can be
many unexpected paths to lasting fulfilment. Some of
these might involve not going into higher education,
choosing not to marry, rewarding acts rooted in
self-interest and caring a little less about living for ever.
By freeing ourselves from the myth of the perfect
life, we might each find a life worth living. Chaired by
Horatio Clare.
[44] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Bone Talk
Shortlisted for the 2019 CILIP Carnegie Medal, Bone
Talk is a dramatic adventure tale full of spirit and soul
that transports readers to the world and heart of a
remote Filipino tribe. Candy Gourlay, who is of Filipino
heritage and was a journalist during the People Power
Revolution in the Philippines, explores colonialism and
the treatment of Filipino tribes in this fascinating and
strongly set adventure.
9+
Sponsored by BookTrust – Candy Gourlay is BookTrust’s
Writer in Residence – and supported by CILIP Carnegie
Medal in celebration of the 2019 Carnegie and Kate
Greenaway Awards

11.30am
[42] 11.30am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

The Man Booker International Prize
Winner in conversation with
Bettany Hughes

Mia Couto and Wayétu Moore
talk to Daniel Hahn

Fictions: Imagining Africa
Couto’s novel Woman of the Ashes masterfully
interweaves history with folklore and has managed to
create a work of rare originality and imagination set
in 19th century Mozambique. Imani, a fifteen-yearold girl, struggles with her cultural identity as she is
torn between her VaChopi roots and the occupying
Portuguese. The three diaspora protagonists in
Moore’s dazzling magical realist debut She Would be
King meet in the settlement of Monrovia. Their gifts
help them salvage the tense relationship between the
African American settlers and the indigenous tribes, as
a new nation forms around them.
[45] 11.30am BBC TENT

free but ticketed

Free Thinking

BBC Radio 3

The Man Booker International Prize 2019
The winning novelist and translator, announced on 21
May, will join us for a conversation with the chair of
the jury. The longlisted authors and their translators
are Hwang Sok-yong and Sora Kim-Russell, Mazen
Maarouf and Jonathan Wright, Hubert Mingarelli
and Sam Taylor, Marion Poschmann and Jen
Calleja, Samanta Schweblin and Megan McDowell,
Sara Stridsberg and Deborah Bragan-Turner, Olga
Tokarczuk and Antonia Lloyd-Jones, Juan Gabriel
Vásquez and Anne McLean, Tommy Wieringa and
Sam Garrett, Alia Trabucco Zeran and Sophie Hughes,
Can Xue and Annelise Finnegan Wasmoen.
In association with The Booker Prize

BBC Radio 3’s arts and ideas programme explores the
ways in which writing about art can help us embrace
a new way of seeing the work. Rana Mitter is joined
by novelist and art essayist Siri Hustvedt, writer
and broadcaster Simon Schama and Radio 3 New
Generation Thinker and historian of Renaissance and
early modern Europe Catherine Fletcher.
Free Thinking is broadcast on Radio 3 on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 10pm. This recording will
be broadcast on Thursday 30 May and available as a
BBC Arts & Ideas podcast.
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11.30am

1pm

[HD3] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

[47] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Michael Rosen

Kapka Kassabova talks to Misha Glenny

Jelly Boots and Uncle Gobb,
and a Bear Hunt

The British Academy Platform 3: Border –
A Journey to the Edge of Europe

Come and meet the one and only Michael Rosen and
find out all about Jelly Boots, Smelly Boots and Uncle
Gobb and the Plot Plot and his other fabulous stories
including We’re Going on a Bear Hunt as we celebrate its
30th birthday. Jelly Boots is a riotous poetry celebration
of words – silly words, funny words, words you only
use in your own family, new words, old words, and the
very best words in the right order. Uncle Gobb and the
Plot Plot is the third uproarious Uncle Gobb adventure
and sees Malcolm and his awful Uncle Gobb return,
each with a cunning plot…
Suitable for ages 7+
Sponsored by HAM

When Kapka Kassabova was a child, the border zone
between Bulgaria, Turkey and Greece was rumoured
to be an easier crossing point into the West than the
Berlin Wall, so it swarmed with soldiers, spies and
fugitives. Today she sets out on a journey to meet the
people of this triple border – Bulgarians, Turks, Greeks,
and the latest wave of refugees fleeing conflict further
afield. She discovers a region that has been shaped
by the successive forces of history: by its own past
migration crises, by communism, by two world wars, by
the Ottoman Empire, and – older still – by the ancient
legacy of myths and legends. Border is a multi-awardwinning piece of history and reportage.
In association with The British Academy and Europa28

[HD4] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Sarah Crossan and Lauren Child

The UK and Irish Children’s Laureates
Share Ideas
UK Waterstones Children’s Laureate Lauren Child
and Laureate na nÓg Sarah Crossan will share the
stage to discuss the power of words, the importance
of illustration and their mutual conviction that every
child should have access to literature and to creativity.
Chaired by Jonathan Douglas, Director, National
Literacy Trust.
12+

1pm
[46] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Simon Schama

Rembrandt’s Eyes
350 years ago Rembrandt van Rijn died in poverty but not obscurity - having sublimely reinvented every
genre of art that he touched. Twenty years after his
Rembrandt’s Eyes was published Simon Schama asks
what it is that makes his work so deeply moving and
how did he re-make the image of humanity?
Part of the Serious Readers series

[48] 1pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Isabella Hammad and Sarah Ladipo Manyika
talk to Oliver Balch

Fictions: In the 20th Century World
In Hammad’s debut The Parisian the First World War
shatters families, destroys friendships and kills lovers, and
a young Palestinian dreamer sets out to find himself.
Midhat Kamal picks his way across a fractured world,
from the shifting politics of the Middle East to the
dinner tables of Montpellier and a newly tumultuous
Paris. He discovers that everything is fragile: love turns
to loss, friends become enemies and everyone is
looking for a place to belong. Ladipo Manyika’s global
bestseller In Dependence is a lyrical and moving epic of
unfulfilled love fraught with the weight of history, race
and geography. Tayo Ajayi sails to England from Nigeria
to take up a scholarship at Oxford University. There he
discovers a whole generation high on visions of a new
and better world.
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1pm
[49] 1pm BBC TENT

2.30pm
[50] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

free but ticketed

Talking Books with Fatima Bhutto
and George Alagiah

David Nott talks to Rosie Boycott

BBC World News and BBC News Channel

For more than 25 years, David Nott has taken unpaid
leave from his job as a general and vascular surgeon
with the NHS to volunteer in some of the world’s
most dangerous war zones: Afghanistan, Sierra Leone,
Liberia, Darfur, Congo, Iraq, Yemen, Libya, Gaza and
Syria. He has also volunteered in areas blighted by
natural disasters, such as the earthquakes in Haiti and
Nepal. Driven by both the desire to help others and
the thrill of extreme personal danger, he is now widely
acknowledged to be the most experienced trauma
surgeon in the world. Since 2015, the foundation he set
up with his wife, Elly, has disseminated the knowledge
he has gained, training other doctors in the art of saving
lives threatened by bombs and bullets.

Internationally acclaimed writer Fatima Bhutto talks
to George Alagiah. Growing up as a member of the
Bhutto political dynasty, in 1996 at the age of 14 Fatima
saw her father assassinated – and subsequently blamed
his murder on her aunt Benazir Bhutto in her first book,
Songs of Blood and Sword. Described as an epic tale
full of romance, intrigue and tragedy, the characters
in Bhutto’s novel are richly drawn. Her second book
The Shadow of the Crescent Moon is set along the
border of Pakistan and Afghanistan and tells the story
of characters living against a backdrop of conflict as
they choose hope over love and the future over the
present. Her latest novel The Runaway charts the lives
of three people from different backgrounds who meet
at a Jihadi training camp near Mosul, and paints a vivid
picture of how the restlessness of youth can easily be
exploited.
[HD5] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Malorie Blackman

Noughts & Crosses and Dr Who
Join Malorie Blackman as she reflects on her time as
Children’s Laureate and her extraordinary writing career
to date – from her groundbreaking and unforgettable
Noughts & Crosses series and BAFTA winning story
Pig-Heart Boy to her writing for Doctor Who. Malorie
will talk about her inspirations and her writing tips, and
will give a sneak preview of her new novel Crossfire, out
later this year. Malorie will speak to Jonathan Douglas,
Director of the National Literacy Trust.
14+
[HD6] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Chae Strathie

So You Think You’ve Got It Bad?
A Kid’s Life in Ancient Egypt
Life in ancient Egypt may sound like fun, with the
glorious sunny weather and amazing pyramids. But in
award-winning author Chae Strathie’s new book, you’ll
discover it was actually pretty tough. From dodging
Deathstalker scorpions to cleaning up cow dung, and
from eating roast hedgehog to being slammed in the
stocks, learn what life was really like at the time of the
Pharaohs. Maybe modern life’s not so bad after all…
6+

War Doctor: Surgery on the Front Line

[51] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Naomi Wolf

Outrages: Sex, Censorship,
and the Criminalisation of Love
Wolf illuminates a dramatic history – how a single
English law in 1857 led to a maelstrom, with
reverberations lasting to our day. That law was
the Obscene Publications Act. Dissent and morality
became legal concepts: if writers, editors, printers and
booksellers did not uphold the law and the morals
of society they faced serious criminal penalties. This
was most dramatic regarding anything to do with love
between men; homosexuality was linked to deviancy in
the eyes of the law. Wolf portrays the dramatic ways
this censorship played out among a bohemian group
of sexual dissidents, including Walt Whitman in
America and the English critic John Addington Symonds.
Both a fascinating story and, crucially, an important way
of understanding how the Act created homophobia
and our ideas of ‘normalcy’ and ‘deviancy’, Outrages
also shows the way it helped usher in the state’s
purported need and right to police speech.
Chaired by Matthew d’Ancona.
[52] 2.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Emily Shuckburgh

Cambridge Series 2: How Will Climate
Change Affect Me?
Shuckburgh is a climate scientist and mathematician,
and is co-author of the Ladybird book on Climate
Change. She will speak about her research on modelling
localised effects of climate change – from Arctic
warming to flooding in Tewkesbury, from severe
drought in Malawi to record-breaking temperatures in
Thailand, and from the acidification of the Barrier Reef
to the hurricanes battering the Caribbean.
In association with Cambridge University
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2.30pm
[53] 2.30pm BBC TENT

4pm
[55] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

free but ticketed

Start the Week

Carole Cadwalladr

BBC Radio 4

Byline Platform: Damned Lies and
Big Data

Tom Sutcliffe presents Radio 4’s flagship programme
of ideas, exploring the impact of human ingenuity –
from the myth of Frankenstein to geoengineering –
with guests Jeanette Winterson, Naomi Wolf
and John Browne.

Cadwalladr has won the Orwell Prize and the
Reporters Without Borders Award for her investigative
journalism in The Observer into the subversion of the
democratic process and the impact of big data analytics
and interventions on the EU Referendum and the
American Presidential Election. She discusses her work
with Oliver Bullough.
In association with Byline Festival

[54] 2.30pm MEETING PLACE ON SITE £18

Drawing and Walking

With Celia Johnson
Taking participants to a particularly lovely stretch of
the river Wye to respond through writing or drawing
to the landscape and its ambient sounds. Suitable for
anyone interested in the landscape, walking, writing and
drawing. Previous drawing experience is not necessary,
all materials provided. Please come prepared for
outdoor activity.
Adult
[HD7] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

The Elmer Show

Elmer’s 30th Birthday Surprise
Elmer the patchwork elephant loves making his friends
laugh, but doesn’t like being different. After trying to
hide his true colours, his friends help him discover that
being himself is more fun than he could have imagined.
Now, as everyone knows, elephants never forget –
especially when it is a birthday. But sometimes humans
do. So come and help Elmer’s storyteller friend plan a
special birthday surprise for Elmer by stomping through
an interactive storytime, trumpeting along with songs
and coming up with ways to make Elmer feel extra
special on his birthday.
3+
In association with Seven Stories – The National Centre
for Children’s Books

[56] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Venki Ramakrishnan talks to
Adam Rutherford

Gene Machine: The Race to Decipher
the Secrets of the Ribosome
The Nobel Prize-winning chemist in conversation with
the presenter of BBC Radio 4’s Inside Science and
author of The Book of Humans.
Everyone knows about DNA. It is the essence of our
being, influencing who we are and what we pass on to
our children. But the information in DNA can’t be used
without a machine to decode it. The ribosome is that
machine. Older than DNA itself, it is the mother of all
molecules. Virtually every molecule made in every cell
was either made by the ribosome or by proteins that
were themselves made by the ribosome.
A fascinating insider account, Gene Machine charts
Ramakrishnan’s unlikely journey from his first fumbling
experiments in a biology lab to being at the centre of
a fierce competition at the cutting edge of modern
science.
In association with The Royal Society
[57] 4pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £9

Siri Hustvedt talks to Claire Armitstead

Fictions: Memories of the Future
[HD8] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Alex Wheatle and Clarrie Mae Bent

Crongton Live
The Brixton Bard, Alex Wheatle, and actress Clarrie
Mae Bent invite you to join them for an interactive
event full of discussion, storytelling and live performance
exploring Alex’s acclaimed Crongton sequence of
YA novels: Liccle Bit, Crongton Knights, Straight Outta
Crongton and Home Girl. Set on the fictional South
Crong estate, Alex’s books explore family, friendship,
love, and loyalty put to the test. The event will focus on
the importance of language, style and dialogue, inspiring
young writers and performers alike.
14+
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The author of What I Loved introduces her new novel.
Fresh from Minnesota and hungry for all New York
has to offer, 23-year-old S.H. embarks on a year that
proves both exhilarating and frightening – from bruising
encounters with men to the increasingly ominous
monologues of the woman next door. Forty years on,
those pivotal months come back to vibrant life when
S.H. discovers the notebook in which she recorded her
adventures alongside drafts of a novel. Measuring what
she remembers against what she wrote, she regards
her younger self with curiosity and often amusement.
Anger too, for how much has really changed in a
world where the female presidential candidate is
called an abomination?

SATURDAY 25 MAY

@hayfestival

4pm
[58] 4pm BBC TENT

5.30pm
[59] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10

free but ticketed

Talking Books with Nicci Gerrard
and George Alagiah

Bettany Hughes

Hay Festival Founders Lecture:
Make Art Not War

BBC World News and BBC News Channel
Perhaps best known as one half of a husband and wife
duo who have written more than 15 psychological
thrillers under the name of Nicci French, author Nicci
Gerrard is an award-winning journalist in her own right.
Her books appeal to readers who acknowledge that we
all inhabit the fringes of some very dark places. Unafraid
to cover difficult topics, her book Soham asks what we
can learn from a recent notorious child murder case
in the UK and questions how our response to evil
is often manipulated by the media. Her latest book
What Dementia Teaches Us About Love is a candid and
thought-provoking investigation into the medical, moral
and personal issues caused by a condition that now
touches millions of us but that we still find it hard to
speak about. She talks to George Alagiah.
[HD9] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Julia Donaldson, Chris Riddell and
Michael Rosen

Flights of Fancy: Stories, pictures and
inspiration from Children’s Laureates
Join Julia Donaldson, Chris Riddell and Michael Rosen in
this original and action-packed event showcasing each
of their amazing stints as UK Children’s Laureate. There
will be singing, acting, drawing and performing – and
plenty of inspiration for audience creativity too. Chaired
by Horatio Clare.
Family event 6+
Sponsored by Hay Thursday Market
[HD10] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Bryony Gordon

You Got This
The most powerful thing you can be when you grow
up is yourself. Mental health activist, bestselling author
and journalist Bryony Gordon will share the crucial life
lessons she wished she had known when she was a
teenager. Join Bryony as she chats about self-respect,
body positivity, love, mental health and confidence with
Holly Bourne, author of Are We All Lemmings and
Snowflakes? Together they will be covering all the tools
that any teen needs to grow up happy.
12+

The historian tells the story of extraordinary,
transformative projects helping refugee stonemasons
to begin to rebuild the shattered treasures of Syria.
The new, trainee masons, artisans and artists are both
women and young men. The lecture is illustrated with
film footage from Hughes’ documentaries about the
project. Chaired by Peter Florence.
The lecture is given in the names of Hay Festival founders
Rhoda Lewis and Norman Florence
[60] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD £10

John Browne talks to Spencer Kelly

Make, Think, Imagine: Engineering and the
Future of Civilisation
Today’s unprecedented pace of change leaves many
people wondering what new technologies are doing to
our lives. Are the decisions about our health, security
and finances made by computer programs inexplicable
and biased? Are robots going to take our jobs? And has
our demand for energy driven the Earth’s climate to the
edge of catastrophe? Browne argues that we need not
and must not put the brakes on technological advance.
Civilisation is founded on engineering innovation; all
progress stems from the human urge to make things
and to shape the world around us, resulting in greater
freedom, health and wealth for all. Lord Browne trained
as an engineer and was CEO of BP from 1995 to 2007.
He is Chairman of the Crick Institute, a Fellow of the
Royal Society, past President of the Royal Academy
of Engineering and former Chairman of Tate. Kelly
presents Click on BBC World News.
Sponsored by NMiTE (New Model in Technology &
Engineering), bringing disruptive innovation to engineering
higher education
[61] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Ben Lewis

The Last Leonardo
The art historian forensically retraces the history of
Leonardo da Vinci’s small oil painting, the Salvator
Mundi, which was sold in 2017 for $450 million. The
painting is a prism through which we can understand
the highs and lows of the art world, experiencing the
passions that drove men and women to own this
work, as well as the philistinism that led them to almost
destroy and lose it. Lewis tracks the vicissitudes of
the highly secretive art market across five centuries, a
twisting tale of geniuses and gangsters, double-crossing
and disappearances where we’re never quite certain
what to believe.
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[62] 5.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

[65] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Daniel Hahn

Mary Robinson talks to Emily Shuckburgh

The Anthea Bell Lecture: The Genius
of Getafix

The Kew Gardens Platform: Climate
Justice: Hope, Resilience, and the Fight
for a Sustainable Future

In this second annual lecture, the renowned translator
pays tribute to his peerless, multilingual colleague
Anthea Bell, who died in October 2018. He explores
her work on the Asterix books, translating the original
French by René Goscinny and his illustrator partner
Albert Uderzo. “She was an elegant stylist, but more
than that, a startlingly versatile one,” says Hahn. “I first
learned her name, as so many people did, because
she wrote all those impossible Asterix jokes I loved so
much; but to other people she was Sebald, or perhaps
Kafka – or sometimes Freud. She was Cornelia
Funke or Erich Kästner for children, Saša Stanišic and
Stefan Zweig for adults, and so many others besides.
Literature struggles to thrive without translation. Today
I can’t help wondering how we readers and writers
ever could have managed without Anthea Bell.”
Chaired by Thea Lenarduzzi of the TLS.
In association with the TLS

Holding her first grandchild in her arms in 2003, Mary
Robinson was struck by the uncertainty of the world
he had been born into. Before his fiftieth birthday, he
would share the planet with more than nine billion
people – people battling for food, water and shelter
in an increasingly volatile climate. As the UN’s Special
Envoy for Climate Change, Robinson’s mission led all
over the world, from Malawi to Mongolia, and to a
heartening revelation: that an irrepressible driving force
in the battle for climate justice could be found at the
grassroots level, mainly among women, many of them
mothers and grandmothers like herself. Robinson met
with ordinary people whose resilience and ingenuity
had already unlocked extraordinary change. Robinson
is the former President of Ireland and United Nations
High Commissioner for Human Rights, and is now a
member of The Elders.
Supported by Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

[63] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

The Dylan Thomas Prize Winner
talks to Dai Smith

[66] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

The 2019 International Dylan Thomas
Prize

Brexit Britain: The State of the Union

Keir Starmer talks to Philippe Sands

Join us to celebrate this prestigious literary prize for
writers aged 39 and under. The 2019 winner, to be
announced on 16 May, talks to Dai Smith, chair of
the judging panel and Emeritus Raymond Williams
Research Chair in the Cultural History of Wales at
Swansea University. The long-list comprises: Nana
Kwame Adjei-Brenyah, Michael Donkor, Clare Fisher,
Zoe Gilbert, Emma Glass, Guy Gunaratne, Louisa Hall,
Sarah Perry, Sally Rooney, Richard Scott, Novuyo Rosa
Tshuma and Jenny Xie.
In association with Swansea University
[64] 5.30pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

Inside Science

BBC Radio 4
Adam Rutherford and guests, including
mathematician Steven Strogatz, discuss the big
ideas in science today.
Broadcast Thursday 30 May at 4.30pm and 9.30pm.

What happens now? What’s the deal with Europe,
America, Ireland, Scotland? The Shadow Brexit
Secretary is on the spot. And he’s listening.
Sponsored by Gabbs Solicitors
[67] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Elizabeth Day talks to
Clemency Burton-Hill

How To Fail: Everything I’ve Ever
Learned From Things Going Wrong
A conversation with the novelist and podcaster. “If I
have learned one thing from this shockingly beautiful
venture called life, it is this: failure has taught me
lessons I would never otherwise have understood. I
have evolved more as a result of things going wrong
than when everything seemed to be going right. Out
of crisis has come clarity, and sometimes
even catharsis.”
Sponsored by Woodee Limited
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7pm

8.30pm

[68] 7pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £9

[72] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Jon Lee Anderson talks to Sophie Hughes

Martin Rees

From Che Guevara to Juan Guaidó:
Understanding Latin America

On the Future Prospects for Humanity
Advances in biotechnology, cybertechnology, robotics,
and artificial intelligence, if pursued and applied wisely,
could empower us to boost the developing and
developed world and overcome the threats humanity
faces on earth, from climate change to nuclear war. At
the same time, further advances in space science will
allow humans to explore the solar system and beyond.
But there is no ‘Plan B’ for Earth – no viable alternative
within reach if we do not care for our home planet.
Lord Rees is Astronomer Royal.
Sponsored by Accenture Strategy

The New Yorker’s frontline journalist reports from
the most volatile and dynamic region in the world.
He introduces the graphic version of his biography
Che Guevara: A Revolutionary Life and explains what’s
happening today in Venezuela.
In association with Wom@rts and Creative Europe
[69] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Sander van der Linden

Cambridge Series 3: Vaccinating Against
Fake News

[73] 8.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

How do we counter fake news and can we inoculate
public opinion against misinformation? Dr Van der
Linden is Director of the Cambridge Social DecisionMaking Lab and is investigating the psychological
mechanisms behind the spread of misinformation.
In association with Cambridge University

Nathan Filer talks to Bryony Gordon

Heartland: Finding and Losing
Schizophrenia

In this series of Hay Essays, writers respond to the
themes of Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, often
described as the first modern novel, and a story that
still resonates with us 300 years after it was written.

How we perceive schizophrenia – and how we
treat people living with it – is at the core of how
we understand mental health. But what do we really
know? How much time do we spend listening? Filer, a
mental health nurse and award-winning writer, takes
us on a journey into the psychiatric wards he once
worked on. He invites us to spend time with worldleading experts, and with some extraordinary people
who share their own stories about living with this
strange and misunderstood condition.
See also event [36]

8.30pm

[74] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[71] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £15

Index on China

[70] 7pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

The Essay

BBC Radio 3

Xinran, Karoline Kan, Rachael Jolley

Maxine Peake

Shelley’s The Masque of Anarchy 200
The actor reprises her reading, originally commissioned
by Manchester International Festival, of Percy Bysshe
Shelley’s radical 1819 poem, written in response to
the Peterloo Massacre. The reading is introduced by
John Mullan.

Seventy years after the establishment of the People’s
Republic of China, and 30 years on from the
Tiananmen Square massacre, the editor of Index on
Censorship hosts a debate about China’s contemporary
society and the leadership’s attitude to freedom of
expression. Xinran is author of the global bestseller
The Good Women of China, based on her groundbreaking radio show. Her latest book is The Promise.
Karoline Kan is a former New York Times reporter who
writes about millennial life and politics in China. She’s
currently an editor at China Dialogue. Her new book
is called Under Red Skies: The Life and Times of a
Chinese Millennial.
In association with Index on Censorship
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5.30pm
[404] 8.30pm BBC TENT

10pm
[76] 10pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £15

free but ticketed

Stephen Sackur and HARDTalk

Sara Pascoe

BBC News

LadsLadsLads

Join Stephen Sackur on the set of the BBC’s toughtalking interview programme. If you have a thirst for
inquiring journalism and enjoy the cut and thrust of
gladiatorial theatre, get a seat in the BBC Tent and
judge for yourself.

Always honest, always regretting it later, Sara opens
her heart and mouth again to share the adventures
of the last year. Full of jokes, hope and white wine,
LadsLadsLads is the thinking person’s stag do*.
Following a sell-out UK tour, the multi-award-winning
comedian and star of Live at The Apollo, Mock the
Week, QI and Taskmaster brings her show to Hay
Festival. “Whipsmart... winningly funny” – The Guardian.
“Beautifully structured... knowing, yet effortless” –
Daily Telegraph.
*Please, please do not bring an actual stag do, please.
Do bring a polite friend, your mama, or someone you hope
to seduce.

9.45pm
[75] 9.45pm OXFAM MOOT £12

Ibibio Sound Machine

Doko Mien – Live
Party night, fronted by Nigerian singer Eno Williams.
Ibibio Sound Machine is a clash of African and electronic
elements inspired in equal measure by the golden era
of West African funk and disco and modern post-punk
and electro. The band capture spectacular energy in
their new album Doko Mien. Ibibio Sound Machine
is Eno Williams (vocals), Alfred Kari Bannerman
(guitar), Anselmo Netto (percussion), Jose Joyette
(drums), Derrick McIntyre (bass), Tony Hayden
(trombone, synth), Scott Baylis (trumpet, synth), and
Max Grunhard (saxophone, synth).
Sponsored by Bartrums Stationery & Fine Pens
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9.30am

10am

[77] 9.30am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £18

[80] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Ifor ap Glyn

Marek Kohn talks to Daniel Hahn

Wayfaring: These Hills Sing in Welsh

Four Words for Friend

How does language shape our perception of landscape?
Ifor ap Glyn, National Poet of Wales, leads a walk
to the valley where in 1939 TJ Morgan, a young
academic (and father of the late First Minister Rhodri
Morgan), made field recordings of the last native
speakers of Welsh in this part of Breconshire. Morgan
wrote movingly of his experience – he realised he
was witnessing the end of a world. And yet, Welsh
lives on the area and Morgan’s recordings, now held
in St Fagan’s, took on a new life recently in the work
of singer Twm Morys. The event will be in English,
introducing the Welsh language poetry of Waldo
Williams, Twm Morys and others in translation.
Please wear appropriate footwear. Numbers are limited.
There will be a bus journey to and from the walk location;
return to Festival site by 12.30pm.
In association with Brecon Beacons National Parks

In a world that has English as its global language and
rapidly advancing translation technology, it’s easy to
assume that the need to use more than one language
will diminish. Kohn argues that plural language use is
more important than ever. It helps us to understand
ourselves and others better, to live together better,
and to make the most of our various cultures. Kohn
explores how people acquire languages; how they
lose them; how different languages may affect people’s
perceptions, their senses of self, and their relationships
with each other; and how to resolve the fundamental
contradiction of languages – that they exist as much to
prevent communication as to make it happen.

10am
[78] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Steve Jones talks to Adam Rutherford

Here Comes the Sun
Jones explores the dependency of all life and systems
on Earth – ecological, biological and physical – on our
nearest star. He explores the connections between
those systems, and the connections between the
various disciplines that study them, from astronomy
to cancer prevention, from microbiology to the study
of sleep. He also charts his own work and interests
over 50 years against developments in a wide range of
fields, showing how what was once seen as a narrow
specialism has become a subject of vast scientific, social
and political significance. Jones is Professor of Genetics
at University College London and President of the
Galton Institute.
[79] 10am OXFAM MOOT £10

Horatio Clare

Something of His Art: Walking to Lübeck
with JS Bach
In the depths of winter in 1705 the young Johann
Sebastian Bach, then unknown as a composer and
earning a modest living as a teacher and organist, set
off on a long journey by foot to Lübeck to visit the
composer Dieterich Buxterhude, a distance of more
than 250 miles. This journey and its destination were
a pivotal point in the life of arguably the greatest
composer the world has yet seen. Lübeck was Bach’s
moment, when a young teacher with a reputation for
intolerance of his pupils’ failings began his journey to
become the master of the Baroque. Chaired by
Kirsty Lang.

[81] 10am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Ed Vaizey, Jean-Christophe Chopin,
Annoushka Ducas, Edeline Lee,
Geordie Willis
Google, Hoover, Beyoncé... Brand building has become
a complex issue, one that’s moved from the concerns
of big business to the everyday worries of everyone,
from graduates building their LinkedIn profiles to the
top echelons of soft power diplomats. An expert
panel chaired by former Minister for Culture Ed Vaizey
debates what makes a good brand. Ducas is a jewellery
designer, creative director and founder of Links of
London and Annoushka. Chopin is founder and CEO
of the LandRover Born Awards and of born.com.
Lee is a fashion designer whose clothes are worn
by Olivia Coleman. Willis is creative director at
Berry Bros & Rudd.
In association with Country & Town House magazine
[82] 10am BBC TENT

free but ticketed

Textual Healing: Can Fiction Heal?

BBC Culture
Practised around the world by psychologists and social
workers, and even prescribed by the NHS, bibliotherapy has become something of a buzzword in the
past few years, although it has been going for centuries.
The ancient Greeks posted signs above library doors,
informing readers that they were entering a healing
place for the soul. And in the 19th century doctors and
psychiatric nurses doled out everything from the Bible
to travel literature and works in ancient languages. BBC
Culture’s literature writer Hephzibah Anderson and
guests discuss the stories they turn to in times of crisis,
and find out whether fiction really does have the power
to change our lives for the better.
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10am

11.30am

[HD11] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

[85] 11.30am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Sarah Cruddas

Julia Lovell

The Space Race: The journey to the
Moon and beyond

Maoism: A Global History

Join the TV space journalist as she tells how humans
went from first imagining what lies above us to being
able to reach for the stars. Learn all about where space
exploration is heading and discover that the future of
space is stranger than you can ever imagine – including
the idea that the first person to walk on Mars is
probably in school today. Packed full of amazing facts,
quirky statistics and mind-blowing information, this
will appeal to Space fans of all ages.
6+

11.30am

The power and appeal of Maoism have extended far
beyond China. Maoism was a crucial motor of the
Cold War: it shaped the course of the Vietnam War
and brought to power the murderous Khmer Rouge
in Cambodia; it aided, and sometimes handed victory
to, anti-colonial resistance movements in Africa; it
inspired terrorism in Germany and Italy, and wars and
insurgencies in Peru, India and Nepal, some of which
are still with us today – more than 40 years after the
death of Mao. Lovell, Professor of Modern China at
Birkbeck, re-evaluates Maoism as both a Chinese and an
international force, linking its evolution in China with its
global legacy. Chaired by Matthew d’Ancona.
[86] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[83] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Nicole Soranzo

Melvyn Bragg

Cambridge Series 4: Human Disease –
Nature, Nurture or Both?

Fictions: Love Without End – A Story
of Heloise and Abelard
Paris in 1117. Heloise, a brilliant young scholar, is
astonished when the famous, radical philosopher Peter
Abelard consents to be her tutor. But what starts
out as a meeting of minds turns into a passionate,
dangerous love affair, which incurs terrible retribution.
Nine centuries later, Arthur is in Paris to recreate the
extraordinary story of Heloise and Abelard in a novel.
To his surprise, his daughter visits and agrees to help,
challenging his portraits of a couple who seem often
inscrutable, sometimes breathtakingly modern. It soon
emerges she is on her own mission to discover more
about her parents’ fractured relationship – and that
Arthur’s connection to his subject is more emotional
than he cares to admit.
[84] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £9

Steven Strogatz

Infinite Powers: How Calculus Reveals
the Secrets of the Universe
Without calculus, we wouldn’t have mobile phones,
TV, GPS or ultrasound; we wouldn’t have unravelled
DNA or discovered Neptune or figured out how to put
5,000 songs in our pocket. Though many of us were
scared away from this essential, engrossing subject in
high school, Strogatz’s brilliantly creative, down-to-earth
history shows that calculus is not about complexity, it’s
about simplicity. It harnesses an unreal number – infinity
– to tackle real-world problems, breaking them down
into easier ones and then reassembling the answers into
solutions that feel miraculous. Strogatz is Professor of
Applied Mathematics at Cornell University.
Sponsored by Accenture Strategy
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The sequencing of the human genome has revolutionised how scientists search for the genetic causes of
human diseases. Human geneticist Professor Soranzo of
the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute will describe how
the field has evolved in the past 15 years, discussing
how new genetic evidence is used to better understand
the interplay between our DNA (‘nature’) and the
environment (‘nurture’).
In association with Cambridge University
[87] 11.30am BBC TENT

free but ticketed

Long-termism: How to Think in Deep Time

BBC Future
From climate change to politics, short-termism is at
the root of many of the challenges we face in the 21st
century. How do we employ a deeper-time perspective,
and prioritise the wellbeing of future generations? A
panel of thinkers and authors assembled from the
worlds of philosophy, science and governance will
discuss these questions with BBC Future, as part of its
Deep Civilisation season, which aims to stand back from
the daily news cycle and widen the lens of our current
place in time.
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11.30am

1pm

[HD12] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

[91] 1pm BBC TENT

Chris Riddell

The Verb

Goth Girl and Ottoline

BBC Radio 3

The former Children’s Laureate, highly acclaimed
illustrator, political cartoonist and bestselling children’s
author will talk about his love of drawing. Chris will also
lead a Q&A session where he will draw his answers live.
9+

Ian McMillan presents Radio 3’s ‘cabaret of the word’,
featuring award-winning writers alongside the most
innovative up-and-coming performers. This year guests
include Hannah Sullivan, winner of the 2018 TS Eliot
Prize, and comedian Rachel Parris. Join us for our
special Hay edition of The Verb, “a linguistic leftfield joy
that manages to be cosy and surreal, and which Ian
McMillan presides over like a kindly pub landlord” –
Radio Times.

1pm
[88] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Stig Abell and Guests

The Establishment in Crisis
Britain’s institutions and democracy have been envied
around the world for centuries – the mother of
parliaments, the centre of an administrative empire that
pinked in the world. Are parliament, Whitehall, the
City of London, the devolved assemblies, the press, the
political parties, the Trades Unions and the traditional
powers of the land still fit for purpose? Abell is editor of
the TLS and author of How Britain Really Works.
In association with the TLS
[89] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Violet Moller

The Map of Knowledge

free but ticketed

[HD13] 1pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Lauren Child in conversation with Frank
Cottrell-Boyce

Hubert Horatio
UK Waterstones Children’s Laureate Lauren Child
explores the magic of illustration and writing and the
importance of daydreaming, and introduces her latest
books How to Raise your Grown Ups – Hubert Horatio
and Mary Poppins: Illustrated Gift Edition.
9+
Sponsored by A Book On One Page Ltd

Moller traces the journey taken by the ideas of three of
the greatest scientists of antiquity through seven cities
and over a thousand years. From Muslim Córdoba to
Catholic Toledo, from Salerno’s medieval medical school
to Palermo, capital of Sicily’s vibrant mix of cultures and,
finally, to Venice, where that great merchant city’s printing
presses would enable Euclid’s geometry, Ptolemy’s
system of the stars and Galen’s vast body of writings on
medicine to spread even more widely. Moller reveals
the web of connections between the Islamic world and
Christendom, connections that would both preserve and
transform astronomy, mathematics and medicine from
the early Middle Ages to the Renaissance. Chaired by
Oliver Balch.

[HD14] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[90] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Hay Festival Foundation Gala 1

Nicola Davies

Animal Surprises
Discover the delights of nature with the zoologist, poet
and bestselling children’s book author as she takes you
through the jungle, dives deep down into the sea and
climbs high up into the trees to uncover animals big,
small, wide and tall.
3+

2.30pm
[92] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £24

Pat Barker talks to Claire Armitstead

Diaries: Live Readings

Fictions: The Silence of the Girls

This first of this year’s all-star readings celebrates the
most intimate of literary forms, the diary. Through the
words of Samuel Pepys and Anne Frank to Bridget Jones
and the most colourful observers of modern times, we
explore the lives and loves, the gossip, the confessions,
the wisdom and humour of private and public lives.
The full cast will be announced on the day.
Hay Festival Foundation funds our education and
inclusion work.
Sponsored by The Great English Outdoors and Still Ethical

There was a woman at the heart of the Trojan war
whose voice has been silent – until now. Briseis was a
queen until her city was destroyed. Now she is slave
to Achilles, the man who butchered her husband and
brothers. Can she survive to become the author of her
own story? The Booker-winning novelist reimagines the
greatest Greek myth of all.
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop
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2.30pm

2.30pm

[93] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9

[96] 2.30pm BBC TENT

Marion Turner

Talking Books with Kapka Kassabova and
Stig Abell

Chaucer: A European Life

BBC World News and BBC News Channel

Turner’s spellbinding new biography explores the
poetry and the adventurous, cosmopolitan world
of the father of English literature. She documents a
series of vivid episodes, moving from the commercial
wharves of London to the frescoed chapels of
Florence and the kingdom of Navarre, where
14th-century Christians, Muslims and Jews lived side
by side. The narrative recounts Chaucer’s experiences
as a prisoner of war in France, as a father visiting
his daughter’s nunnery, as a member of a chaotic
Parliament and as a diplomat in Milan, where he
encountered the writings of Dante and Boccaccio.
Chaired by Jerry Brotton.

Kapka Kassabova spent her formative years behind the
Iron Curtain in Bulgaria and much of her work focuses
on journeys and the search for a sense of place
and identity amidst sometimes turbulent histories.
Described by one reviewer as “a poet and author
who writes in English, with a European imagination”,
her first novel Reconnaissance tells the story of a young
backpacker travelling through New Zealand whose
journey develops into something deeply personal,
exploring memory and family myth. In 2008 her
memoir Street Without a Name won critical acclaim for
its meditation on the speed of change across eastern
Europe. In Twelve Minutes of Love she travels through
the intimate history of Argentine Tango and her
latest book Borders sees her return to the Balkans to
explore the physical and psychological lines that define
the region. The award-winning novelist, poet and
travel writer talks to Stig Abell.

[94] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9

Adam Rutherford

The Book of Humans: The Story of
How We Became Us
Humans are the slightest of twigs on a single family
tree that encompasses four billion years, a lot of twists
and turns and a billion species. All of those organisms
are rooted in a single origin with a common code that
underwrites our existence. Rutherford explores how
many of the things once considered to be exclusively
human are not: we are not the only species that
communicates, makes tools, utilises fire or has sex for
reasons other than to make new versions of ourselves.
Evolution has, however, allowed us to develop our
culture to a level of complexity that outstrips any
other observed in nature. Rutherford presents Inside
Science on BBC Radio 4. His previous books are
Creation and A Brief History of Everyone Who Ever Lived.
[95] 2.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £9

Jonathan Coe talks to Sarfraz Manzoor

Fictions: Middle England
The new novel from the comic master, author of
What A Carve Up!, The Rotters Club and The Closed
Circle. Beginning eight years ago on the outskirts of
Birmingham, where car factories have been replaced
by Poundland, and London, where frenzied riots
give way to Olympic fever, Middle England follows a
brilliantly vivid cast of characters through a time of
immense change. “It was tempting to think, at times
like this, that some bizarre hysteria had gripped the
British people…”
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop

free but ticketed

[97] 2.30pm MEETING PLACE ON SITE £8

Alan Nicholls

Mountain Warehouse Walk 2: The Town
of Books Walk
Sunday’s walk explores the history of the bookshops
of Hay, with their many architectural quirks and
gems. The guide explains the development of the
secondhand book trade in the town, with colourful
anecdotes about Hay’s book culture, its dealers and its
myths. Distance 2.5 miles.
Sponsored by Mountain Warehouse
[98] 2.30pm MEETING PLACE ON SITE £18

Drawing and Walking

With Celia Johnson
Taking participants to a particularly lovely stretch of
the river Wye to respond through writing or drawing
to the landscape and its ambient sounds. Suitable
for anyone interested in the landscape, walking,
writing and drawing. Previous drawing experience is
not necessary, all materials provided. Please come
prepared for outdoor activity.
Adult
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2.30pm

4pm

[HD15] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[102] 4pm BBC TENT

Gill Lewis

100 Women: Tainted Love – Should we
boycott controversial artists?

The Closest Thing to Flying

free but ticketed

BBC News

Join Gill Lewis as she discusses her thoughtful and
wide-ranging new novel, which explores the plight of
refugees in the UK, the origins of the RSPB and the
beginnings of the women’s suffrage movement. Gill
weaves together all of these strands and shares her
own journey to becoming an author.
9+

Following recent sexual abuse allegations levelled
against several high profile creatives, should we be
pausing for thought before going to the cinema, the
art gallery or the bookshop? Should we look beyond
our favourite film, book and music to the person
behind it? Can we consume the works of people
such as Harvey Weinstein and R Kelly with a clear
conscience? Or can great art simply stand alone?
Adult themes not suitable for under 16s

4pm
[99] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

[HD16] 4pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Anna Burns talks to Gaby Wood

Sophia Bennett and Aïcha Mehrez

Milkman

The Bigger Picture: Women who changed
the art world

The 2018 Man Booker Prize winner discusses her
darkly funny novel set in 1970s Belfast with the prize’s
director. “In this unnamed city, to be interesting is
dangerous. Middle sister, our protagonist, is busy
attempting to keep her mother from discovering her
maybe-boyfriend and to keep everyone in the dark
about her encounter with Milkman. But when first
brother-in-law sniffs out her struggle, and rumours
start to swell, middle sister becomes ‘interesting’. The
last thing she ever wanted to be. To be interesting
is to be noticed and to be noticed is dangerous.”
“Milkman is extraordinary. I’ve been reading passages
aloud for the pleasure of hearing it. It’s frightening,
hilarious, wily and joyous all at the same time” –
Lisa McInerney.
Sponsored by the TLS

Join author Sophia Bennett and Aicha Mehrez, a
Curator of Contemporary British Art, Tate Gallery,
for a discussion on what it means to be a woman
working in the arts today and a celebration of some
of the world’s most renowned and inspirational
women artists. From the pioneers who paved the
way to contemporary artists working today, find out
how artists including Lubaina Himid, Yayoi Kusama
and Cindy Sherman have broken boundaries, fought
to have their voices heard and changed the way we
look at art. Chaired by Claire Armitstead, Associate
Culture Editor, The Guardian.
12+
[HD17] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[100] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Frank Cottrell-Boyce

Huw Edwards talks to Dylan Jones

Runaway Robot

Going Live

What would you do with a robot best friend?
Award-winning author Frank Cottrell-Boyce has
some ideas. He’ll share these as he introduces
Runaway Robot, which stars Alfie, whose lonely life is
transformed when he meets Eric, a one-legged robot.
A warm-hearted story of the importance of friendship,
and a celebration of being different.
9+

The BBC News at Ten anchor takes us behind the
scenes of a rolling news operation that is trying to
make sense of a world gripped by crises of every kind.
Sponsored by Stephens & George Print Group
[101] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Simon Armitage

Reading: Sandettie Light Vessel Automatic
We are thrilled to launch the poet’s new eclectic book
of poems, which collects commissions and collaborations of the last few years, with subjects ranging from
sculpture and travel to the environment and drama.
Sponsored by The Poetry Bookshop
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5.30pm

5.30pm

[103] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

[105] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Robert Macfarlane talks to Horatio Clare

Sophie Ratcliffe talks to Philippe Sands

Underland: A Deep Time Journey

The Lost Properties of Love

A conversation between two writers renowned for
their explorations of nature and landscape. Robert
Macfarlane’s Underland, perhaps the most eagerly
anticipated non-fiction book of 2019, takes us on
a journey into the worlds beneath our feet. From
the ice-blue depths of Greenland’s glaciers to the
underground networks by which trees communicate,
from Bronze Age burial chambers to the rock art of
remote Arctic sea-caves, this is a deep-time voyage
into the planet’s past and future, and into darkness
and its meanings. Global in its geography, gripping in
its voice and haunting in its implications, it is both an
ancient and an urgent work.
Macfarlane, a winner of the Hay Festival Prose Medal,
is the author of Mountains of the Mind, The Wild Places,
The Old Ways, Landmarks and (with Jackie Morris) The
Lost Words. Horatio Clare’s latest books are The Light
in the Dark and Something of his Art: Walking to Lübeck
with JS Bach – Hay Festival’s Book of the Month for
December 2018.
See also event [235] on 29 May – Spell Songs,
a musical performance of The Lost Words –
Macfarlane’s multi-award-winning collaboration with
the artist Jackie Morris.
Part of the Mountain Warehouse Conversation Series
at Hay

Sophie Ratcliffe’s book is about the things we hide
from other people. Love affairs, grief, domestic strife
and the mess at the bottom of your handbag. Part
memoir, part imagined history, Ratcliffe combines her
own experience of childhood bereavement, a past
lover and the reality of motherhood and marriage
with undiscovered stories about Tolstoy and trains,
handbags and honeymoons, to muse on the messiness
of everyday life.

[104] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10

[106] 5.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Margaret J Snowling

Dyslexia: A Very Short Introduction
The contemporary view of dyslexia has emerged from
a century of research in medicine, psychology and,
more recently, neuroscience. Considering the potential
causes of dyslexia, and looking at both genetic and
environment factors, Professor Snowling shows
how cross-linguistic studies have documented the
prevalence of dyslexia in different languages. Discussing
the various brain scanning techniques that have been
used to find out if the brains of people with dyslexia
differ in structure or function from those of typical
readers, Snowling moves on to weigh up various
strategies and interventions which can help people
living with dyslexia today.
[107] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Bettany Hughes, Jon Lee Anderson,
David Olusoga and Paul Dolan

Alys Conran and Tishani Doshi

Fictions: A Common Wealth of Stories

The Aftermaths
The polarised intensity of Brexit can seem like a very
British civil war. What might healing and reconciliation
look like? What can we learn from the past, and from
present examples? Classicist Bettany Hughes reflects
on her 2014 documentary series What’s The Point of
Forgiveness? and takes a long view of ancient historical
paths to peace. War correspondent Jon Lee Anderson
discusses the political wrangling of peace terms and
treaties he’s witnessed, the amnesties and the long
recovery from totalitarian oppressions. Olusoga is an
historian and author of Black and British: A Forgotten
History. Paul Dolan is Professor in Behavioural Science
at the LSE, where he works on measures of happiness
and subjective wellbeing that can be used in policy and
by individuals looking to be happier.

Conran’s Dignity is a powerful novel about belonging,
race, British India and contemporary Britain, by the
Dylan Thomas Prize-shortlisted author of Pigeon.
Doshi’s Small Days and Nights is a captivating and
original story of family, of the ties that bind and the
secrets we bury, set against the vivid and evocative
backdrop of modern India. Doshi is the award-winning
author of Girls Are Coming Out of the Woods and The
Pleasure Seekers. They talk to Oliver Balch.
[108] 5.30pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

Tonight at Hay

BBC Radio Wales
A round-up of highlights from Hay Festival on the
national radio station for Wales.
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7pm

7pm

[109] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £20

[113] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Stephen Fry

James Meek talks to Misha Glenny

Mythos

To Calais in Ordinary Time

The actor and writer tells stories from his two books
Mythos: The Greek Myths Retold and Heroes: Mortals and
Monsters, Quests and Adventures.
Part of the Serious Readers series

The writer discusses his magnificent 2014 Siberian
novel The People’s Act of Love and his new work
of reportage Dreams of Leaving and Remaining – an
anatomy of Britain on the edge of Brexit. He previews
his forthcoming novel To Calais in Ordinary Time, a 14th
century epic narrative.

[110] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Deborah Lipstadt talks to Rosie Boycott

[114] 7pm BBC TENT

Antisemitism: Here and Now
The award-winning author of The Eichmann Trial and
Denial: Holocaust History on Trial gives us a penetrating
and provocative analysis of the hate that will not die,
focusing on its current, virulent incarnations on both the
political right and left, in America, across Europe and in
Britain. She addresses what can be done about it.

Everything I Know About Love
When it comes to the trials and triumphs of becoming
a grown-up, journalist and former Sunday Times dating
columnist Dolly Alderton has seen and tried it all. In
her memoir she vividly recounts falling in love, wrestling
with self-sabotage, finding a job, throwing a socially
disastrous Rod Stewart themed house party, getting
drunk, getting dumped, realising that Ivan from the
corner shop is the only man you’ve ever been able to
rely on, and finding that that your mates are always
there at the end of every messy night out. Alderton’s
captivating memoir is about bad dates, good friends and
– above all else – about recognising that you and you
alone are enough.
Sponsored by Mari Thomas Jewellery

The Life and Times of a Very British Man
Ahmed’s childhood was very British in every way –
except for the fact that he was brown. Half English,
half Sudanese, he was raised in 1970s London at a
time when being mixed-race meant being told to go
home, even when you were born just down the road.
The memoir by the Editorial Director of BBC News
makes the case for a new conversation about race in
Britain through personal stories, political analysis and a
passionate belief in the ultimate good of this country.
He talks to Thea Lenarduzzi of the TLS.
In association with the TLS

Nick Robinson talks about what’s really going on in
British politics.

8.30pm

Simon Armitage, Lavinia Greenlaw, Andrew
Motion, Daljit Nagra, Richard Scott and
Hannah Sullivan

Dolly Alderton talks to Clemency
Burton-Hill

Kamal Ahmed

BBC Radio 4

[116] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

[111] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £8

[112] 7pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £9

free but ticketed

Political Thinking

The Faber Poetry Party
Simon Armitage hosts an all-star line-up to celebrate
the ninetieth birthday of the iconic publisher, home
of one of the world’s greatest poetry lists. Each of the
poets reads from their own work and from the work of
a Faber poet from a previous generation. The readings
are interwoven with audio recordings from the Hay
Player archive by the late, great Faber poets Derek
Walcott, Ted Hughes and Seamus Heaney.
[117] 8.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £10

Simon Schama and Martin Sorrell

60 Years and Counting
A conversation about the nature of the lifelong
friendship between historian and writer Simon Schama
and Martin Sorrell, businessman and advertising legend.
The two men have known each other since their
school days.
[118] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £10

Michael Pennington

An Evening with Anton Chekhov
The actor’s celebrated one-man show takes the form of
an evening spent in the company of the Russian writer
towards the end of his life. In it he reminisces about
his life, his times and work; he demonstrates his writing
technique by telling stories, speaks about the theatre
and engages deeply and humorously with his English
audience. The show premiered at the National Theatre
in 1984, since when it has toured the world. “Chekhov
in all his humour and humanity” – Sunday Telegraph.
“Marvellously done” – New York Times.
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8.30pm
[119] 8.30pm BBC TENT

9.45pm
[405] 9.45pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

free but ticketed

BBC Introducing: Live Session 1

BBC Introducing: Live Session 2

BBC Hereford & Worcester

BBC Hereford & Worcester

At BBC Music Introducing in Hereford & Worcester,
we support the very best new music from across
the region. Since 2005 we’ve broadcast more than a
thousand sessions, helping to showcase some of our
area’s most talented musicians. We’ve handpicked
some of our favourite acts to join us on stage at
Hay. These artists didn’t even know they were being
considered – and we hope this inspires people to keep
sending in their music, because we really do listen to
everything. bbc.co.uk/introhw
These sessions will be broadcast throughout June on BBC
Hereford & Worcester on Saturdays at 8pm and Sundays
at 6pm.

At BBC Music Introducing in Hereford & Worcester,
we support the very best new music from across
the region. Since 2005 we’ve broadcast more than a
thousand sessions, helping to showcase some of our
area’s most talented musicians. We’ve handpicked
some of our favourite acts to join us on stage at
Hay. These artists didn’t even know they were being
considered – and we hope this inspires people to keep
sending in their music, because we really do listen to
everything. bbc.co.uk/introhw
Broadcast throughout June on BBC Hereford & Worcester
on Saturdays at 8pm and Sundays at 6pm.

9.30pm

[122] 10pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £10

10pm

Eirian Lewis
[120] 9.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £29

Bill Bailey

Larks in Transit Tour
A compendium of travellers’ tales and the general
shenanigans of 20 years as a travelling comedian. With
musical virtuosity, surreal tangents and trademark
intelligence, Bill Bailey tackles politics, philosophy and
the pursuit of happiness. Plus, he fashions a symphony
from a ringtone, tells the real story of Old McDonald
and reimagines the Stars and Stripes. Two decades
of touring larks from a comic described by the Daily
Telegraph as “the brainiest comic of his generation”.
“Joyous, playful, effortlessly funny” – Time Out.
Sponsored by RSPB

Recital by Candlelight
The guitarist plays a meditative late-night concert
featuring music by Robert Schumann, Agustin Barrios,
Graeme Koenhe, John Dowland and Roland Dyens.

9.45pm
[121] 9.45pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Natalie Haynes

Troy Story
The devastating consequences of the fall of Troy
stretch from Mount Olympus to Mount Ida, from the
citadel of Troy to the distant Greek islands, and across
the oceans and sky in between. These are the stories
of the women embroiled in that legendary war and
its terrible aftermath, as well as the feud and the fatal
decisions that started it all. With wit and humour,
stand-up comedian, Radio 4 broadcaster and classicist
Natalie Haynes brings the story of the Trojan War to
life from an all-female perspective, giving voices to the
women, girls and goddesses who, for so long, have
been silent.
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9am

10am

[123] 9am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £16

[125] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Jonathon Harrington, Catherine
and David James

Kirsty Lang hosts Frank Cottrell-Boyce,
Tishani Doshi, Huw Edwards, Ann Mroz,
Daljit Nagra, Chris Riddell and
Jeanette Winterson

Trevithel Court Farm Walk
David and Catherine James’s cider orchards are
carefully managed to produce a range of cider apples
for the Bulmers and Magners premium brands, some
of which will be available for tasting. In a happily
synergistic relationship with a local beekeeper, the
trees are pollinated by bees, the nectar making
delicious honey. Look inside a beehive and learn how
bees make honey and store it for the winter. Trevithel
Court is a traditional mixed farm, so there will also be
the opportunity to see beef cattle and arable crops
at various stages of production. Agronomist Jonathon
Harrington leads the tour.
With thanks to Catherine and David James
Please wear walking boots or wellingtons and waterproof
clothing in case of inclement weather. These are visits to
real working farms and are suitable for anyone interested
in learning more about food and farming. Families are
welcome but children must be supervised at all times.
Sponsored by Hay Vets

9.30am
[124] 9.30am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £18

Fiona Stafford

Wayfaring: The Brief Life of Flowers
The Professor of English at the University of Oxford
leads a walk through an old English garden, talking
about her book The Brief Life of Flowers. Their beauty
has inspired some of the greatest works of art and
literature, captivating creative minds from Ovid to
O’Keeffe, Wordsworth to Van Gogh, Botticelli to
Beatrix Potter. While the poppy is often associated
with WWI, it was the elderflower that treated the
wounded horses, joining a long line of healing flowers,
including lavender and foxgloves. From the personal
to the political, flowers play a part in all aspects of life:
the right rose, according to the Victorian language of
flowers, might mend a broken heart, while sunflowers
may just save our planet.
Please wear appropriate footwear. Numbers are limited.
Return to Festival site by 12pm.
The garden is 15 minutes’ walk from the Festival site.
In association with Brecon Beacons National Parks

The TES Panel: The Books That
Inspired Me
As part of the #BooksToInspire campaign, Festival
guests bring the novels, poetry and non-fiction that
first sparked their love of reading or set them off on
a journey of discovery in their lives. #BooksToInspire is
a campaign from Hay Festival and TES, inviting book
recommendations for primary and secondary schools
to inspire the next generation of world changers.
In partnership with TES
[126] 10am OXFAM MOOT £8

Victoria Bateman

Cambridge Series 5: The Sex Factor –
How Women Made the West Rich
The Industrial Revolution brings to mind famous male
inventors and industrialists. Spanning the globe and
drawing on thousands of years of history, Bateman
weaves rigorous analysis with autobiographical insights
to tell a bold, ambitious story about how the status
and freedom of women – particularly freedom
over their bodies – is central to our prosperity and
economic wellbeing. Genuine female empowerment
requires us not only to recognise the liberating
potential of the market and the importance of smart
government policies, but also to challenge the double
standard of many modern feminists when they
celebrate the brain while denigrating the body. Chaired
by Jane Garvey of BBC Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour.
In association with Cambridge University
[127] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Amitav Ghosh talks to Claire Armitstead

Fictions: Gun Island
We are delighted to launch the new novel by one of
the world’s great storytellers, the author of the Ibis
trilogy. A dealer of rare books, Deen is used to a quiet
life spent indoors but, as his once-solid beliefs begin
to shift, he is forced to set out on an extraordinary
journey; one that takes him from India to Los Angeles
and Venice via a tangled route through the memories
and experiences of those he meets along the way.
Sponsored by Green Ink Booksellers
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10am
[128] 10am BBC TENT

11.30am
[130] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

free but ticketed

The Untold

Fintan O’Toole

BBC Radio 4

The 2019 Christopher Hitchens Lecture:
Heroic Failure

Join Grace Dent, presenter of Radio 4’s The Untold
– the documentary series that brings you the stories
of real people facing extraordinary decisions – for
a discussion about the tricks of the trade that both
writers and programme makers use to tell an unfolding
narrative.
Free but ticketed
[129] 10am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £8

Martin Wibberley

Mountain Warehouse Walk 3:
A Glimpse of Hay Past
Did you know what a busy place Hay was in bygone
days? As we walk up Cusop Dingle, you’ll learn how
water powered corn mills, a paper mill and early
hydroelectricity. It’s not just about industry, though, for
as well as a brick kiln and a tram road, Cusop Dingle
was also home to the poisoner Herbert Armstrong,
the only English solicitor ever hanged for murder.
We’ll cover geology, landscape, industrial archeology
and history.
Walking boots and all-weather clothing required. Bring a
packed lunch. Distance 7 miles. Ascent 200 metres.
Sponsored by Mountain Warehouse

O’Toole examines how trivial journalistic lies became
far-from-trivial national obsessions; how the pose
of indifference to truth and historical fact has come
to define the style of an entire political elite; how a
country that once had colonies is redefining itself as
an oppressed nation requiring liberation; the strange
gastronomic and political significance of prawnflavoured crisps; the dreams of revolutionary
deregulation and privatisation that drive Arron Banks,
Nigel Farage and Jacob Rees-Mogg; and the silent rise
of English nationalism, the force that dare not speak its
name. O’Toole is an investigative journalist, historian,
biographer, literary critic and political commentator.
His acclaimed columns on Brexit for the Irish Times,
the Guardian and the New York Review of Books
have been awarded both the Orwell Prize and the
European Press Prize. Chaired by Sarfraz Manzoor.
[131] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Linda Geddes

Chasing the Sun: The New Science of
Sunlight and How it Shapes Our Bodies
and Minds

Join the ridiculously funny author of Mr Gum for an
hour of joyous nonsense as he introduces his brand
new series, set in ancient Pompeii. Meet Caecilius
the fart merchant! Thrill to the adventures of Barkus
Wooferinicum, the family mutt! Tremble at the
terrifying legend of the ma-wol-n-f! 85% historical
inaccuracy guaranteed!
6+

Our biology is set up to work in partnership with the
sun. From our sleep cycles to our immune systems
and our mental health, access to sunlight is crucial for
living a happy and fulfilling life. New research suggests
that our sun exposure over a lifetime – even before
we were born – may shape our risk of developing
a range of different illnesses, from depression to
diabetes. Geddes explores the extraordinary significance of sunlight, from ancient solstice celebrations to
modern sleep labs, and from the unexpected health
benefits of sun exposure to what the Amish know
about sleep that the rest of us don’t.
Sponsored by Claire Vaughan Designs Ltd

[HD19] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[132] 11.30am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Atinuke and Angela Brooksbank

John Lanchester talks to Claire Armitstead

B is for Baby

Fictions: The Wall

Join storyteller Atinuke and illustrator Angela
Brooksbank for a captivating read-along brought to life
with live illustration. Hear fascinating folk tales from
the bustling city in Nigeria where she grew up as she
brings to life traditional stories from her childhood. Full
of warmth and colour, Atinuke’s storytelling will have
little ones mesmerised.
3+

The new book by the author of Capital is a dystopian
thriller set in a near-future Britain that invites
comparison with Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and
Orwell’s 1984. Kavanagh begins his life patrolling the
Wall. If he’s lucky, if nothing goes wrong, he only has
two years of this, 729 more nights. But somewhere,
in the dark cave of his mind, he thinks: wouldn’t it be
interesting if something did happen, if they came, if you
had to fight for your life?

[HD18] 10am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Andy Stanton

Mr Gum and The Paninis of Pompeii
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11.30am
[133] 11.30am BBC TENT

1pm
[135] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £10

free but ticketed

The Essay

Jane Glover

BBC Radio 3

Handel in London: The Making
of a Genius

In this series of Hay Essays, writers respond to the
themes of Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, often
described as the first modern novel, and a story that
still resonates with us 300 years after it was written.
[HD20] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £10

Chris Riddell

The Tales of Beedle the Bard
Former Children’s Laureate Chris Riddell will talk about
the inspiration behind his art for The Tales of Beedle
the Bard and what it was like to illustrate JK Rowling’s
words. There will be dramatic readings of the stories
from the book while Chris Riddell draws live.
6+

Handel was only 27 and largely self-taught when he
followed his princely master to England, where the
Hanoverian prince became King George II. Handel
would be at the heart of musical activity in London for
the next four decades, composing masterpiece after
masterpiece from the glorious coronation anthem,
Zadok the Priest and operas such as Giulio Cesare,
Rinaldo and Alcina to the great oratorios, culminating in
Messiah. Glover, who has conducted Handel’s work in
opera houses and concert halls throughout the world,
draws on her profound understanding of music and
musicians to tell Handel’s story.
[136] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Eric Vuillard talks to Philippe Sands

Fictions: The Order of the Day

[HD21] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

BookTrust Storytime Prize

Shortlist celebration hosted by Baroness
Floella Benjamin
Come and snuggle up with the six shortlisted authors
and illustrators of the BookTrust Storytime Prize 2019!
This will be a glorious celebration of the very best
books for sharing with babies and young children. There
will be live readings of the books and a chance to make
some noise, all hosted by children’s champion and
former Play Away and Play School presenter Baroness
Floella Benjamin. To find out more about BookTrust
visit booktrust.org.uk.
Family event – aimed at families with young
children and babies
In association with BookTrust

1pm
[134] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9

Hannah Critchlow

The Science of Fate: Why Your Future
is More Predictable Than You Think
So many of us believe that we are free to shape our
own destiny. But what if free will doesn’t exist? What
if our lives are largely predetermined, hardwired in our
brains, and our choices over what we eat, who we fall
in love with, even what we believe are not real choices
at all? Neuroscience is challenging everything we think
we know about ourselves, revealing how we make
decisions and form our own reality, unaware of the role
of our unconscious minds.
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Vuillard’s gripping The Order of the Day, a mesmerising
work of black comedy, won the Prix Goncourt in
2017 and is regarded as one of the great contemporary novels. It tells the story of the pivotal meetings
that took place between the European powers in
the run-up to World War Two. What emerges is
a fascinating and incredibly moving account of failed
diplomacy, broken relationships and the catastrophic
momentum that led to conflict.
[137] 1pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Paula Bonet, Hilary Cottam, Kapka
Kassabova, Janne Teller and Sophie Hughes

Europa28: The Future of Europe
Hay Festival is working with Rijeka Capital of Culture
2020 in Croatia to commission 28 writers and thinkers
from across the continent to reimagine the future
of Europe. Four of the 28 join us in Hay this year to
preview their ideas and stories. Bonet is an artist from
Spain, Cottam a social historian and philosopher from
Britain, Kassabova a Bulgarian-Scots journalist and Teller
a novelist and former UN officer. They talk to the
translator, editor and writer Sophie Hughes.
In association with Wom@rts and Creative Europe,
supported by Acción Cultural Española and the British Council
[138] 1pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

Fortunately… with Fi and Jane

BBC Sounds
BBC Radio 4’s hit podcast Fortunately… with Fi and
Jane comes to Hay Festival. Fi Glover, Jane Garvey and
guests exchange frank and often hilarious insights on life
and broadcasting.

MONDAY 27 MAY

@hayfestival

1pm

2.30pm

[139] 1pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £10

[142] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Aleksey Semenenko (violin)
and Inna Firsova (piano)

Kate Nicholls talks to Jane Garvey

BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 1

Nicholls left England to raise her five children in
Botswana. Living on a shoestring in a lion conservation
camp, she home-schools her family while they also learn
at first-hand about the individual lives of wild lions. The
setting is exotic but it is also precarious. When Nicholls
is subjected to a brutal attack by three men, it threatens
to destroy her and her family: post-traumatic stress
turns a good mother into a woman who is fragmented
and out of control. This powerfully written, raw and
often warmly funny memoir is an inspiring account
of family love, and a powerful beacon of hope for life
after trauma.

Under the Camelthorn Tree

The first of four recitals broadcast from Hay this week.
Maurice Ravel Sonata for violin and piano, No.2; Cecile
Chaminade Romanza Appasionata, Op.31; Cecile Chaminade
Serenade Espagnole (arr. Kreisler); Karol Szymanowski Myths:
La Fontaine d’Arethuse, Op.30, No.1; Camille Saint-Saens
Havanaise in E Major, Op.83; Maurice Ravel Tzigane.
Recorded for broadcast on BBC Radio 3. Please arrive in
good time.
[HD22] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Liz Kessler

Emily Windsnap and the Pirate Prince

[143] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Join Liz Kessler as she launches her new book, Emily
Windsnap and the Pirate Prince. Discover the tricks and
treasures Liz uses to create her worlds both under
the sea and on land in this interactive event that will
provide plenty of swishy inspiration.
9+

Huw Edwards

City Mission | Cenhadaeth y Ddinas

2.30pm
[140] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Susan Greaney, David Olusoga and Matt
Thompson talk to Kate Mavor

The English Heritage Panel: Places of Myth
and Legend in History
Myth and legend shape our understanding of the past,
and many visitors to places like Tintagel Castle and
Stonehenge are drawn as much by the romantic tales
associated with them as by their verifiable histories. But
how does storytelling influence our understanding of
history? Join historian and broadcaster David Olusoga,
Stonehenge historian Susan Greaney and English
Heritage curator Matt Thompson for a conversation on
the role myth plays in our shared history, chaired by
English Heritage Chief Executive Kate Mavor.
In partnership with English Heritage

Distinguished broadcaster Huw Edwards traces the
history and cultural significance of London’s Welsh
churches and examines the origins of the London
Welsh, the pattern of Welsh migration to London past
and present, and the influence of the Welsh religious
figures and causes in London. Chaired by Professor
M Wynn Thomas, of Swansea University’s
Department of English.
Y darlledwr adnabyddus Huw Edwards yn olrhain hanes
ac arwyddocâd diwylliannol eglwysi Cymraeg Llundain ac
yn archwilio tras Cymry Llundain, patrwm ymfudo’r Cymry
i Lundain nawr ac yn y gorffennol, a dylanwad ffigyrau ac
achosion crefyddol Cymreig yn Llundain. Bydd y sgwrs yn
cael ei chadeirio gan yr Athro M Wynn Thomas o Adran
Saesneg Prifysgol Abertawe.
Event in Welsh with simultaneous translation | Digwyddiad
cyfrwng Cymraeg gyda chyfieithu ar y pryd
In association with Swansea University | Mewn
cydweithrediad â Phrifysgol Abertawe
[144] 2.30pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

Classical Fix

BBC Sounds

[141] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Jeanette Winterson

Fictions: Frankisstein
The novelist reboots Mary Shelley for the 21st century, as a
young transgender doctor called Ry is falling in love – against
their better judgement – with Victor Stein, a celebrated
professor leading the public debate around AI. What will
happen when homo sapiens is no longer the smartest
being on the planet? Winterson shows us how much closer
we are to that future than we realise. Funny and furious,
a celebration of the bodies we live in and the bodies we
desire, Frankissstein is a love story about life itself.
Sponsored by Addyman Books
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Clemency Burton-Hill presents a special live edition
of Classical Fix, the podcast in which music lovers are
introduced to the world of classical music. Clemency
will curate a unique playlist of tracks for her special
guest, who will then join her for an honest and fun
discussion about their brand new classical music
discoveries and how they relate to day-to-day life.

MONDAY 27 MAY

hayfestival.org
2.30pm

4pm

[HD23] 2.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

[147] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Onjali Q Raúf

Gina Rippon

Refugees: Reality, Representation and
Reaction

The Gendered Brain: The New
Neuroscience that Shatters the Myth of
the Female Brain

There used to be an empty chair at the back of my
class…’ – so begins Onjali Q Raúf’s Blue Peter Book
Award-winning debut novel The Boy at the Back of
the Class. Onjali portrays the refugee crisis through
the eyes of a child in a way that is accessible, warm
and funny. Told with heart, humour and hope, this is
a story about friendship and how naturally children
celebrate, rather than fear, all our differences. The
Boy at the Black of the Class is winner of the 2019
Waterstones Children’s Book Prize.
9+
Sponsored by Oxfam

Reading maps or reading emotions? Barbie or
Lego? We live in a gendered world where we are
bombarded with messages about sex and gender.
On a daily basis we face deeply ingrained beliefs that
your sex determines your skills and preferences, from
toys and colours to career choice and salaries. The
neuroscientist interrogates what this constant gendering
means for our thoughts, decisions and behaviour.
And what does it mean for our brains? Chaired by
Bronwen Maddox.
[148] 4pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £9

[HD24] 2.30pm HAY PUBLIC LIBRARY

free

–

drop in

The Booktrust Storytelling Event
A special storytime session with some of Wales’ finest
librarians. Join BookTrust Cymru to share and celebrate
some of the titles shortlisted for the new BookTrust
Storytime Prize (Best Book for Sharing), as well as
some of our favourite bilingual Bookstart books. This
is a bilingual session in English and Welsh – suitable for
Welsh learners.
Family 0 – 4

4pm
[145] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Jerry Brotton, Hannah Critchlow, Catherine
Fletcher and Germaine Greer

Leonardo 500
We celebrate the 500th anniversary of the death
of the incomparable Renaissance man – artist,
scientist, inventor and lover. Brotton and Fletcher are
Renaissance historians, Critchlow is a neuroscientist and
Greer is a scholar and art historian. Leonardo da Vinci
is one of the most inspiring figures of European history.
[146] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £9

Vernon Bogdanor talks to Matthew
d’Ancona

Beyond Brexit: Towards a British
Constitution
Brexit has almost wholly been confined to discussions
of economic consequence. But what will happen to
the constitution? And what does sovereignty mean?
The distinguished professor of government looks at the
impact of Brexit and the constitutional consequences
of Britain’s EU membership, raising the question of just
how the United Kingdom is to be preserved. At the
time of going to press…
In association with The British Academy

Serhii Plokhy

The Baillie Gifford Prize Lecture:
Chernobyl, History of a Tragedy
On the morning of 26 April 1986 Europe witnessed
the worst nuclear disaster in history: the explosion
of a reactor at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant
in Soviet Ukraine. In the end, less than five per cent
of the reactor’s fuel escaped, but that was enough
to contaminate over half of Europe with radioactive
fallout. Plokhy’s Baillie Gifford Prize-winning account
recreates these events in all of their drama, telling the
stories of the fire-fighters, scientists, engineers, workers,
soldiers and policemen who found themselves caught
in a nuclear Armageddon and succeeded in doing the
seemingly impossible: extinguishing the nuclear inferno
and putting the reactor to sleep. While it is clear that
the immediate cause of the accident was a turbine
test gone wrong, Plokhy shows how the deeper roots
of Chernobyl lay in the nature of the Soviet political
system and the flaws of its nuclear industry. Plokhy
is Professor of History at Harvard University and
a leading authority on Eastern Europe. Chaired by
Nik Gowing.
In partnership with the Baillie Gifford Prize
[149] 4pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

Tonight at Hay

BBC Radio Wales
A round-up of highlights from Hay Festival on the
national radio station for Wales.
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4pm

5.30pm

[HD25] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[152] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Cerrie Burnell

Fiona Stafford

The Girl with the Shark’s Teeth

The Brief Life of Flowers

Celebrated children’s author and former CBeebies
presenter Cerrie Burnell presents her magical novel
The Girl with the Shark’s Teeth. Meet Minnow, a
seafaring girl with an incredible underwater ability,
who goes on a journey from Brighton to Iceland
to Barbados with her friend Raife on a mission to
rescue her mother. Follow the call of the wild deep
and be immersed in an event with mermaids, sharks
and a magical mystery to be solved. Cerrie will share
fascinating shark facts, reveal her top storytelling tips,
and inspire children to go on their own creative
writing adventures.
9+

Come rain or shine, flowers feature perennially in the
landscape of human history. Their beauty has inspired
some of the greatest works of art and literature,
captivating creative minds from Wordsworth to Van
Gogh, Botticelli to Beatrix Potter. Flowers have also
played a key part in forming the past, and may even
shape our future. Some have served as symbols of
monarchs, dynasties and nations – from the Wars
of the Roses to the Order of the Thistle. And while
the poppy is often associated with World War One,
it was the elderflower that treated its wounded
soldiers, joining a long line of healing flowers that have
developed modern medicine, including lavender and
foxgloves. The right rose, according to the Victorian
language of flowers, might mend a broken heart,
while sunflowers may just save our planet. Stafford is
Professor of English at the University of Oxford.
In association with The British Academy

5.30pm
[150] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £14

Antony Beevor, Artemis Cooper, Edward
Fox, Bettany Hughes, Joanna Lumley and
Simon Schama

[153] 5.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Dustin Lance Black talks to Francine Stock

John Julius in the World: A Tribute to
the Historian

Mama’s Boy

John Julius Norwich had to withdraw from his Hay
Festival event last year and died on 1 June. His family
and friends offer this celebration of his work on Sicily,
Venice and the Mediterranean, Byzantium and the
Kings of England. With readings from his books and
from his edition of his mother’s letters Darling Monster:
The Letters of Lady Diana Cooper To Her Son John Julius
Norwich.
[151] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9

James Holland

Normandy ’44: D-Day and the Battle
for Holland
D-Day and the 76 days of bitter fighting in Normandy
that followed have come to be seen as a defining
episode in World War Two. Its story has been
endlessly retold, and yet it remains a narrative
burdened by both myth and assumed knowledge.
Drawing on unseen archives and testimonies from
around the world, the war historian challenges much
of what we think we know. He reveals how the sheer
size and scale of the Allies’ war machine ultimately
dominated the strategic, operational and tactical
limitations of the German forces.
Sponsored by Golesworthy & Sons

“To outsiders, my mom and I should have been
enemies. Our house should have been divided
– North vs South, red vs blue, conservative vs
progressive, or however you want to put it. Instead,
my mom and I fuelled each other. Her oil lit my lamp,
and eventually mine lit hers.” Dustin Lance Black wrote
the Oscar-winning screenplay for Milk and helped
overturn California’s anti-gay marriage Proposition 8
in the United States Supreme Court. He grew up in a
conservative Mormon household outside San Antonio,
Texas. This is his story.
[154] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Adi Kliot, Aquila Mavalankar
and Jackie Rosette

The Royal Society Platform 3:
The Next Big Things
From the genetics of insects and groundbreaking X-ray
technology to measuring the world’s forests with
lasers, three Royal Society Research Fellows discuss
their work at the forefront of science with
neuroscientist and broadcaster Hannah Critchlow.
In association with The Royal Society
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5.30pm

7pm

[155] 5.30pm CUBE £8

[158] 7pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Mary Loudon and Sameer Rahim
talk to Olivia Cole

Jesse Norman, Mike Hawes and
Special Guest

Fiction: First Novels

The Future’s Bright, The Future is Electric

A conversation with two very experienced and
acclaimed writers venturing for the first time into
fiction. Loudon’s My House is Falling Down is a vivid
and compelling novel about a modern love triangle
that asks some provocative questions: what happens
when you tell the whole truth in marriage? Is it still
infidelity if nobody lies? Can you really love two
people at once? Rahim’s Asghar and Zahra is a funny,
sympathetic and very human novel about the first
year of a marriage, and the difficulties of reconciling
the sometimes conflicting demands of family,
religion and society.

After more than a hundred years of the internal
combustion engine, a new automotive technology
has arrived. Cleaner, quieter and fun to drive, electric
cars are here, and they are here to stay. But how do
we get from 2.6% of new car sales in 2018 to the
numbers we need to make a real difference to air
pollution, and climate change? The Government has
set ambitious targets for the uptake of electric vehicles.
If we are to meet them, a change in the way people
drive and think about the technology is required. Join
Jesse Norman, Future of Mobility Minister and local
Hereford MP, and Mike Hawes, Chief Executive
of the Society of Motor Manufacturers, as well as
panellists from the motor and energy industries,
to discuss this transition.
Sponsored by the Go Ultra Low Campaign

7pm
[156] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £24

Sandi Toksvig Live!

[159] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Great Dane

Bethan Elfyn, Rhian E Jones, David Melding
and Rachel Trezise talk to Dylan Moore

New Stand-Up from the beloved GBBO and QI
superstar.
The Danish/British writer and presenter has been
working on British TV and radio for nearly four
decades and in 2014 was made an Officer of the
British Empire for her services to broadcasting. She
has written over 25 books including fact and fiction.
Her latest novel The End of the Sky was published in
2017 and her new stage musical, an adaptation of
Treasure Island, opened in December 2018 Sandi is
the co-founder of Britain’s newest political force, the
Women’s Equality Party.
Presented by Fane Productions
Sponsored by Castle House Hotel

IWA Platform: Cool Cymru, Twenty Years
Ago Today

[157] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Frans de Waal talks to Rosie Boycott

Mam’s Last Hug: Animal Emotions and
What They Teach Us About Ourselves
The pre-eminent primatologist offers a whirlwind tour
of new ideas and findings about animal emotions,
based on his renowned studies of the social and
emotional lives of chimpanzees and bonobos. De
Waal discusses facial expressions, animal sentience and
consciousness, the emotional side of human politics,
and the illusion of free will. He distinguishes between
emotions and feelings, all the while emphasising the
continuity between our species and other species. And
he makes the radical proposal that emotions are like
organs: we haven’t a single organ that other animals
don’t have, and the same is true for our emotions.

It’s twenty years since the Welsh Assembly opened
its doors for the first time, instituted in a referendum
with a marginal majority on a low turnout, but backed
with a formidable soundtrack of contemporary rock
music. The Institute of Welsh Affairs brings together
politicians and cultural figures to reflect on how
‘Cool Cymru’ helped create an atmosphere for a
‘Yes’ vote, and on what has and hasn’t been achieved
in the two decades since 1999. David Melding has
been a Conservative Assembly Member since 1999.
Bethan Elfyn joined BBC Radio 1 and has now been a
champion of new Welsh music for over two decades.
Rachel Trezise won the first Dylan Thomas Prize and
has become one of the leading writers of prose and
plays in post-devolution Wales. Writer Rhian E Jones’s
article on the relationship between politics and culture
at the time of Cool Cymru appears in the latest issue
of the welsh agenda. Dylan Moore is the editor of the
welsh agenda and the current Cymrawd Rhyngwladol
Cymru Greadigol Hay Festival / Hay Festival Creative
Wales International Fellow.
In partnership with the Institute for Welsh Affairs
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7pm
[160] 7pm BBC TENT

[163] 8.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

free but ticketed

Jo Whiley

Matthew Todd, Paris Lees, Calum
McSwiggan

BBC Radio 2

Pride: From Stonewall to the Present

Jo Whiley presents her BBC Radio 2 evening show
live from Hay. She’ll be joined live on stage by special
guests from across the Festival alongside her usual
handpicked selection of great music.

In June 1969 police raided New York gay bar the
Stonewall Inn. Matt Todd’s book Pride charts the
events of that night, the days and nights of rioting that
followed, the ensuing organisation of local members
of the community – and the 50 years since in which
activists and ordinary people have dedicated their lives
to reversing the global position. Todd, the former
editor of Attitude and author of Straight Jacket, is joined
by transgender star Paris Lees and YouTuber Calum
McSwiggan to celebrate the milestones in the fight
for equality, from the victories of early activists to
the gradual acceptance of the LGBTQ+ community
in politics, sport and the media, and the passing of
legislation barring discrimination.

[161] 7pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £10

Hay Music presents William Howard
(piano)

Howard Skempton’s Preludes and Fugues:
World Première
One of Britain’s most experienced and versatile
pianists appears at Hay Festival for the first time
with the world première of a cycle of Preludes and
Fugues by Howard Skempton, a composer loved
for his accessible but highly individual and beautifully
crafted miniatures. Alongside some iconic romantic
repertoire from Liszt, Mendelssohn and Chopin,
Howard also plays a selection of piano love songs
that he commissioned for his hugely successful album
Sixteen Contemporary Love Songs. William Howard
and Howard Skempton will introduce the repertoire
in conversation with Clemency Burton-Hill,
commencing the concert at 7.30pm.
In association with Hay Music

[164] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Jonathan Edwards, Catherine Fisher,
Rhiannon Hooson and Elizabeth Parker

The Seren Poetry Gala

8.30pm
[162] 8.30pm OXFAM MOOT £12

Baloji

The Bank Holiday Night Party
Baloji is an artist in motion, a musician, poet, film
director, a man of images and ideas. He’s in motion
like the inhabitants of Avenue Kaniama in Lubumbashi.
In motion like the synthetic Afrobeats he produces,
the fruit of an unlikely alliance between rockrumba
and futurist funk. In perpetual motion, like his limbs
on stage as he fronts the Kaniama Show band, leading
them in a sensual voodoo trance. 137 Avenue Kaniama
is Baloji’s third album. Baloji means ‘man of science’ in
Swahili, but during the colonial period that meaning
shifted as a result of Christian evangelisation, to signify
‘man of the occult sciences’ and then ‘sorcerer’. He is
full of wonders. His live shows are spectacular, joyful
celebrations.
Sponsored by Gypsy Castle Camping

The Welsh publishing house throws a poetry party
featuring four new collections from supremely talented
poets. Costa Award-winning Jonathan Edwards reads
from Gen – a book of sharp yet beautifully warm and
humane poems. The title refers to people of Edwards’
generation and his recognition of the preoccupations
of the age group that he shares. Catherine Fisher’s
first collection for 20 years is The Bramble King, which
includes poems on imaginary planets and princes,
on the summer solstice, on drawing, on a glass
shop – and a clockwork crow (title of her Blue Peter
Award-shortlisted children’s book). Rhiannon Hooson’s
latest collection The Other City was shortlisted for
Wales Book of the Year. Elizabeth Parker’s In Her
Shambles is a fantastic debut of spikey, provocative,
declamatory and wonderfully energetic poems. All
four poets contribute to Seren’s new Poems from
The Borders anthology published in celebration of the
English/Welsh Marches.
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9.30am

10am

[165] 9.30am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £18

[168] 10am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Alan Bowring

Henriette van der Blom

Wayfaring: A Brief History of Time
in the Black Mountains

The Art of Political Rhetoric:
Antiquity and Today

On a walk in the some of the most spectacular
mountainscape, the geopark expert for Brecon
Beacons National Park will share some of the
geological wonders of the National Park and the
stories behind the landscape of the Black Mountains
between Hay and the Usk Valley.
Please wear appropriate footwear. Numbers are limited.
There will be a bus journey to and from the walk location;
return to Festival site by 12.30pm.
In association with Brecon Beacons National Parks

Focusing on republican politics in ancient Rome, the
speeches of Cicero and parallels between ancient and
modern political speech, Van der Blom explores what
the study of ancient rhetoric contributes to current
debates about political communication. Van der Blom
is Senior Lecturer in Ancient History at the University
of Birmingham, founding director of the Network
for Oratory and Politics and the leader of a research
project into the crisis of speech in modern
British politics.
In association with the University of Birmingham

10am
[169] 10am BBC TENT

free but ticketed

[166] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Don’t Tell Me the Score

Natalie Buttress, Archie Miles, George
Peterkin and Sandi Toksvig

BBC Sounds
Simon Mundie presents the Radio 4 podcast Don’t Tell
Me the Score, which explores what sport tells us about
life – looking at themes including tribalism, emotional
intelligence and resilience, as well as subjects such as
nutrition and sleep. Simon also presents the sport on
the Today programme, and on Radio 1, and is a roving
reporter for BBC TV at Wimbledon.

Woodlands Past and Future Forests
The challenges and opportunities facing our woods
and forests are many and varied, from climate change
to rewilding, from greenbelt development to urban
woods. We have to focus on increasing tree plantings
but cannot ignore the threats facing our ancient
woodland. “Ten thousand oaks of 100 years old are
not a substitute for one 500-year-old oak” – Oliver
Rackham. Tree experts George Peterkin and Archie
Miles discuss the state of the woodland with Natalie
Buttress, Director of Woodland Trust Wales, and
Woodland Trust Ambassador Sandi Toksvig.
In association with The Woodland Trust, and dedicated
to the memory of Oliver Rackham

[HD26] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Jeremy Strong

Armadillo and Hare
Join cardigan-wearing Armadillo and tuba-playing
Hare along with their bestselling creator Jeremy
Strong as they ponder the meaning of life and cheese
sandwiches! Jeremy will be talking about his inspiration
for this new collection of funny tales, and the generally
strange life of the writer.
6+

[167] 10am OXFAM MOOT £8

David Laws

Who Killed Kitchener?
In June 1916 Field Marshal Lord Kitchener set sail from
Orkney on a secret mission to bolster the Russian war
effort. Just a mile off land and in the teeth of a force
9 gale, HMS Hampshire suffered a huge explosion,
sinking in little more than 15 minutes. Kitchener’s body
was never found. Remembered today as the face of
the famous World War One recruitment drive, at the
height of his career Kitchener was fêted as Britain’s
greatest military hero since Wellington, though he
was considered by many to be arrogant, secretive
and high-handed. From the moment his death was
announced, rumours of a conspiracy began to flourish,
with the finger pointed variously at the Bolsheviks, Irish
nationalist saboteurs and the British government. Laws
is an historian and served as Chief Secretary to the
Treasury. Chaired by Sarfraz Manzoor.

[HD27] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet

Barry the Fish with Fingers
Join Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet for a brand new
singing-and-prancing show. Supertato and Barry the
Fish with Fingers are back and this time they are
joined by new friends, Cake and Snowball. Find out
more about their fun-filled stories in this mad-capped
interactive and veg-tastic event.
3+
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10am

11.30am

[HD28] 10am CUBE £7

[173] 11.30am BBC TENT

Discover Story Building

Classical Fix

Bear Hunt

BBC Sounds

Join Story Builders from Discover Children’s Story
Centre (discover.org.uk) as they swish-swash,
splash-splosh, squelch-squerch, stumble-trip and tiptoe
their way through this classic adventure from Michael
Rosen and Helen Oxenbury. Help celebrate the 30th
year of We’re Going on a Bear Hunt in this interactive
storytelling event.
0 – 3 – older siblings welcome

Clemency Burton-Hill presents a special live edition
of Classical Fix, the podcast in which music lovers are
introduced to the world of classical music. Clemency
will curate a unique playlist of tracks for her special
guest, who will then join her for an honest and fun
discussion about their brand new classical music
discoveries and how they relate to day-to-day life.

11.30am
[170] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

BBC – The Novels that Changed the World
To mark the 300th anniversary of Daniel Defoe’s
Robinson Crusoe, a new BBC television series to be
broadcast this autumn will explore how novels have
always been a revolutionary agent of social change.
Ahead of the series, BBC Radio 2’s Book Club will be
asking guests to discuss the novels that have shaped
their worlds.
[171] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £8

Daisy Dunn

In the Shadow of Vesuvius: A Life of Pliny
The launch of a new literary biography of the younger
Pliny, who grew up to become a lawyer, senator,
poet, collector of villas, curator of drains and personal
representative of the emperor overseas. Counting the
historian Tacitus, biographer Suetonius and poet Martial
among his close friends, Pliny the Younger chronicled
his experiences from the catastrophic eruption through
the dark days of terror under Emperor Domitian to the
gentler times of Emperor Trajan.
[172] 11.30am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Christopher Reynolds

Cambridge Series 6: Unravelling the
Mysteries of Black Holes

free but ticketed

[HD29] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Jessie Burton

The Restless Girls
Think you know all about fairytales? Think again! Join
bestselling author Jessie Burton as she discusses The
Restless Girls: the “wise, wild, generous” and ‘ferocious”
retelling of the Brothers Grimm’s The Twelve Dancing
Princesses with Claire Armitstead, Associate Culture
Editor, The Guardian. Imagine a fairytale that doesn’t
need a dashing prince to save the day. A dazzling,
feminist reinterpretation of a classic fairytale for the
modern world, The Restless Girls is a timeless story of
family, sisterhood, imagination and bravery.
6+
[HD30] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Ali Sparkes

Nightwalker
How did you sleep last night? Not well if you’re a Night
Speaker, cursed with insomnia but also gifted with the
power to speak any language – human or animal. Or
maybe you chose to stay awake because, like self-styled
vampire Spin, the shadows are the only place you’re
safe… Join Ali Sparkes for a journey through the
midnight world of Nightwalker Spin and his strange
love-hate relationship with the Night Speakers. Be ready
to supply sound effects, get hypnotised, shout fabulous
foreign words… and find out what it’s really like to be
destroyed by daylight…
9+

What is the role of black holes in the universe?
Reynolds is Plumian Professor of Astronomy at
Cambridge University and an expert in the astrophysics
of black holes. He will outline what light the latest
research throws on one of the biggest questions in our
quest to understand our universe.
In association with Cambridge University
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1pm

[HD31] 11.30am CUBE £8

[176] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Discover Story Building

Monisha Rajesh talks to Olivia Squire

Perfectly Norman

Around the World in 80 Trains:
a 45,000-Mile Adventure

Join Story Builders from Discover Children’s Story
Centre (discover.org.uk) to explore picture book
Perfectly Norman by Tom Percival. In this interactive
event children will hear all about Norman, a boy with
an extraordinary secret. Explore why Norman feels
the way he does, and reflect on what makes us all
unique. The event includes a craft activity for each
child to complete and take home.
4–7
This event was developed with Thrive LDN, and
promotes positive mental health messages for young
children and families

When Monisha Rajesh announced plans to
circumnavigate the globe in 80 train journeys, she was
met with wide-eyed disbelief. But it wasn’t long before
she was carefully plotting a route that would cover
45,000 miles - almost twice the circumference of the
Earth - coasting along the world’s most remarkable
railways, from the cloud-skimming heights of Tibet’s
Qinghai railway to the silk-sheeted splendour of the
Venice Simplon-Orient Express.
Packing her rucksack – and her fiancé, Jem – Monisha
embarks on an unforgettable adventure that will take
her from London’s St Pancras station to the vast
expanses of Russia and Mongolia, Kazakhstan, North
Korea and beyond. The ensuing journey is one of
constant movement and mayhem, as the pair strike up
friendships and swap stories with the hilarious, irksome
and ultimately endearing travellers they meet on
board, all the while taking in some of the Earth’s most
breathtaking views.
In partnership with Suitcase magazine

1pm
[174] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Germaine Greer

Sappho
From the Greek island of Lesbos, Sappho presented
one of the earliest forms of passionate literary
subjectivity in the history of Western love poetry.
As one of the first female love poets with verse
embracing both men and women, her legacy in
popular culture lives on and her persona has become
etymologically attached to female homosexuality.
What do we really know about Sappho? As a
professional performer she wrote poems in various
personae, yet scholars have persisted in regarding
every fragment that survives as autobiographical.

[177] 1pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Bill Sutherland

Cambridge Series 7: Rethinking
Decision-making in a Post-truth World
Sutherland, who holds the Miriam Rothschild Chair in
Conservation Biology at the Department of Zoology,
Cambridge University, will describe attempts to
make global evidence available to all, to improve
the effectiveness of experts and to change attitudes
toward the use of evidence.
In association with Cambridge University

[175] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9

Bart van Es talks to Philippe Sands

The Cut Out Girl: A Story of War
and Family, Lost and Found
A conversation about the extraordinary biography
that won the 2018 Costa Award. Little Lien wasn’t
taken from her Jewish parents – she was given away
in the hope that she might be saved. Hidden and
raised by a foster family in Amsterdam during the
Nazi occupation, she survived the war only to find
that her real parents had not. Much later, she fell out
with her foster family, and Bart van Es, the grandson
of Lien’s foster parents, knew he needed to find out
why. His account of tracing Lien and telling her story is
a searing exploration of two lives and two families. It
is a story about love and misunderstanding and about
the ways that our most painful experiences, so crucial
in defining us, can also be redefined. Philippe Sands’
East West Street won the 2017 Baillie Gifford Prize for
non-fiction.

[178] 1pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

Tonight at Hay

BBC Radio Wales
A round-up of highlights from Hay Festival on the
national radio station for Wales.
[179] 1pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £10

Louis Schwizgebel (piano)

BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 2
The second of four recitals broadcast from Hay this
week. Maurice Ravel’s Gaspard de la Nuit (Ondine);
Claude Debussy Preludes Book 1 (L’isle Joyeuse);
Modest Mussorgsky Pictures at an Exhibition.
Recorded for broadcast on BBC Radio 3. Please arrive in
good time.
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1pm

2.30pm

[HD32] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[181] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Onjali Q Raúf, Sita Brahmachari and
Emma Taylor

Mary Norris

Refugees: Realities and representations

The Comma Queen, the bestselling author of Between
You & Me, delivers another wise and witty paean to
the art of expressing oneself clearly and convincingly,
this time filtered through her greatest passion: all things
Greek. From convincing her New Yorker bosses to pay
for Ancient Greek studies to travelling the sacred way
in search of Persephone, Norris gives an unforgettable
account of both her lifelong love affair with words and
her solo adventures in the land of olive trees and ouzo.
Along the way she explains how the alphabet originated
in Greece, makes the case for Athena as a feminist
icon and reveals the surprising ways Greek helped form
English. Chaired by Sameer Rahim of Prospect.

Join authors Onjali Q Raúf, Sita Brahmachari and Emma
Taylor from Book Aid International as they discuss
the realities of refugees’ experiences and how they’re
represented in literature. From general ideas like
kindness and friendliness, to more practical advice like
raising money and which donated household goods
refugee camps are most in need of. Chaired by Farrah
Serroukh, who leads the Centre for Literacy in Primary
Education’s Reflecting Realities research project.
9+
In association with Book Aid International
[HD33] 1pm CUBE £7

Discover Story Building

Bear Hunt
Join Story Builders from Discover Children’s Story
Centre (discover.org.uk) as they swish-swash,
splash-splosh, squelch-squerch, stumble-trip and tiptoe
their way through this classic adventure from Michael
Rosen and Helen Oxenbury. Help celebrate the 30th
year of We’re Going on a Bear Hunt in this interactive
storytelling event.
0 – 3 – older siblings welcome

2.30pm

Greek to Me

[182] 2.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Linda Grant talks to Claire Armitstead

Fictions: A Stranger City
When a dead body is found in the Thames, caught
in the chains of HMS Belfast, it sets off a search for a
missing woman and confirms a sense that in London
a person can become invisible once outside their
community. Assuming they even have a community.
The Orange Prize-winning novelist weaves a tale around
ideas of home; how London can be a place of exile or
expulsion, how home can be a physical place or an idea.
How all our lives intersect and how coincidence or the
randomness of birthplace can decide how we live and
with whom.

[180] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Miranda Seymour and Fiona Sampson

The Biographer’s Table
Seymour’s new book is a double biography, In Byron’s
Wake: The Turbulent Lives of Lord Byron’s Wife and
Daughter, Annabella Millbanke and Ada Lovelace. Her
previous book was a lauded biography of Mary Shelley.
Sampson’s brilliant debut biography is In Search of Mary
Shelley: The Girl Who Wrote Frankenstein. They compare
notes on female genius, Romanticism, radicalism, the
madness and badness of male poets, and the interplay
of literature and the sciences, with Rosie Goldsmith
in the chair.

[183] 2.30pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

Beyond Belief: Faith and the Imagination

BBC Radio 4
In this special episode of BBC Radio 4’s Beyond Belief,
Ernie Rea and a panel of artists, writers and
neuroscientists explore the relationship between faith
and the imagination. Creative expression has often
accompanied internal religious experience and this
discussion explores the way our understanding of the
imagination has changed over time and how it can be
simultaneously limiting and transcendental.
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4pm

[HD34] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

[185] 4pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Professor Robert Winston

Anthony Shillito and Neil Davies

Ask a Scientist

Cambridge Series 8: A Path Well-trodden

Do you have a puzzling science question that you
have always wanted to know the answer to? In his
new book Ask a Scientist, Professor Robert Winston
answers over 100 curious questions from children
around the world, such as ‘How do dogs cry?’, ‘Why
do the stars twinkle?’ and ‘Why don’t jellyfish get their
tentacles in a tangle?’ Join Robert as he explains the
science behind some of the most bizarre and intriguing
questions he’s ever been asked – you can even send in
your own question for Robert to answer on the day!
See online listing to submit a question.
6+

The two geologists from the Department of
Earth Sciences at Cambridge University follow the
footprints of fearsome beasts from Britain’s deep past.
Throughout its ancient history, the UK has been home
to many amazing creatures that are now long extinct.
From dinosaurs to giant millipedes, discover how
these animals shaped the land around them and what
secrets are held within their prehistoric footprints.
In association with Cambridge University

[HD35] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

CLiPPA Poetry Award

Shortlist announcement
A poetry celebration as the shortlist for the CLiPPA
(the Centre for Literacy in Primary Poetry Award)
is announced. Join AF Harrold, poet, author and the
2019 CLiPPA Chair of Judges along with some of the
poets shortlisted for the award for a conversation
about the magic and power of poetry for all.
9+
[HD36] 2.30pm CUBE £8

Discover Story Building

Perfectly Norman
Join Story Builders from Discover Children’s Story
Centre (discover.org.uk) to explore picture book
Perfectly Norman by Tom Percival. In this interactive
event children will hear all about Norman, a boy with
an extraordinary secret. Explore why Norman feels
the way he does, and reflect on what makes us all
unique. The event includes a craft activity for each
child to complete and take home.
4–7

4pm
[184] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

John Simpson talks to Oliver Bullough

Moscow, Midnight
The legendary BBC World Affairs Editor discusses his
new thriller and the way in which, in fact as in fiction,
so many of the most improbable or extraordinary
stories and trails all lead back to Moscow.

[186] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Thomas J Bollyky

Plagues and the Paradox of Progress:
Why the World Is Getting Healthier in
Worrisome Ways
For the first time in recorded history viruses, bacteria
and other infectious diseases are not the leading
cause of death or disability in any region of the world.
People are living longer, and fewer mothers are
giving birth to many children in the hope that some
might survive. And yet, the news is not all good.
Recent reductions in infectious disease have not been
accompanied by the same improvements in income,
job opportunities and governance that occurred with
these changes in wealthier countries decades ago.
There have also been unintended consequences.
Whether the peril or promise of that progress prevails,
Bollyky explains, depends on what we do next.
Bollyky is the Director of the Global Health Program
at the Council on Foreign Relations. Chaired by
Isaac Florence.
[187] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Catherine Hanley

Matilda: Empress, Queen, Warrior
A life of Matilda – empress, skilled military leader
and one of the greatest figures of the English Middle
Ages. Matilda was a daughter, wife and mother. But
she was also empress, heir to the English crown and
the first woman ever to hold the position; and she
was an extremely able military general. Hanley’s new
biography explores Matilda’s achievements as military
and political leader, and sets her 12th-century life and
career in full context. Chaired by Sameer Rahim
of Prospect.
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4pm
[188] 4pm BBC TENT

5.30pm
[191] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9

free but ticketed

Tonight at Hay

Robin Ince talks to Stephanie Merritt

BBC Radio Wales

I’m a Joke and So Are You: A Comedian’s
Take on What Makes us Human

A round-up of highlights from Hay Festival on the
national radio station for Wales.

Where does anxiety come from? How do we
overcome imposter syndrome? What is the key to
creativity? How can we deal with grief? Informed
by personal insights as well as interviews with some
of the world’s top comedians, neuroscientists and
psychologists, the comedian and Infinite Monkey Cage
host offers a hilarious and often moving primer to the
mind. But it is also a powerful call to embrace the full
breadth of our inner experience – no matter how
strange we worry it may be!

[189] 4pm SCRIBBLERS HUT £7

The Power of Poetry

Activity-based Skills Session for Educators
Drawing on the results of the Centre for Literacy
in Primary Education’s research project, The Power
of Poetry, this practical, activity-based workshop will
explore how a focus on poetry in the classroom
can improve children’s reading and language skills.
Attendees will receive a copy of the CLPE publication
Poetry in Primary Schools: What We Know Works.

[192] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Rosie Boycott, Hannah Critchlow,
Fiona Fox, Bronwen Maddox and
Magdalena Skipper

[HD37] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Lauren St John and Piers Torday

Nature 150 Platform: Separating Science
Fact from Science Fiction

Kat Wolfe Takes the Case and
The Lost Magician
Lauren St John grew up surrounded by animals on
a farm and a game reserve in Zimbabwe while Piers
Torday was introduced to nature by being taken on
storytelling walks in the forests of Northumberland by
his father. Since then both have been passionate about
animals, their environments and the need to protect
them. Join Lauren and Piers as they discuss their
books and the importance for all of saving animals
from extinction, in conversation with Professor Ben
Garrod, author of The Chimpanzees and Me.
9+

5.30pm

How do we guard against fake news about true
science? President Trump tweeting “HIV is cured”
isn’t anywhere close to the story. How do we ensure
that the science that is published is robust and stands
up to scrutiny as well as ensuring that this science
is accurately and responsibly reported? Boycott is a
cross-bench peer, who has edited both tabloid and
broadsheet newspapers; Critchlow is a neuroscientist; Fox is Director of the Science Media Centre;
Maddox is a journalist and Director of the Institute for
Government; Skipper is Editor of the scientific journal
Nature, which celebrates its 150th anniversary at Hay.
In partnership with scientific journal Nature
[193] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[190] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Alf Dubs, Renate Collins, Josie Naughton
and Barbara Winton

80 Years On, It’s Our Turn
Lord Dubs and Renate Collins were two of 669
Czech-resident, mainly Jewish children saved from
the Nazis by the British stockbroker Nicholas Winton
and others on the Kindertransport. We mark the
80th anniversary of the Kindertransport with Nicholas
Winton’s daughter, Barbara, and survivors of the
original operation, and discuss the opportunities today
to help children fleeing persecution and seeking refuge
in Britain. Josie Naughton is co-founder and CEO of
Help Refugees.

Jon Anderson and Damian Walford Davies

Wales: A Tapestry of Literature and
Landscape
The relationship between literature and landscape has
long fascinated writers, storytellers and readers. This
is particularly evident in Wales, where the physical,
fabled, industrial and social landscapes continue to
influence the fiction that defines the country and its
culture. Drawing on the Literary Atlas project, experts
from Cardiff University and the University of Wales
explore the relations between literature and landscape.
In association with Cardiff University
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[194] 5.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

[198] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Richard Suggett

Lord Paul Boateng in conversation
with Neil Pearson

Hay Castle and Hay Lordship:
Discovering and Dating the Buildings
of a Medieval Frontier Society
The historian will focus on the development of the
castle, the discovery of the 15th-century houses
of the lordship’s tenants and new ways of dating
medieval timberwork, including the extraordinary
castle gates. Suggett is Senior Investigator for the
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments for Wales.
Presented by Hay Castle Trust
[195] 5.30pm BBC TENT

free but ticketed

More or Less

BBC Radio 4
With its trademark mix of humour, current affairs
and old-school pedantry, More or Less explores the
numbers all around us in the news and in life. For the
first time, the show will be recorded in front of a Hay
audience of loyal listeners for a programme that will
be broadcast later in the week. Tim Harford and
team will discuss the statistics behind the news of the
week and much beyond.

7pm
[196] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Roger McGough

JoinedUpWriting
‘The patron saint of poetry’ is author of over a
hundred books of poetry for adults and children
and one of the world’s great live entertainers. His
exuberant new collection joinedupwriting ranges from
forgotten friendships and the idiosyncrasies of family
life to the trauma of war and contemporary global
politics. These poems explore the human experience
in all its shades of light and dark but always with
McGough’s signature wit, irreverence and vivacity.
Sponsored by The Poetry Bookshop
[197] 7pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £10

Tracy Chevalier and Deborah Moggach

Fictions: Going Dutch
The two friends celebrate the 20th anniversary
of publication of their global bestselling novels
Girl With a Pearl Earring and Tulip Fever. They discuss
the resonance of the Dutch Golden Age, the gift
of Amsterdam and the power of story with
Georgina Godwin.

The Book Aid International Platform
The UK’s first black Cabinet minister discusses how
books have influenced him. From reading donated
books in sub-Saharan Africa’s first children’s library to
working for the development of Africa at government
level, Lord Boateng will share his unique perspective
on how books can shape people, communities and
countries’ futures. Chaired by bibliophile and actor,
star of Bridget Jones, Drop the Dead Donkey and
Between the Lines Neil Pearson.
Book Aid International is the UK’s leading international
book donation and library development charity. Their
vision is a world where everyone has access to the books
that will enrich, improve and change their lives.
In association with Book Aid International
[199] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Angela Gallop talks to Oliver Balch

When the Dogs Don’t Bark: A Forensic
Scientist’s Search for Truth
Never before has criminal justice rested so heavily
on scientific evidence. Gallop is one of the world’s
most eminent forensic scientists. During a career
spanning more than 40 years, she has helped to drive
change and transformation within the field. A specialist
in cold-case investigations, Gallop has led forensic
teams to find vital evidence in many of the UK’s most
challenging cases, including the investigation that finally
absolved the Cardiff Three and the killings of Stephen
Lawrence, Damilola Taylor and Rachel Nickell.
[200] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Dawn Brooker, Richard Cheston, Jeremy
Hughes, Keith Oliver and
Tracey Williamson

Dementia: The Biggest Health Challenge
of the 21st Century
With a rapidly ageing world population, dementia is now
seen by many as the biggest health challenge facing the
planet. Most families now have first-hand experience
of dementia. The panel considers the current state of
care and how to address some of the challenges of the
future. Tracey Williamson is Dementia Carers Count
Professor of Family Care. Dawn Brooker is Director of
the Association for Dementia Studies. Jeremy Hughes is
Chief Executive of Alzheimer’s Society. Keith Oliver is an
Alzheimer’s Society Ambassador and Richard Cheston is
Professor of Mental Health Research, University of the
West of England.
In association with the University of Worcester
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8.30pm

8.30pm

[201] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £15

[204] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Nish Kumar

Michelle Paver and Damian Walford Davies

It’s In Your Nature To Destroy Yourselves

Fictions: Wakenhyrst and Docklands

Double Edinburgh Comedy Award nominee Nish
Kumar is bringing his brand new show to Hay! The
title is a quote from Terminator 2. There will be jokes
about politics, mankind’s capacity for self-destruction
and whether it will lead to the end of days. GOOD
FUN STUFF. He’s the host of the Mash Report, which
you might have seen on BBC Two, or on a Facebook
video posted by someone you went to school with
but haven’t spoken to in a while. “A masterclass by
a no-frills comedian at the height of his powers” –
Guardian.

A reading and discussion for an after-dark audience.
A painted medieval devil in a graveyard awakens
unhallowed forces in Paver’s gothic thriller set in
Edwardian Suffolk: Wakenhyrst. Walford Davies’
Docklands is a ghost story told in 50 poems, set in
Victorian Cardiff as an architect pursues his commission
to level three terraces to make way for a new square.
Chaired by Tiffany Murray, author of Sugar Hall.

[202] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Paul Martin and Anja Shortland talk to
Oliver Bullough

Badlands and Business
Martin is one of the world’s most experienced security
experts. His book The Rules of Security shows how
the threats to our security today are complex and
continually evolving. Criminals, hackers, terrorists and
hostile foreign states continually find new ways of
staying one step ahead of us, while we are continually
creating new vulnerabilities as we adopt new
technologies and new ways of working. Shortland is
a Reader in Political Economy specialising in Somali
piracy. Her book Kidnap: Inside The Ransom Business
investigates the strange trade of hostage-taking and
asks: What would be the ‘right price’ for your loved
one – and can you avoid putting others at risk by
paying it? What prevents criminals from maltreating
hostages? And why would kidnappers release a
potential future witness after receiving their money?
Bullough is author of Moneyland.
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop

9pm
[205] 9pm OXFAM MOOT £15

Ezra Furman

Plays Hay
Crossing between love, gender, sexuality and religion,
and singing in solidarity with the innocent, persecuted,
oppressed and threatened, Ezra Furman provides
a soundtrack like no other for the current fear and
loathing in America. A wildly intelligent, phenomenal
live performer and deft lyricist, Ezra made three albums
with his band The Harpoons, then a crowd-funded
solo record before he released Day of the Dog in late
2013 and followed it up with critically acclaimed record
Perpetual Motion People in 2015 – both made with his
band The Boyfriends. Selling out London’s Roundhouse
in 2016, performing on Jools Holland and playing
Coachella in 2017 has established him as a popular,
exciting and energetic live act, while his audience has
grown globally through exposure to his music on the
Netflix series Sex Education. He plays Hay (which is just
upstream from Symonds Yat, you Sex Education fans!)
with his album Transangelic Exodus and a ‘new’ band,
The Visions.

[203] 8.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Jean Jenkins

Still Fighting the ‘Parasite Industry’
In 1909 Nancy Meyer and Clementina Black wrote The
Makers of our Clothes, documenting abuses in what was
described as a ‘parasite industry’. Today, gross exploitation thrives in clothing manufacture. Nevertheless,
workers are not hapless victims – they fight back. This
talk shines a light on workers’ struggles against the
odds. Jenkins is Reader in Employment Relations at
Cardiff University and is currently working on a UK
government-funded Global Challenges Research Fund
research project investigating the grievances of garment
workers employed in factories in the city of Bangalore,
south India.
In association with The Wales Institute of Social &
Economic Research, Data & Methods
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9am

10am

[206] 9am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £14

[209] 10am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Barney Sampson and Jonathon Harrington

Adrian Edwards

Cabalva Farm Walk

The British Library Lecture:
Making Your Mark

Visit the pure-bred Aberdeen Angus herd and flock of
Texel/Lleyn sheep at Cabalva. Learn about sustainable
grassland management and the production of prime
28-day aged beef solely from grass. The farm has also
diversified into agro-forestry and holiday lets. There
will be the opportunity to sample some farm produce
during the visit.
With thanks to Corisande and Angus Grahame
Please wear walking boots or wellingtons and waterproof
clothing in case of inclement weather. These are visits to
real working farms and are suitable for anyone interested
in learning more about food and farming. Families are
welcome but children must be supervised at all times.
Sponsored by Hay Vets

The curator introduces the British Library’s blockbuster
spring exhibition in this illustrated lecture. He explores
the remarkable evolution of writing, from ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphs carved in stone and early printed
text such as William Caxton’s edition of The Canterbury
Tales to the art of note-taking by some of history’s
greatest minds, and onwards to the digital
communication tools we use today. Marvel at centuries
of human innovation as writing enabled progress and
opened doors to expression and art.
In association with The British Library
[210] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Marc Hamer and David Barrie talk to
Kitty Corrigan

9.30am

Animal Wonders

[208] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9

A conversation with two outstanding nature writers.
Although common, moles are mysterious: their habits
are inscrutable, they are anatomically bizarre and they
live completely alone. Marc Hamer has come closer to
them than most, through both his long working life out
in the Welsh countryside and his experiences of rural
homelessness as a boy, sleeping in hedgerows. In How
to Catch a Mole: And Find Yourself in Nature, Hamer tells
his story and explores what moles, and a life in nature,
can tell us about our own humanity and our search
for contentment. Barrie’s Incredible Journeys shines a
light on the astounding navigational skills of animals
of every stripe. Dung beetles steer by the light of the
Milky Way. Ants and bees navigate using patterns of
light invisible to humans. Sea turtles, spiny lobsters
and moths find their way using the Earth’s magnetic
field. Salmon return to their birthplace by following
their noses and birds can locate their nests on a tiny
island after crisscrossing an entire ocean. Corrigan is a
journalist and travel writer.

Marcus Brigstocke, Rachel Parris,
Andre Vincent and Special Guest

[211] 10am OXFAM MOOT £8

[207] 9.30am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £18

Jackie Morris

Wayfaring: River Life
The artist and illustrator of The Lost Words, written by
Robert Macfarlane, The Ice Bear, Tell Me a Dragon and
Song of the Golden Hare leads an art workshop in the
landscape, for adults. Please bring sketchbooks, pencils,
ink and brushes. The workshop will be by the River
Wye, learning to listen as well as to look, capturing
movement and river wildlife.
Please wear appropriate footwear. Numbers are limited.
Return to Festival site by 12pm.
In association with Brecon Beacons National Parks

10am

Nadine Akkerman talks to Georgina
Godwin

Early Edition 1
A little light ridicule, mockery and fun to start the
day as the satirists read the tabloids and surf the
social media storms for an irreverent look at what’s
tickling the nation’s fancy – and driving it to
splenetic fury – today.
Sponsored by Dai and Chris Davies, The Newsagents

Invisible Agents: Women and Espionage
in 17th-century Britain
The allegedly male world of the spy was more
than merely infiltrated by women. This compelling
and groundbreaking contribution to the history of
espionage details a series of case studies in which
women – from playwright to postmistress, from
lady-in-waiting to laundry woman – acted as spies,
sourcing and passing on confidential information. They
acted out of political and religious conviction or to
obtain money or power. Akkerman reveals the special
roles of Royalist and Parliamentarian ‘she-intelligencers’
and their hidden world.
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10am

11.30am

[212] 10am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £8

[213] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9

Alan Nicholls

Jonathan Drori

Mountain Warehouse Walk 4: Bounds
and History of Hay

Everything You Always Wanted to Know
About Trees... in 10 Species

A walk around the bounds of Hay Parish with local
historian Alan Nicholls. Starting in the centre of
Hay-on-Wye, the walk will wind its way up to Henallt
Common and then on towards Hay Bluff before
descending towards Cusop Dingle. It is quite strenuous
in places and may be wet and boggy.
Walking boots and all-weather clothing required, and
bring a packed lunch. Well behaved dogs are welcome –
bring a lead. Distance 12 miles. Ascent 916 metres.
Sponsored by Mountain Warehouse

By popular demand, the author of Around the World
in 80 Trees returns with a new selection of species
that allows him to talk about trees and sex, defence,
communication, climate change, invasive species
and bizarre arborial behaviours. Drori, a trustee of
The Woodland Trust and The Eden Project, uses
plant science to illuminate how trees play a role
in every part of human life, from the romantic to
the regrettable.
Sponsored by Wyevale Nurseries Ltd
[214] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

[HD38] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Armand D’Angour

A Bottle of Happiness

A Hereford College of Arts Production
A Bottle of Happiness is a joyous and resonant story
about the gift of sharing, written by Pippa Goodhart
and illustrated by Ehsan Abdollahi. Performing Arts,
Music and Contemporary Design Craft students from
Hereford College of Arts have teamed up with Tiny
Owl Publishing and Claire Coache from Open Sky to
bring the story to life on stage as a playful, uplifting and
creative performance accompanied by original music.
3+
[HD39] 10am COMPASS STUDIO £8

Joseph Coelho

A Year of Nature Poems
Join Joseph Coelho on a fabulous poetic journey
writing poems about the seasons, from stinging jellyfish
to scrumping apples from trees. Find out how he uses
memory and the world around him to inspire poems,
and discover the true stories behind many of the
poems in his latest book A Year of Nature Poems.
6+
[HD40] 10am CUBE £8

Yuval Zommer

The Big Book of Birds
Why is a flamingo pink? Can a parrot talk? Join
Yuval to find out about some of the world’s most
magnificent feathered creatures. His introductory talk
will be followed by an illustration session, where you
can create unique feathered friends of your own.
3+

Socrates in Love: The Making of a
Philosopher
Socrates is the philosopher whose questioning gave
birth to the ideas of Western thought, and whose
execution marked the end of the Athenian Golden
Age. Yet despite his pre-eminence among the great
thinkers of history, little of his life story is known.
What we know tends to begin in his middle age
and end with his trial and death. But what turned
the young Socrates into a philosopher? The Oxford
classicist presents him as an heroic warrior, an athletic
wrestler and dancer, and a passionate lover. D’Angour
sheds new light on the formative journey of the
philosopher, finally revealing the identity of the woman
who Socrates claimed inspired him to develop ideas
that have captivated thinkers for 2,500 years.
[215] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Hamid Ismailov, Donald Rayfield
and John Farndon

Fictions: The EBRD Prize Winner –
The Devil’s Dance
The Devils’ Dance is the first novel written in Uzbek
to be translated into English. “This is a thrilling novel
about two real-life Central Asian poets. The 19th
century Uzbek poet-queen Oyxon, once a humble
slave girl, rose to power and influence, marrying three
Khans along the way, and was ultimately threatened
with execution. Her 20th-century counterpart is the
writer Abdulla Qodiriy, renowned, brave and also
imprisoned. He distracts himself from brutish beatings
and interrogation by reconstructing the novel he
was writing about Oyxon when he was arrested.
With its spies, police, princes, poets and great plot,
this is an Uzbek Game of Thrones” – jury chair Rosie
Goldsmith who chairs the event.
In association with the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
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[216] 11.30am COMPASS STUDIO £8

[217] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Ruth Gilligan

Kassia St Clair and Clare Hunter
talk to Rosie Goldsmith

Storytelling About ‘Other’ Cultures

Threads

In today’s multicultural world, fostering an
understanding of cultures different to our own has
become increasingly important. One powerful way
to achieve this is by using storytelling to break down
barriers and develop ‘radical empathy’. Gilligan is a
bestselling author and Senior Lecturer in Creative
Writing at the University of Birmingham. She is also an
ambassador for the global not-for-profit Narrative 4.
In association with the University of Birmingham
[HD41] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £8

Michelle Paver talks to Daniel Hahn

Chronicles of Ancient Darkness
The novelist discusses her six-book Wolf Brother series,
set among a forest clan in a prehistoric Northern
Europe. Torak’s tale is a terrifying quest in a world
of wolves, tree spirits and Hidden People, a world in
which trusting a friend means risking your life. One
of the great masterpieces of children’s fiction, The
Chronicles are to continue in three new titles launching
with The Viper’s Daughter in spring 2020.
9+
[HD42] 11.30am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

St Clair is the author of The Golden Thread: How Fabric
Changed History. All textiles begin with a twist. From
colourful 30,000-year-old threads found on the floor
of a Georgian cave to what the linen wrappings of
Tutankhamun’s mummy actually meant; from the Silk
Roads to the woollen sails that helped the Vikings
reach America 700 years before Columbus; from the
lace ruffs that infuriated the Puritans to the Indian
calicoes and chintzes that powered the Industrial
Revolution, our continuing reinvention of cloth tells
fascinating stories of human ingenuity. Clare Hunter’s
Threads of Life: A History of the World Through the
Eye of a Needle stretches from medieval France
to contemporary Mexico, from a POW camp in
Singapore to a family attic in Scotland. It is a chronicle
of identity, protest, memory, power and politics told
through the stories of the men and women, over
centuries and across continents, who have used the
language of sewing to make their voices heard, even in
the most desperate of circumstances.
[218] 1pm OXFAM MOOT
adult ticket £8, child ticket (under 16) £4

Jonathan Copley

Sheila Kanani

Ask An Ocean Explorer

How to be an Astronaut
and Other Space Jobs

A marine biologist of over 20 years and advisor
for the BBC’s Blue Planet II, Dr Jonathan Copley
explains the science and wonder of the deep ocean.
Combining untold history of ocean exploration and a
personal account of what it’s like to be a ‘bathynaut’,
diving in a mini-submarine, Copley brings to light weird
and wonderful deep-sea creatures that we find ‘down
there’ and explains how the oceans and their health is
connected to our everyday lives.

Have you ever dreamed of going into Space? What
about becoming an astronaut, walking on the moon
or searching for alien life? Or becoming a Space chef?
Explore the wonders of space with Sheila Kanani, a
Space cadet whose head is always up in the clouds
even though her feet are firmly on planet Earth. Full of
fun facts, top tips and Space shenanigans!
6+
[HD43] 11.30am CUBE £8

Owen Davey

Smart Sharks and Fanatical Frogs
A workshop with illustrator Owen Davey exploring
how to draw frogs, cats and a whole host of different
animals using shapes and simplification. Sketch along
with him using your own skills and creativity.
6+

[219] 1pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Adrian Weller

Cambridge Series 9: Where AI
Meets Ethics
Weller is a senior research fellow in machine learning
at Cambridge University. He examines the implications
of machine learning and artificial intelligence for society
and the importance of ethics, trust and transparency.
In association with Cambridge University
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1pm

2.30pm

[220] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[222] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT

Heiða Ásgeirsdóttir and
Steinunn Sigurðardóttir

Alastair Fothergill and Keith Scholey

Heiða: A Shepherd at the Edge of the World
Heiða is a solitary farmer with a flock of 500 sheep in
a remorseless area bordering Iceland’s highlands. It’s
known as the End of the World. One of her nearest
neighbours is Iceland’s most notorious volcano, Katla,
which has periodically driven away the inhabitants
of Ljótarstaðir ever since people first started farming
there in the 12th century. This portrait of Heiða
written with wit and humour by one of Iceland’s most
acclaimed novelists, Steinunn Sigurðardóttir, tells a
heroic tale of a charismatic young woman who at 23
walked away from a career as a model in New York
to take over the family farm.
Sponsored by Farmers’ Welsh Lavender

The directors of the landmark Netflix series Our Planet
introduce stories, photographs and film footage of
the world’s rarest creatures and previously unseen
parts of the Earth – from deep oceans to remote
forests to ice caps. They take nature lovers deep into
the science of our natural world and reveal the ways
humans are affecting the world’s ecosystems, from the
wildebeest migrations in Africa to the penguin colonies
of Antarctica. Fothergill and Scholey, who ran the
BBC Natural History Unit and produced The Blue
Planet, Planet Earth and Frozen Planet, engage in
a global conversation about how to protect and
preserve our world.
Sponsored by Aardvark Safaris

[221] 1pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £10

[223] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

James Newby (baritone)
and Joe Middleton (piano)
The third of four recitals broadcast from Hay this
week. Claude Debussy’s Trois Melodies; Maurice Ravel’s
Cinq Melodies Populaires Grecques; Maurice Ravel’s
Histoires Naturelles; Henri Duparc’s Extase, La Vague et
la Cloche, Phidyle.
Recorded for broadcast on BBC Radio 3. Please arrive in
good time.

Jessica Townsend

Wundersmith: The Calling of
Morrigan Crow
Expect magic, mayhem and more when you join the
Nevermoor: The Trials of Morrigan Crow author as she
talks about her new book. A publishing sensation, the
infectiously entertaining and deliciously dark series is
winning fans and awards across the globe.
9+
[HD89] 1pm CUBE £8

Ben Garrod

The Chimpanzee & Me
Join scientist Ben Garrod as he shares some of his
amazing experiences from a lifetime of studying
chimps all over the world, from eastern chimps in the
humid forests of Uganda to the critically endangered
western chimps of Liberia. Ben describes the different
threats that chimpanzees face, including the dangers
of the illegal international pet trade and the effects
of relentless habitat loss – not to mention how your
new furniture, your toothpaste and even your mobile
phone are all implicated in their falling numbers.
9+

16s £9,

under

16s £4

Our Planet

Martin Jones

BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 3

[HD44] 1pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

over

Cambridge Series 10: Food Security Past
and Present – What Archaeology Tells Us
About the Food We Eat
Martin Jones is Emeritus Professor of Archaeological
Science at Cambridge University and a member of
its Global Food Security research centre. An expert
in archaeobotany and archaeogenetics, he will discuss
how our prehistoric ancestors built resilience into their
food supply and what we can learn from them.
In association with Cambridge University
[224] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

John Thomas

The West, the East and the Rule of Law
The West has traditionally seen the rule of law as
one of the cornerstones of liberty and freedom, of
prosperity and an accountable democracy. It has had
worldwide influence. But there are other approaches
to the rule of law. One is the rule of law with Chinese
characteristics; another is in effect rule by law. The
former Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales
examines the impacts that economic success and the
technological revolution are having on the different
approaches, and how the Western approach can be
promoted.
In association with Aberystwyth University
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4pm

[225] 2.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

[226] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE
under 16s £4

Jayne Joso and Deborah Kay Davies

Fictions: Freedoms
Dylan Moore hosts this conversation about two
extraordinary novels. Seven-year-old Esther must
negotiate adult dysfunction, and a school environment
that exposes her to further prejudice and injustice.
Joso’s From Seven to the Sea is a window onto the world
of a child who rejects convention and expectation.
Esther embarks on a creative expedition into liberty
and free-thinking; and each day, in place of school, sets
out to sea. Deborah Kay Davies’ Tirzah and the Prince
of Crows is set in a remote valley in Wales. It is 1974,
and Tirzah is 16, pretty, witty and wise. Brought up in
a staunchly religious family, she has lived a sheltered
life. But then she meets a boy. As she begins to
struggle against the confines of her community, juggling
everyone’s expectations and trying to find her own way
in the world, life takes an unexpected turn, ultimately
teaching her that freedom springs from within.
[HD46] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Roger McGough and Little Machine

Epic!
An afternoon of poems, songs, rhymes, drawings and
jokes for children and their elders and betters and
worsers with ‘the patron saint of poetry’ and his band,
the delightful masters of poetry and song. As always, his
poems are full of wit and wisdom, with word play, puns
and sharp observations on all aspects of life. Come and
savour a slice of this brand new poetry pie!
Family 6+
[HD47] 2.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Holly Smale in conversation with
Laura Dockrill

The Valentines
Holly Smale, author of the Geek Girl series, introduces
The Valentines, a brand new series with a new cast of
characters: sisters Hope, Faith and Mercy. The sisters
seem to have everything: fame, success, money, beauty
and a family steeped in movie star heritage. Except
real-life isn’t like the movies, is it? Holly will be in
conversation with Laura Dockrill, author of Big Bones
and Lorali.
12+

over

16s £8,

Mike Berners-Lee talks to Rosie Boycott

There is No Planet B: A Handbook for the
Make or Break Years
What is most pressing, what are the knock-on effects
of our actions and what should we do first? Do we
all need to become vegetarian? How can we fly in
a low-carbon world? Should we frack? How can we
take control of technology? Does it all come down
to population? And, given the global nature of the
challenges we now face, what on Earth can any of us
do? Fortunately, the environmental thinker and writer
has crunched the numbers and plotted a course of
action that is practical and even enjoyable.
[227] 4pm OXFAM MOOT

over

16s £8,

under

16s £4

Steve Box and Sophia Jansson

Moominvalley
The Oscar-winning director Steve Box (The Curse of the
Were-Rabbit) and Tove Jansson’s niece Sophia introduce
the new TV adaptation of the Swedish/Finnish writerillustrator’s classic and much-loved stories about the
Moomins. Directed at a family primetime audience, the
drama fantasy series is full of life and laughter for lifelong
Moomin fans and complete newcomers alike. The new
animation series will be made using state-of-the-art 3D
CGI to introduce Moomin to a new generation – and
to screens in a way never seen before. Chaired by
Francine Stock.
[228] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Michael J Benton

The Dinosaurs Rediscovered: How a
Scientific Revolution is Rewriting History
New technologies have revealed secrets locked in
prehistoric bones in ways that nobody predicted.
We can now work out the colour of dinosaurs, their
bite forces, top speeds, and even how they cared for
their young. Remarkable new fossil finds, such as giant
sauropod dinosaur skeletons from Patagonia, dinosaurs
with feathers from China and even a tiny dinosaur tail
in Burmese amber – complete down to every detail of
its filament-like feathers, skin, bones, and mummified
tail muscles – have revolutionised palaeontology. Mike
Benton is Professor of Vertebrate Palaeontology at the
University of Bristol.
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4pm

4pm

[229] 4pm SCRIBBLERS HUT £12

[HD49] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Kiri Bloom Walden

Authors4Oceans: How Children and
Stories Can Save Our Vanishing World

Adaptation from novel to screen
This workshop will look at adaptation – how novels,
plays and short stories become films. We’ll unpick the
process of how this is done – from padding out some
texts to cutting down others. How film represents the
ideas of the text without losing the style of the author.
We’ll look in detail at examples including Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, Jane Eyre, and Les Liaisons
Dangereuses, before having a go ourselves at adapting
a text from novel to screenplay.
18+
[HD45] 4pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

Nicola Davies, Lauren St John and
Yuval Zommer
Join three Authors4Oceans writers to discover how
you can save species large and small, on shore and
off. Authors Lauren St John and Nicola Davies and
illustrator Yuval Zommer combine their passion for
wildlife and its conservation with their writing and
illustrating. They will discuss how that comes together
in their books, including Kat Wolfe Takes the Case,
When the Whales Walked and The Big Book of the Blue.
9+

5.30pm

Gal-dem

Leah Cowan, Nina Dahmani
and Kuba Shand-Baptiste

[230] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

Join Leah Cowan, Nina Dahmani and Kuba
Shand-Baptiste, three inspiring writers from the awardwinning magazine gal-dem, created by a group of
women and non-binary people of colour to address
inequality and misrepresentation in the media by
creating a space for everyone to enjoy. They will talk
about their debut book for teens I Will Not Be Erased:
Our Stories About Growing Up As People of Colour and
how their game-changing collective began. Come and
join this talented group for a witty and insightful chat
about growing up, politics, race, mental health, love,
activism and anything in between.
14+
[HD48] 4pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Chris Ryan

Special Forces Cadets
Chris Ryan, ex-SAS hero turned author, introduces
his brand new action packed series Special Forces
Cadets, which is inspired by his fascinating real-life army
experiences. A top-secret government programme
needs a crack team of undercover military operators.
They must have awesome levels of determination,
endurance and fitness. And in order to operate
in circumstances where adult forces would be
compromised, the recruits must be under 16. Only a
few are tough enough and smart enough to make it…
And once out in the field, they will require all their
skills just to stay alive.
12+

Hallie Rubenhold

The Five: The Untold Lives of the
Women Killed by Jack the Ripper
Polly, Annie, Elizabeth, Catherine and Mary-Jane
are famous for the same thing, though they never
met. They came from Fleet Street, Knightsbridge,
Wolverhampton, Sweden and Wales. They wrote
ballads, ran coffee houses, lived on country estates,
they breathed ink-dust from printing presses and
escaped people-traffickers. What they had in common
was the year of their murders: 1888. Their murderer
was never identified, but the name created for him by
the press has become far more famous than any of
these five women. Now, in her devastating narrative
of five lives, historian Rubenhold finally sets the record
straight, and gives these women back their stories.
Chaired by the historical thriller writer SJ Parris.
[231] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE
over 16s £8, under 16s £4

Gavin Turk and Farhana Yamin
talk to Ed Gillespie

Extinction Rebellion – Is It Time?
Climate change is an unprecedented global emergency.
Successive governments have failed to put in place
the legislation and processes necessary to provide
for a sustainable future. To survive, it’s going to take
everything we’ve got to spark and sustain a spirit of
creative rebellion, which will enable much-needed
changes in our political, economic and social landscape.
Award-winning artist Gavin Turk and international
environmental lawyer Farhana Yamin talk to
environmental entrepreneur Ed Gillespie.
Sponsored by Mostlymaps
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[232] 5.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Giles Yeo

[235] 7pm OXFAM MOOT
child ticket (under 16) £10

Gene Eating: The Science of Obesity
and the Truth About Diets

The Lost Words - concert

£20,

Spell Songs
Join eight leading folk musicians for an evening of
enchanting new commissions based on the book The
Lost Words by Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris.
The musicians are singer-songwriter Karine Polwart,
Gaelic singer Julie Fowlis, kora player Seckou Keita,
Scottish contemporary folk musician and songwriter
Kris Drever, British composer Kerry Andrew, singer
and harpist Rachel Newton, cellist Beth Porter and
multi-instrumentalist Jim Molyneux.
Spell Songs engages deeply with landscape and
nature, to respond to the creatures, art and language
of The Lost Words - A Spell Book. Spell Songs will
allow these acclaimed and diverse musicians to weave
together elements of British folk music, Senegalese folk
traditions, experimental and classical music, and create
an inspiring new body of work.
Featuring live painting by Jackie Morris.
See also event [103]
Presented by Folk By The Oak
Sponsored by Day’s Household Goods and Flow

In an age of misinformation and pseudo-science, the
world is getting fatter and the diet makers are getting
richer. So how do we break this cycle that’s killing us
all? Drawing on the very latest science and his own
genetic research at Cambridge University, Yeo has
written the seminal ‘anti-diet’ diet book. Exploring the
history of our food, debunking marketing nonsense
and toxic diet advice and confronting the advocates
of ‘clean eating’, he translates his pioneering research
into an engaging study of human appetite. Chaired by
dietitian Ceris Devereux.
Sponsored by Hannibal Brown’s Deli
[233] 5.30pm CUBE

adult ticket

free but ticketed

Hay Writers’ Circle

New Work, 2019
A reading of new work by members of the Hay
writers’ group: prose, diary and poetry.
[234] 5.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £7

Hay Festival Youth Council

[236] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

How I Got Here
How I Got Here sessions are in-conversation events
where Hay Festival Youth Council members interview
Hay Festival speakers (speakers will be chalkboarded at
the venue and updated on #HAYCOMPASS). These
sessions are programmed and delivered by young
people for young people. Free for 16–25-year-olds
who register at hayfestival.org/compass.
Hay Festival Compass is supported by Hay Festival
Foundation
[HD50] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Juno Dawson, Laura Dockrill and
Fiona Shaw

Nigel Owens, Ryan Jones and Martyn
Phillips talk to Carolyn Hitt

Grand Slams, Game Plans, Tight Calls
and Balance Sheets
Rugby is a serious global business that is scaling
up, and facing regional and global challenges and
revolutions. WRU CEO and Chair of GlobalWelsh
Martyn Phillips, triple Grand Slam winner Ryan Jones
and THE ref Nigel Owens discuss all aspects of the
sport: its challenges, both on and off the field, and the
culture that underpins the essence of the game, in
conversation with Carolyn Hitt, author of Wales Play
in Red.
In association with GlobalWelsh

The Bookseller YA Book Prize Panel
The YA Book Prize singles out the best new fiction for
young adults every year. Join shortlisted authors Juno
Dawson (Clean), Laura Dockrill (Big Bones) and Fiona
Shaw (Outwalkers) for a discussion of their books and
the importance of YA fiction. Chaired by Anna James.
14+

[237] 7pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Oliver Bullough

How to Steal a Trillion Dollars,
and Where to Hide it
Moneyland is the secret country of the lawless,
stateless, super rich. Over the past 50 years it has
become the third largest economy in the world, and is
annexing more every day. Investigative journalist Oliver
Bullough explains how the City of London created this
phenomenon, what damage it’s doing to the world
and what Britain must do to stop being the problem.
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8.30pm

[238] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[241] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Paul Sen

Chris Ryan talks to Oliver Balch

Einstein’s Fridge: The Science of Fire,
Ice and the Universe

Fictions: Red Strike

The laws of thermodynamics govern everything from
the behaviour of atoms to that of living cells, from the
engines that power our world to the black hole at the
centre of our galaxy. Thermodynamics also explains
why we must eat and breathe, how the lights come on
and, ultimately, how the universe will end. The people
who decoded its laws came from every branch of the
sciences – they were engineers, physicists, chemists,
biologists, cosmologists and mathematicians. Their
discoveries, set over two hundred years, kick-started
the industrial revolution, changed the course of world
wars and informed modern understanding.

A former SAS corporal and the only man to escape
death or capture during the Bravo Two Zero operation
during the 1991 Gulf War, Ryan turned to writing
thrillers to tell the stories the Official Secrets Act stops
him putting in his non-fiction. His novels have gone on
to inspire the Sky One series Strike Back. Red Strike sees
Ryan’s two heroes go undercover into the circle of a
British populist demagogue with links to the Kremlin.
[242] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Meltem Arikan and Memet Ali Alabora
talk to Filiz Çelik and Dylan Moore

Freedom Writers: Censorship in
Turkey and Exile in Wales

[239] 7pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

David Green, Mindhu Hornick, Jabba Riaz
and Barbara Winton

Meltem Arikan received the Freedom of Thought
and Speech Award 2004 from the Turkish Publishers
Association after the government tried to censor
her fourth novel Yeter Tenimi Acitmayin (Stop Hurting
My Flesh). In 2013, her play Mi Minor was claimed by
the Turkish authorities to be a rehearsal for the Gezi
Park demonstrations later that year. The ensuing mob
hysteria and death threats led to her leaving Turkey,
where she now faces a life sentence on charges of
attempting the violent overthrow of the government.
Memet Ali Alabora, the play’s director, has also been
charged with treason and also now lives in exile in
Wales, with his wife, actress Pinar Ögün. The writer
and director will discuss issues of censorship and exile
as well as their work with researcher Filiz Çelik and
writer Dylan Moore.
In association with Wales PEN Cymru

Authoritarian Nationalism v Democratic
Internationalism: The Struggle for
Civilisation
The horrors of two world wars and the Holocaust
spurred the creation of the United Nations, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, decolonisation and the creation of what is now the EU. The
era established principles and institutions of tolerance,
equality, humanity and democracy that have guided
successive generations since. Today those values
are threatened by a rising tide of hostility, racism,
nationalism and religious intolerance. How can we
stem this tide and, through education, take action
to promote inclusion, understanding and community
cohesion? Barbara Winton, daughter and biographer
of Sir Nicholas Winton, Auschwitz survivor Mindhu
Hornick and Jabba Riaz, the Mayor of Worcester, talk
to University of Worcester Vice Chancellor David
Green.
In association with The University of Worcester

[243] 8.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

Billie Charity, Kate Harding, Sarah Stone
and Benna Waites

The Legacy for Those Bereaved by Suicide

8.30pm
[240] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £28

Paul Merton’s Impro Chums

The Hay Show
Paul Merton, Lee Simpson, Richard Vranch, Suki
Webster, Mike McShane and accompanist Kirsty
Newton are rocking back to Hay with another evening
of mindblowing impro. The collective improvisational
experience embodied in the Chums is enough to stun an
elephant. They flex their improvisational muscles to delight
and entertain audiences in this country and abroad.
Age recommendation 14+ – may contain some
swearing and adult themes
Sponsored by Herdman Coaches
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The impact of suicide on friends and family can be
devastating and far-reaching. Kate Harding and Billie
Charity, who lost a husband and brother to suicide
respectively, and Sarah Stone, Director of Samaritans in
Wales, join Benna Waites to talk about the experience
of grieving following suicide. Kate is a palliative care
doctor and GP, Billie Charity is an award-winning
photographer and Benna Waites is Joint Head of
Psychology for Aneurin Bevan University Health Board.
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9am

10am

[244] 9am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £14

[247] 10am OXFAM MOOT £8

Will Bullough, Dermot Doyne and
Nick Smith

Francis Green, David Kynaston,
Rajvi Glasbrook Griffiths and Alex Beard
talk to Rosie Boycott

Woodland Heritage Timber Tour
From tree to timber – a chance to see up close how a
small-scale, sustainable wood is managed. The tour visits
planting, ecosystem care and tree grading, and goes into
the sawmill to see the log being converted into timber.
Find out what the challenges and opportunities are for
the timber industry.
Please note that there is uneven ground and steep paths
onsite so please wear sturdy footwear.
In association with Whitney Sawmill

9.30am
[245] 9.30am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £18

Richard King

Wayfaring: Music of the British Landscape
Richard King’s new book The Lark Ascending: Music of
the British Landscape explores how Britain’s history
and identity have been shaped by the relationship
between music and nature. The Lark Ascending, Ralph
Vaughan Williams’ pastoral romance for orchestra, was
premièred in 1921 and has worked its way into the
collective consciousness to define a mythical concept
of the English countryside: babbling brooks and skylarks.
But the birth and legacy of the composition are much
more complex than this simplified pastoral vision
suggests. The landscape we celebrate as unsullied and
ripe with mystique is a living, working and occasionally
rancorous environment that forged a nation’s musical
personality and its dissenting traditions. The walk will
include a discussion of our place in the landscape, both
as individuals and as a society, the role of hedonism and
celebration in our enjoyment of the countryside and will
feature elements of both local and national rural history,
breathtaking views, and pauses for rest and conversation.
Please wear appropriate footwear. Numbers are limited.
There will be a bus journey to and from the walk location;
return to Festival site by 12.30pm.
In association with Brecon Beacons National Parks

10am
[246] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9

Marcus Brigstocke, Rachel Parris,
Andre Vincent and Special Guest

Early Edition 2
A little more light ridicule, mockery and fun to start the
day as the satirists read the tabloids and surf the social
media storms for an irreverent look at what’s tickling the
nation’s fancy – and driving it to splenetic fury – today.
Sponsored by Colcombe House Ciders
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An English Education?
In their controversial book Engines of Privilege: Britain’s
Private School Problem Green and Kynaston contend
that, in a society that mouths the virtues of equality
of opportunity, of fairness and of social cohesion, the
educational apartheid separating private schools from
our state schools deploys our national educational
resources unfairly and inefficiently; blocks social mobility;
reproduces privilege down the generations; and
underpins a damaging democratic deficit in our society.
Rajvi Glasbrook Griffiths is a deputy head teacher
in Newport. Alex Beard taught in an inner city
comprehensive before joining Teach For All and is
author of Natural Born Learners: Our Incredible Capacity to
Learn and How We Can Harness It. What does the best
possible education look like? How will the Hay audience,
many of whom are teachers, contribute to the debate?
[248] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Alice Morrison

My 1,001 Nights: Tales and Adventures
from Morocco
When Alice Morrison first headed out to Morocco, it
was to take on one of the most daunting challenges:
to run in the famous Marathon des Sables. But as soon
as she settled in a flat in Marrakesh she was won over
by the people, the spectacular scenery and the ancient
alleyways of the souk. Soon she was hiking over the
Atlas Mountains, joining nomads to sample their timeless
way of life as they crossed the Sahara desert, and finding
peace in a tranquil oasis. Alice came to fame with her
BBC Two series Morocco to Timbuktu. Chaired by
Kitty Corrigan.
[249] 10am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Chris Thomas and Faith Osier

Malaria Eradication in Africa:
Fact or Fiction
Huge efforts have been made to combat malaria for
over a century, yet each year hundreds of thousands
of people still die from the disease, particularly in
sub Saharan Africa. The last decade has seen major
reductions in this toll: are we at last on the road to
eradication? The latest research charts a path towards a
vaccine and new weapons against malaria mosquitoes.
Faith Osier is Professor of Malaria Immunology at
Oxford University and Chris Thomas is Professor of
Zoology and Pro Vice-Chancellor for Research at
Aberystwyth University.
In association with Aberystwyth University
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10am

11.30am

[HD51] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[252] 11.30am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Karine Polwart & Kate Leiper

Tim Smedley talks to Andy Fryers

A Wee Bird Was Watching

Clearing the Air: The Beginning and
the End of Air Pollution

Join award-winning songwriter and debut children’s
writer Karine Polwart and acclaimed illustrator Kate
Leiper as they share their new picture book, A Wee Bird
Was Watching. Through music and drawing, discover
an enchanted woodland of delights in a story that is a
wonderful tale of resilience, kindness and courage.
6+
[HD52] 10am COMPASS STUDIO £8

PG Bell, Anna James, Nadine Wild-Palmer

What If…? Creating Fantasy Worlds
Explore the magical possibilities of stories and the unlikely
places they can take you. Travel with PG Bell, whose Train
to Impossible Places is a rollicking adventure, fall into the
heart of storyland with Anna James in Pages & Co and
head down into an unexpectedly different world with
Nadine Wild-Palmer in The Tunnels Beneath. Chaired by
Sian Cain, Online Books Editor, the Guardian.
9+

11.30am
[250] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £8

Globally, 18,000 people die each day from air pollution,
a far greater number than those who die from HIV/
AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and car crashes combined.
And it is getting worse. Around the world, more than
eight out of ten people who live in cities breathe in
concentrations of air pollutants that exceed international
air quality guidelines. These problems can be solved.
The overwhelming majority of air pollutants are local,
short-lived and can be stopped at source. The benefits to
health are instant and dramatic, and we can all play a part
in clearing our air. Award-winning sustainability journalist
Tim Smedley explains how.
[HD53] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Louise O’Neill, Alice Oseman and Tom Pollock

The Bookseller YA Book Prize Panel
The YA Book Prize singles out the best new fiction for
young adults every year. Join shortlisted authors Louise
O’Neill (The Surface Breaks), Alice Oseman (I Was Born
for This) and Tom Pollock (White Rabbit, Red Wolf) for a
discussion of their books and the importance of YA fiction.
Chaired by Chelsey Pippin.
14+

Angie Hobbs
[HD54] 11.30am COMPASS STUDIO £8

Plato’s Republic
Why do humans form societies and what is needed for
them to thrive? How can women’s potential be actualised?
How can we protect ourselves from demagogues
and tyrants? Immerse yourself in the strikingly relevant
questions of Plato’s influential dialogue, exploring the
age-old dilemma: Why should I be just? What is a just
society, and how can it be created? The philosopher and
classicist revisits the big questions from Plato’s influential
2,500-year-old masterwork of philosophy and political
theory, as vital today as they were when first written.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar is 50!
It’s the Very Hungry Caterpillar’s 50th birthday! Eric Carle’s
world-famous story is the most read children’s book in
Britain. Join us for a fun, interactive storytelling session and
caterpillar crafting.
3+

1pm
[253] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

Adam Nicolson

The Making of Poetry: Coleridge, the
Wordsworths and Their Year of Marvels

[251] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Katrina van Grouw

Unnatural Selection
In a unique fusion of art, science and history Katrina
van Grouw celebrates the 150th anniversary of Charles
Darwin’s monumental work The Variation of Animals and
Plants under Domestication, and offers a tribute to what
Darwin might have achieved had he possessed that elusive
missing piece to the evolutionary puzzle – the knowledge
of how individual traits are passed from one generation
to the next. With the benefit of a century and a half of
hindsight van Grouw explains evolution by building on the
analogy that Darwin himself used, comparing the selective
breeding process with natural selection in the wild.
Chaired by Oliver Balch.

The year 1797–1798 is the most famous in English poetry.
Out of it came The Ancient Mariner and Kubla Khan,
Wordsworth’s revolutionary verses in Lyrical Ballads and
the greatness of Tintern Abbey. Nicolson tells the story of
the year that Coleridge, Wordsworth, his sister Dorothy
and an ever-shifting cast of friends, dependants and
acolytes spent together in the Quantock Hills in Somerset.
What emerges is a portrait of these great figures as
young people, troubled, ambitious, dreaming of a vision of
wholeness, knowing they had greatness in them but still in
urgent search of the paths towards it.
Sponsored by National Trust Wales
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1pm

1pm

[254] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £8

[257] 1pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

Jane Jelley

Michaela Mahlberg and Anna Cermakova

Traces of Vermeer

Heroines, Heroes and Gender Inequality
in Children’s Fiction

Johannes Vermeer’s luminous paintings are loved and
admired around the world. We see sunlit spaces, the
glimmer of satin, silver and linen; we see the softness
of a hand on a lute string or letter. We recognise the
distilled impression of a moment of time and we feel it
to be real, yet we do not understand how the paintings
were made. The few traces Vermeer has left behind tell
us little: there are no letters or diaries, and no reports of
him at work. Jelley has taken a new path in this detective
story. A painter herself, she has worked with the
materials of his time: the cochineal insect and lapis lazuli;
the sheep bones, soot, earth and rust. She investigates
old secrets and hears travellers’ tales. Her research
allows us to unlock the studio door, and catch a glimpse
of Vermeer inside, painting light.

Fiction provides children with an important space to
learn how to make sense of the world. It is also a
crucial source for role models. Fictional worlds are not
so unlike the real world – especially when it comes
to gender inequalities. Based on their work with
large collections of texts, Professor Mahlberg and Dr
Cermakova from the University of Birmingham’s Centre
for Corpus Research will explore fiction from Dickens to
modern children’s books, to demonstrate how repeated
language patterns reflect a gendered view of society.
In association with the University of Birmingham
[258] 1pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £10

Szymanowski Quartet

BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 4
[255] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Mark Britnell

Human: Solving the Global Workforce
Crisis in Healthcare
By 2030 the world will be short of approximately 15
million health workers – a fifth of the workforce needed
to keep healthcare systems going. Global healthcare
leader and award-winning author Dr Britnell uses his
unique insights from advising governments, executives
and clinicians in more than 70 countries to present
solutions to this impending crisis.
[256] 1pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Bidisha, Nikita Lalwani, Eley Williams
and Ra Page

Resist: Stories of Protest
We live in a golden era of protest. From the anti-gun
rallies in the US to the March of Return demos in
Palestine, people are taking to the streets and standing
up to governments that have fallen out of step with
the popular mood. Resist is the second installment of a
series of commissions challenging authors to reimagine
key moments of British protest through fiction, while
working closely with historians, crowd scientists and
eye-witnesses to maximise their historical accuracy.
Bidisha reimagines Boudica’s revolt against the Romans;
Eley Williams rewrites the Rebecca Riots; Nikita Lalwani
tells the story of the Tottenham Riots of 2011. All these
stories offer a grassroots perspective on very hard-won
grassroots progress.
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The last of our four recitals broadcast from Hay this
week. Maurice Ravel’s String Quartet in F Major; Karol
Szymanowski’s String Quartet No.1 in C Major, Op.37.
Recorded for broadcast on BBC Radio 3. Please arrive in
good time.
[HD55] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Nicola Davies

The Wonder of Trees
The award-winning author and scientist invites you to
celebrate trees in all their variety as she leads a journey
exploring the extraordinary diversity of trees and forests.
With fascinating facts and figures, Nicola will encourage
children (and adults) to treasure the world’s biodiversity
and give tips on how to help stop it slipping away.
9+

2.30pm
[259] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Lucy Worsley

Queen Victoria: Daughter, Wife,
Mother, Widow
Who was Queen Victoria? A little old lady, potato-like in
appearance, dressed in everlasting black? Or a passionate
young princess, a romantic heroine with a love of
dancing? There is a third Victoria – a woman who was
a remarkably successful queen, one who invented a
new role for the monarchy. She found a way of being a
respected sovereign in an age when people were deeply
uncomfortable with having a woman on the throne. On
the face of it, she was deeply conservative. But if you
look at her actions rather than her words, she was in
fact tearing up the rule-book for how to be female.
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2.30pm

2.30pm

[260] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

[HD56] 2.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Marsha O’Mahony

Humza Arshad

River Voices: Extraordinary Stories
from the Wye

Little Badman and the Invasion of the
Killer Aunties

In the summer of 2017 a team of interviewers travelled
up and down the Wye in Herefordshire, recording the
experiences of the people who have lived and worked
on the river or simply been drawn to its waters in search
of recreation or a jam jar of minnows. O’Mahony has
collected their stories. River Voices is filled with stories
of the Wye told through the words and photographs of
those who have known the river all their lives – ferrymen
and ferrywomen, boat builders and bridge builders,
rowers and swimmers, anglers and poachers, ghillies
and river bailiffs, otter hunters and more. Chaired by
Adrian Lambert.
Sponsored by National Trust Wales

Comedian Humza Arshad introduces his latest character
creation, Humza Khan aka Little Badman, the star
of a hilarious new series for children full of mischief,
adventure and evil aunties. Named ‘the most influential
Asian of his generation’, Humza Arshad is an ambassador
for YouTube’s Creators for Change and is passionate
about using creativity and comedy to inspire youngsters
from all backgrounds.
9+

[261] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Luca Trenta and Rory Cormac

Licence to Kill? Assassination in
International Politics
From Saudi journalists to Russian spies, assassination has
been big news over the past year. Trenta and Cormac
explore assassination in international politics, asking what
triggers states to resort to such a controversial tactic; and
how can they can get away with it? Turning the spotlight
closer to home, they also explain how the US and the
UK have traditionally thought about assassination. Do
MI6 and the CIA really have a licence to kill? Trenta
is a Senior Lecturer in International Relations in the
Department of Political and Cultural Studies, Swansea
University, and Cormac is an Associate Professor of
International Relations at the University of Nottingham.
In association with Swansea University
[262] 2.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

Nicola Green

Encounters: The Art of Interfaith Dialogue
The 21st century is a new era for interfaith dialogue.
While in the past such encounters might have been
stiff affairs contrived to generate a politically expedient
photo-op, what is remarkable today is the depth of
relationships being formed across historically deep
divides. In her wide-ranging project Only Through Others
acclaimed artist Nicola Green presents photographs
and paintings inspired by Archbishop Rowan Williams’
intimate conversations with figures including Pope
Emeritus Benedict XVI, the Dalai Lama, the Grand Mufti
of Egypt and former British Chief Rabbi Jonathan Sacks.
Green’s works refuse to see theology in a vacuum,
placing faith fully within the context of visual, material
and sensory culture. Chaired by Simon Lockett.

[HD57] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

The Bookseller YA Book Prize
Who will win the 2019 YA Book Prize? Join the host
of the award presentation to hear from authors on
the shortlist, which this year includes Sara Barnard,
Juno Dawson, Laura Dockrill, Muhammad Khan, Louise
O’Neill, Alice Oseman, Tom Pollock, Fiona Shaw,
Katherine Webber and Laura Wood.
12+

4pm
[263] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

David Lammy

The Octavia Hill Lecture: Tribes
The MP for Tottenham investigates the modern concept
of ‘tribes’ and how New Tribalism has pernicious effects
on the health of our society. He explores the ways in
which we can challenge and neuter New Tribalism,
distinguishing the ‘good’ sort of tribalism – the patriotism
that is inclusive and open to newcomers, the ethnic or
religious pride that celebrates a particular culture or
faith tradition rather than denigrates others as inferior,
the ‘Spirit of Dunkirk’ that saw ordinary people come
together and do extraordinary things – from the harmful
tribalism that excludes and divides. Chaired by Justin
Albert, Director of National Trust Wales.
Sponsored by the International National Trusts Organisation
[264] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Jonathan Jones

Sensations: The Story of British Art
from Hogarth to Banksy
“Sensations presents a radically new story of British art.
It connects the artists of today with British culture more
than three hundred years ago as it finds an unexpected
thread that links William Hogarth and Tracey Emin,
Thomas Gainsborough and Lucian Freud. What they
share is an eye for the real world. I hope this book will
change how you see Britain, and its art” – Jonathan Jones.
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5.30pm

[265] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

[268] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Sarah Harper talks to Bronwen Maddox

Cara Courage, Nicola Headlam,
Alison Hindell and Charlotte Martin

How Population Change Will Transform
Our World
Harper examines population trends by region to
explode some myths and highlight the key issues facing
us in the coming decades, including the demographic
inertia in Europe, demographic dividend in Asia, high
fertility and mortality in Africa, the youth bulge in the
Middle East, and the balancing act of migration in the
Americas. Harper analyses the global challenges we
must plan for – the impact of climate change and
urbanisation and the difficulty of feeding ten billion
people – and considers ways in which we can prepare
for and mitigate against these dangers. Harper is
Professor of Gerontology at Oxford University and
Director of the Oxford Institute of Ageing.

Gender, Sex and Gossip in Ambridge:
Women in The Archers
The intrepid team of researchers who brought you
Custard, Culverts and Cake: Academics on Life in The
Archers return with a hard-hitting exposé on the lives of
the women of Ambridge. The Archers Academics are
joined by former Archers editor Alison Hindell and actor
and academic Charlotte Martin (a.k.a. Susan Carter) to
examine the power of gossip in Ambridge, portrayals of
love, marriage, and motherhood, female education and
career expectations, women’s mental health and the
hard-won right of women to play cricket.
Sponsored by Fred’s Yurts
[269] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Erling Kagge talks to Dylan Moore

[266] 4pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £9

Michael Tavinor

Walking: One Step at a Time

Ethelbert, King & Martyr:
Hereford’s Patron Saint

From the bestselling author of Silence comes an
illuminating examination of the joy of walking.
From those perilous first steps as a toddler to great
expeditions, from walking to work to trekking to the
North Pole, the philosophical Norwegian adventurer
explains that he who walks goes further and lives
better. Kagge offers a meditation on the love of
exploration, the delight of discovery and the equilibrium
that can be found in this most simple of activities.

Hereford Cathedral is dedicated to the Blessed
Virgin Mary and St Ethelbert the King. But who
was St Ethelbert? He played a significant role in the
development of the church in Mercia. Following his
beheading by King Offa in 794 pilgrims flocked to his
shrine in Hereford Cathedral, which became a place
of healing. Medieval writers elaborated stories of the
saint and, although there are no traces of his original
shrine, his story lives on and says important things
about life and faith today. Tavinor is Dean of
Hereford Cathedral.

[270] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Catherine Charlwood

The 2019 INSPIRE/ASLE-UKI Lecture:
Such a Pair – The Twin Lives of Humans
and Trees

[267] 4pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

Henry Chapman

Climate Change and Wetland Archaeology
Historically often considered as worthless morasses,
peat bogs cover three per cent of the world’s land
surface. They are unique records of history and today
they are recognised as beautiful habitats providing
environmental benefits from biodiversity to climate
regulation. However, they are threatened by drainage,
land reclamation for agriculture and peat cutting for
fuel, which has significantly reduced the extent and
condition of these ecosystems on a global scale.
Transforming the management of wetland, peatland
and waterlogged sites is crucial. Henry Chapman
is Professor of Archaeology at the University of
Birmingham and is a regular guest on archaeological
programmes including C4’s Time Team.
In association with the University of Birmingham
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Tracing the twin lives and connected deaths of humans
and trees in English verse, especially in the poetry
of Thomas Hardy and Charlotte Mew, Charlwood
explores the paralleling of plant and person, the way
that tree-felling is represented in poetry, and moments
when the distinction between the human body and the
tree’s form starts to fade. Poetry records the passing of
specific tree lives, borrowing aspects of the elegy – a
form that traditionally records a human death – to
lend importance to such losses. Catherine Charlwood
is an emerging scholar in the environmental humanities
at Oxford University. After speaking she will discuss
the concepts further with Jane Davidson, Director
of the award-winning Institute for Sustainable Practice,
Innovation and Resource Effectiveness (INSPIRE)
programme, and Brycchan Carey, Professor of English
at Northumbria University and Chair of ASLE-UKI.
In association with INSPIRE and ASLE-UKI
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5.30pm
[271] 5.30pm COMPASS STUDIO

7pm
[272] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £12

free but ticketed

Irena Edwards, Joep de Roo and Sneška
Quaedvlieg-Mihailovic with Justin Albert

Prue Leith talks to John Mitchinson

National Identity and the Idea of
European Unity

The legendary chef, foodie superhero and Great British
Bake Off judge talks about her twin passions – cooking
and fiction. Her food books include the iconic Leith’s
Cookery Bible and most recently Prue: My All Time
Favourite Recipes and her memoir Relish: My Life on a
Plate. Her new novel The Lost Son is the latest instalment
in The Angelotti Chronicles series, an epic saga about an
Anglo/Italian family in the restaurant business.
Sponsored by Ludlow Gin

Books and Food

Join European heritage experts as they tackle questions
of local loyalties in relation to the cosmopolitan ideal
of world citizenship: what does this all mean for how
Europeans relate to Britain today? Dr Irena Edwards is
Chairman of the Czech National Trust, Joep de Roo
runs the Dutch Innocastle, Sneška Quaedvlieg-Mihailovic
is Secretary-General of Europa Nostra. Chaired by Justin
Albert, Director of National Trust Wales and Trustee of
the International National Trusts Organisation.
Sponsored by the International National Trusts
Organisation

[273] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Will Gompertz, Ben Okri and Alex Walton

Culture Under Attack: Rescuing Art
From Conflict

[400] 5.30pm SCRIBBLERS HUT £18

Art In Exile, an exhibition as part of Imperial War
Museum’s Culture Under Attack season, uncovers how
cultural treasures in British museums and galleries were
evacuated during World War Two. But how do we
decide what to save when our culture is threatened
by conflict? And what do our choices say about us as a
society? How have historic attitudes to what constitutes
‘great’ art shifted over time, for better or for worse?
Art in Exile curator Alex Walton and a panel of experts
including Ben Okri, award-winning poet, novelist and
cultural activist, will provoke discussion and debate by
paralleling cultural attitudes to art during World War
Two with contemporary cultural values to ask how
might our decisions differ today and what we have learnt
in the process. Chaired by Will Gompertz, BBC Arts
Editor and author of What Are You Looking At? 150 Years
of Modern Art, and Think Like An Artist.
In partnership with IWM institute

Writing Radio Drama

Workshop
A two-hour practical writing workshop led by awardwinning playwright Sebastian Baczkiewicz. We’ll look
at what you love about radio plays and find out how
to unlock that initial idea that’s been itching to break
free. We’ll look at how to write scenes and to keep the
all-important action of your story moving. You will also
find out how to get your work read in the first place,
as well as insights into how radio drama series such as
Homefront came to be developed and produced. There
will be plenty of time for any questions you may be
burning to ask! Sebastian has written for radio, TV and
theatre. Among his many radio credits are seven seasons
of his acclaimed series Pilgrim as well as adaptations of
Les Misérables and The Count of Monte Cristo. He was
also part of the core writing team for Radio 4’s landmark
World War One drama Homefront.
18+

[274] 7pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

[HD58] 5.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

John Boyne in conversation with
Daniel Hahn

My Brother’s Name is Jessica
John Boyne, award-winning author of The Boy in the
Striped Pyjamas, discusses his new novel exploring
gender and sexuality in a story of how a boy’s decision
to become a girl impacts on his sister in particular. John
Boyne will speak to Daniel Hahn, discussing the book
and celebrating LGBTQ+ representation in children’s
and YA fiction.
9+

Mike Kenny, Eluned Morgan and Adam Price

Cambridge Series 11: Brexit and the Politics
of National Identity in Wales
and the UK
What are the Brexit implications for Wales and for
the coherence of the United Kingdom? Kenny is
Co-director of the British Academy’s ‘Governing England’
programme, and is a member of an external experts
panel convened by the Scottish Parliament to advise on
the constitutional implications of Brexit. Morgan is Welsh
Government Minister for International Relations and the
Welsh Language. Price is leader of Plaid Cymru.
In association with Cambridge University
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7pm

8.30pm

[275] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[277] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £39

Ian Cumming, Sarah Greer, Sarah Dugan
and Steven Thrush

The Gipsy Kings, featuring André Reyes

The NHS Long-term Plan: Reimagining the
Workforce
The NHS long-term plan, announced early this year,
promises increased funding and a new commitment to
expanding the workforce. So how can we encourage
more interdisciplinary working? And what role does
education have in developing empathetic, effective and
flexible health professionals to meet the challenges
ahead? Join the conversation with Ian Cumming, Chief
Executive of Health Education England, Sarah Greer,
Deputy Vice Chancellor, University of Worcester, Sarah
Dugan, Chief Executive, Worcestershire Health & Care
NHS Trust, and Steven Thrush, Consultant Surgeon at
Worcestershire Royal Hospital.
In association with University of Worcester
[276] 7pm COMPASS STUDIO
under 25s £0

over

25s £7,

Hay Festival Youth Council

How I Got Here
How I Got Here sessions are in-conversation events
where Hay Festival Youth Council members interview
Hay Festival speakers (speakers will be chalkboarded at
the venue and updated on #HAYCOMPASS). These
sessions are programmed and delivered by young
people for young people. Free for 16–25-year-olds who
register at hayfestival.org/compass.
Hay Festival Compass is supported by Hay Festival
Foundation

The legendary salsa, pop and flamenco outfit hail from
the south of France. They first captured the world’s
imagination in 1987 with the release of their self-titled
album ‘Gipsy Kings’. Though it was their third release,
it was the first to reach an international audience certified gold and platinum in countries around the
world and selling millions of copies, the record sparked
a fire and built a fanbase that has remained loyal for
decades. Since this introduction to the world stage, the
Gipsy Kings have continued their momentum, selling
close to twenty million albums and touring the world.
Playing at festivals, events and venues in all corners of
the globe, the band have become a live phenomenon,
known for their energetic sets that feature infectious
Latin rhythms and virtuoso guitar playing.
Despite being born and raised in France, the group’s
lineage can be traced back to gitanos, Spanish Romani
people who fled the Catalonia region during the
Spanish Civil War. This depth of heritage can be heard
in the band’s eclectic sound, which draws from a variety
of sounds and traditions and reflects their ancestry.
Their music is a heady concoction of rumba, flamenco
and salsa, described as “a crossroads where gypsy
rhapsody and flamenco meets salsa funk”. As a result,
their live shows are perfect for fans of Latin, world and
contemporary pop music – and just about anybody
who loves to dance.
Sponsored by The Old Black Lion
[278] 8.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Josie Long, Colin Hoult, Anna Mann,
Jonny and the Baptists hosted by
Stuart Laws

Machynlleth Comedy Festival Happy Tenth
Birthday Gala
Celebrating the tenth year of their perfectly formed
festival on the other side of the Cambrian Mountains,
we welcome Machynlleth Comedy Festival back to Hay
with their annual gala showcase. There will be cake, and
laughter and joy.
Sponsored by The Chock Shop
[279] 8.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

Jonny Benjamin, Dizraeli and Benna Waites

Men, Mental Health and Suicide
Suicide is the biggest cause of death for men under 45.
What is it that makes men vulnerable and what can we
do about it? Jonny Benjamin, mental health campaigner
and initiator of the #FindMike campaign which
successfully located the stranger who had talked him
down from a bridge, and Dizraeli, poet and musician,
talk to Benna Waites, Joint Head of Psychology for
Aneurin Bevan University Health Board.
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9am

10am

[280] 9am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £14

[283] 10am OXFAM MOOT £9

Barney Sampson and Jonathon Harrington
join Andrew and Rachel Giles

Julian Baggini

Maesllwch Farm Walk

One of the great, unexplained wonders of human
history is that written philosophy flowered entirely
separately in China, India and Ancient Greece at more
or less the same time. Baggini sets out to expand our
horizons, exploring the philosophies of Japan,
India, China and the Muslim world, as well as the
lesser-known oral traditions of Africa and Australia’s
first peoples. Interviewing thinkers from around the
globe, the philosopher asks: why is the West more
individualistic than the East? What makes secularism
a less powerful force in the Islamic world than in
Europe? And how has China resisted pressures for
greater political freedom?

How The World Thinks

Come and see how the Giles’ herd of dairy cows
produce most of their milk from grass. Visitors can
enter the milking parlour, help to milk some of the
cows and see the young calves. Learn how the cows
are fed and find out how their four stomachs enable
them to digest grass. Samples of dairy products will be
provided for tasting and a cheese maker will explain
the art and science beneath the rind.
With thanks to Rachel and Andrew Giles
Please wear walking boots or wellingtons and waterproof
clothing in case of inclement weather. These are visits to
real working farms and are suitable for anyone interested
in learning more about food and farming. Families are
welcome but children must be supervised at all times.
Sponsored by Hay Vets

[284] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Nicholas Jubber talks to Daniel Morden

Epic Continent: Adventures in the Great
Stories of Europe

9.30am
[281] 9.30am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £18

Erling Kagge

Wayfaring: Walking and Silence
International bestseller Erling Kagge leads a walk
exploring his books Silence in the Age of Noise and
Walking: One Step at a Time, a life-changing celebration
of the love of exploration, the delight of discovery and
the equilibrium that can be found in this most simple
of activities. “Everything moves more slowly when I
walk, the world seems softer.”
Please wear appropriate footwear. Numbers are limited.
There will be a bus journey to and from the walk location;
return to Festival site by 12.30pm.
In association with Brecon Beacons National Parks

10am
[282] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9

Marcus Brigstocke, Rachel Parris, Andre
Vincent and Special Guest

Early Edition 3
A little light ridicule, mockery and fun to start the
day as the satirists read the tabloids and surf the
social media storms for an irreverent look at what’s
tickling the nation’s fancy – and driving it to splenetic
fury – today.

Award-winning travel writer Nicholas Jubber journeys
across Europe, exploring the great epic poems and
how they have a startling resonance in contemporary
times. Reaching back to the era remembered as ‘the
Age of Migration’, Jubber explores how attitudes to
population movement, borders, kin relations, sex, class
and political structures are dramatised in the ancient
and medieval epics. From Homer’s Odyssey through
the devastating conflict of the French Song of Roland
and the German Nibelungenlied, to the great Viking
sagas such as Beowulf and the Icelandic Njal’s Saga,
these are timeless tales about human nature, but also
windows into other societies, with different emphases
on matters of honour, kinship, fundamentalism and
fate. He talks to the great storyteller Daniel Morden.
[285] 10am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £9

Robin Knox-Johnston talks to Matthew
Stadlen

Running Free
Sir Robin Knox-Johnston burst to fame when he
became the first man ever to complete a singlehanded, non-stop circumnavigation of the world. Now,
50 years on from that famous voyage, he reveals the
true, extraordinary story of his life. Stadlen hosts his
own weekend show on LBC.
Sponsored by Outdoors@Hay
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10am

11.30am

[286] 10am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £8

[288] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9

Catherine Hughes

Giles Milton

Mountain Warehouse Walk 5:
The Ruins of Craswall Priory

D-Day: The Soldiers’ Story

This walk starts with a steep climb over Cusop Hill, then
through woods and open moorland before descending
to the ruined Craswall Priory. Having explored the
Grandmontine monastery, we return by contouring
around the base of Hay Bluff, and follow the Offa’s Dyke
Path back down to Hay.
Strong boots and all-weather clothing recommended for this
strenuous walk. Bring a packed lunch. Distance 11 miles.
Ascent 450 metres.
Sponsored by Mountain Warehouse
[287] 10am SUMMERHOUSE £8

Grainne O’Reilly, Rhi Lloyd-Williams
Jon Adams and Guy Shahar

Neurodiversity and Autism:
Acceptance and Inclusion
An exploration of the concept of neurodiversity.
Rhi Lloyd-Williams is Director of the Autact Theatre
Company, whose play The Duck, draws on her own
experience as an autistic writer and director. Jon
Adams is Director of the Flow Observatorium, a charity
campaigning for parity within the arts and society
for neurodivergent people. Guy Shahar is CEO of
Transforming Autism Project, a charity committed to
empowering the families and carers of children with
autism to optimise their life prospects. Chaired by
Grainne O’Reilly, Principal of Ruskin Mill College which
provides day and residential places for young people
with complex needs, especially autism and ADHD.
In association with Ruskin Mill Trust
[HD59] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Nick Sharratt

Animal Pants
‘Pants for iguanas and ravenous piranhas, groovy
pants for gibbons, with pictures of bananas!’ Come
and join Nick Sharratt as he introduces his latest
picture book collaboration with celebrated children’s
author Giles Andreae.
3+
Sponsored by Bobbi – Handmade Children’s Clothes

Almost 75 years have passed since D-Day, the day of
the greatest seaborne invasion in history. The outcome
of World War Twohung in the balance on that chill
June morning. If Allied forces succeeded in gaining a
foothold in northern France, the road to victory would
be open. But if the Allies could be driven back into the
sea, the invasion would be stalled for years, perhaps for
ever. An epic battle involved 156,000 men, 7,000 ships
and 20,000 armoured vehicles. The desperate struggle
that unfolded on 6 June 1944 was, above all, a story of
individual heroics – of men who were driven to keep
fighting until the German defences were smashed and
the precarious beachheads secured. Their authentic
human story – Allied, German, French – has never fully
been told until now.
[289] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Jonathan Bate

How the Classics Made Shakespeare
Ben Jonson famously accused Shakespeare of having
“small Latin and less Greek”. But he was exaggerating.
Shakespeare was steeped in the classics. Shaped by his
grammar school education in Roman literature, history
and rhetoric, he moved to London, a city that modelled
itself on ancient Rome. He worked in a theatrical
profession that had inherited the conventions and forms
of classical drama, and he read deeply in Ovid, Virgil and
Seneca. Revealing in new depth the influence of Cicero
and Horace on Shakespeare, Bate offers striking new
readings of a wide array of the plays and poems. The
heart of the argument is that Shakespeare’s supreme
valuation of the force of imagination was honed by the
classical tradition and designed as a defence of poetry
and theatre in a hostile world of emergent Puritanism.
Bate is the author of Soul of the Age: A Biography of the
Mind of William Shakespeare and is co-editor of The RSC
Shakespeare: Complete Works.
In association with The British Academy

[HD60] 10am COMPASS STUDIO £8

Michelle Dickinson

The Kitchen Science Cookbook
Join a kitchen adventure with catapults, explosions and
edible slime. Nanotechnologist Dr Michelle Dickinson
shows you how to be a top scientist in your own
kitchen, using marshmallows and nuts, string and
balloons.
6+
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[290] 11.30am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

[HD63] 11.30am COMPASS STUDIO £8

Matt Morgan talks to Ilora Finlay

Kieran Larwood

Critical: Science and Stories from the
Brink of Human Life

The Beasts of Grimheart

Matt Morgan is an intensive care doctor; that is to
say, a person in whose hands you may find yourself
one day – as one in five of us will – when something
has gone seriously wrong. It may be down to an
accident, following a major operation, or you may have
succumbed to serious illness. Being critically ill means
that one or more of your vital organs has failed. At
such times you’ll need faith in the ability of the medical
team looking after you to make life-or-death decisions
under extreme pressure or to unravel the mysteries of
the human body and diagnose unexplainable illnesses
urgently. On this day of his book’s launch, Morgan
draws on his time spent with real patients on the brink
of death, and explains how he and his colleagues fight
against the odds to help them live. Baroness Finlay is a
professor of palliative medicine.
[HD61] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £10

Francesca Simon and 25 Years of
Horrid Henry

Up, Up and Away
Celebrate the 25th anniversary of this ever-popular
character. Join author Francesca Simon to find out
what Henry gets up to in his latest mischievous
adventure Up, Up and Away – a brand new collection
of wickedly funny and totally brilliant stories.
6+
[HD62] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Oscar’s Book Prize: John Dougherty
and Laura Hughes

There’s a Pig Up My Nose!
Join the author and illustrator of this gloriously silly
story for a fun-filled event packed with songs and
games. Laura Hughes and John Dougherty will sing
and sketch their way throuh what happens when
little Natalie enlists the help of her classmates after
waking up one day with a pig up her nose. The
story is the 2018 winner of Oscar’s Book Prize
(oscarsbookprize.co.uk), which celebrates the best
pre-school book of the year. Named after Oscar
Ashton, a book-loving boy who died aged three-anda-half, it is supported by Amazon and the National
Literacy Trust.
3+

Hop into a fantasy adventure with Blue Peter awardwinning author Kieran Larwood. Hear about the
inspiration behind the fearsome warrior rabbits of the
Five Realms series and help Kieran create a new land
in an interactive map-making experience.
9+

1pm
[291] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Simon Jenkins

From Pericles to Putin: A Short History
of Europe
Europe has for two millennia been a remarkably
successful continent. Jenkins tells the story of its
evolution from a battlefield of warring tribes to
peace, wealth and freedom – a story that twists and
turns from Greece and Rome, through the Middle
Ages, Reformation and French Revolution, to the
two world wars and the present day. He celebrates
Europe’s makers – from Julius Caesar and Joan of Arc
to Wellington and Angela Merkel, as well as cultural
figures from Aristotle to Shakespeare and Picasso.
[292] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Elif Shafak

The Wellcome Book Prize Lecture 2019:
How To Stay Sane in an Age of Populism,
Political Uncertainty and Pessimism?
Join us for a talk that weaves the personal and the
cultural, the social and the political, and explores what
it means to be human in an age of uncertainties and
conflicts. The novelist reflects on identity, gender and
belonging, looking at cultures from Turkey to Hungary,
from America to Brazil and Russia. How can writing
nurture the markers of democracy, tolerance, the
acceptance of diversity and progress? The Wellcome
Book Prize lecture aims to celebrate the place of
medicine, science and the stories of illness in literature,
arts and culture, and how these stories add to our
understanding of what it means to be human. The
British-Turkish novelist Elif Shafak is chair of judges for
the 2019 Wellcome Book Prize, which is celebrating
its 10th anniversary, and is an advocate for women’s
rights, LGBT rights and freedom of speech. She writes
in both Turkish and English, and has published 17
books, 11 of which are novels.
In association with the Wellcome Book Prize, celebrating
books for the incurably curious.
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1pm

2.30pm

[293] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

[295] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Alison Weir

David Crystal

Fictions: Anna of Kleve, Queen of Secrets

The Future of Englishes

The historian introduces the fourth book in her Six
Tudor Queens novel series, in which she transforms
Henry VIII’s much-maligned fourth wife into a woman
of passion, courage and mystery. The King is in love
with Anna, the German princess’s portrait, but she
has none of the accomplishments he seeks in a new
bride. She prays she will please Henry, for the balance
of power in Europe rests on this marriage alliance. But
Anna’s past is never far from her thoughts, and the
rumours rife at court could be her downfall…

A third of the seven billion people in the world
speak English, with just 400 million of them as a first
language. There have been 60 to 70 new Englishes
that have emerged in the past 50 years alone, and the
‘lingua franca’ in Europe is emerging as another English
too. For sure. Can the world’s most acquisitive and
adaptable communications tool just keep growing? The
linguistics guru plays with the cultural misunderstandings
and the huge gains that come in internationally when
people from different cultures communicate fluently in
the global language.
Sponsored by The Society of Indexers

[294] 1pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

Tyler Shores

Cambridge Series 12: Reading in an
Age of Digital Distraction

[296] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8

What is the difference between reading in print and
onscreen? How is our reading experience affected in a
digital age where we are prone to endless distractions?
Writer, editor and researcher Tyler Shores explores his
latest research.
In association with Cambridge University

From Raiders to Rulers: The Vikings
in Anglo-Saxon England

Eleanor Rosamund Barraclough

[HD64] 1pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £10

Greg James, Chris Smith and Dave Cribb

Kid Normal and the Shadow Machine
Calling all members of the Heroes’ Alliance! There’s
been a dramatic jailbreak at a top secret prison and the
planet’s most dangerous supervillains are on the loose.
Luckily Kid Normal and the Super Zeroes are on hand
to chase them down, but will they find Magpie and his
dastardly shadow machine in time, before they bring
about the end of the Heroes’ world as we know it?
Join award-winning broadcasters Greg James and Chris
Smith for an action-packed Kid Normal event with
musical accompaniment from Dave Cribb. Help create
a brand-new superhero story and prepare for lots of
games, singing and audience fun.
9+
[HD65] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Jessica French

What a Waste
Our poor Earth is drowning in plastic. But it’s not too
late to save it. Join conservationist, author and vet
Jessica French to learn all about waste and how we
can revolutionise our relationship with it to help make
our planet a nicer place for everyone. Find out what is
being done to fix the problem and how the smallest,
simplest change can make a world of difference.
6+

“Never before has such a terror appeared in Britain as
we have suffered from a pagan race, nor was it thought
that such an inroad from the sea could be made,”
wrote the Anglo-Saxon scholar Alcuin, in response to
the first major Viking raid on Lindisfarne. From these
notorious early attacks at the end of the 8th century
to all-out war in the time of Alfred; from the extortion
of ‘Danegeld’ in the reign of Æthelstan to two decades
of rule under Cnut, the Scandinavian impact on
Anglo-Saxon culture and politics was enormous. In a
wide-ranging overview, Eleanor Barraclough explores
some of the truths behind the Vikings’ lurid reputation,
and shows the evidence to
be found in the rare documents on display in the
British Library.
In association with The British Library
[297] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Markus Zusak talks to Georgina Godwin

Fictions: Bridge of Clay
The new novel by the author of The Book Thief is
about a boy caught in a current, a boy intent on
destroying everything he has in order to become
everything he needs to be. Ahead of him lies the
bridge, the vision that will save both his family and
himself. It will be a miracle and nothing less. At once an
existential riddle and a search for redemption, this tale
of five brothers coming of age in a house with no rules
brims with energy, joy and pathos. Written in Markus
Zusak’s distinctive style, it is a tour de force from a
master storyteller of the heart.
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2.30pm

4pm

[298] 2.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £9

[299] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Felipe Fernández-Armesto

Camilla Cavendish talks to Joan Bakewell

Out of Our Minds: A History of What
We Think and How We Think It

The British Academy Platform 4: Extra
Time: 10 Lessons for an Ageing World

Traversing the realms of science, politics, religion,
culture, philosophy and history, Fernández-Armesto
reveals the thrilling and disquieting tales of our
imaginative leaps – from the first Homo sapiens to
the present day. Through groundbreaking insights in
cognitive science, he explores how and why we have
ideas in the first place, providing a tantalising glimpse
into who we are and what we might yet accomplish.
The award-winning historian shows that bad ideas are
often more influential than good ones; that the oldest
recoverable thoughts include some of the best; that
ideas of Western origin often issued from exchanges
with the wider world; and that the pace of innovative
thinking is under threat.

By 2020, for the first time in history, the number of
people aged 65 and over will outnumber children
aged five and under. Travelling across the world and
interviewing leading scientists about breakthroughs
which could soon transform the quality and extent of
life, Cavendish contests many of the taboos around
ageing, and sparks a debate about how governments,
businesses, doctors, the media and each one of us
should handle the final few decades of life. In this
manifesto for change, she argues that if we take
a more positive approach, we should be able to
reap the benefits of a prolonged life, and help the
elderly to play a fuller part in society. But that will
mean a revolution: in work, in education, in housing,
in medicine – and in our attitudes. Cavendish is an
award-winning Times journalist and was head of the
Downing Street policy unit under David Cameron.
Bakewell was appointed as a Voice for Older People
by Gordon Brown.
In association with The British Academy

[HD66] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Peter Frankopan

The Silk Roads: Illustrated Edition
for Children
Set your sails east as bestselling author and historian
Peter Frankopan explores the history of the world
via The Silk Roads. Discover a remarkable illustrated
historical voyage and find out how understanding the
past gives us insight into our future.
9+
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop
[HD67] 2.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

Proud: Stories, Poetry and Art on the
Theme of Pride
Join Juno Dawson as she discusses her new YA
anthology Proud with some of its contributors: Simon
James Green, Alice Oseman and new author Cynthia
So. A rainbow, riotous celebration of talent, Proud is a
funny and emotional read, featuring 24 LGBTQ+ YA
authors, poets, and artists. All readers deserve to see
themselves represented in books, and whether part of
the LGBTQ+ community or a supportive ally, we can
all read this with pride.
14+

[300] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Noel Fitzpatrick

Listening to the Animals: Becoming the
Supervet
The Supervet recounts this often-surprising journey
that sees him leaving behind a farm animal practice in
rural Ireland to set up Fitzpatrick Referrals in Surrey,
one of the most advanced small animal specialist
centres in the world. We meet the animals that paved
the way, from calving cows and corralling bullocks to
talkative parrots and bionic cats and dogs.
Sponsored by Borders Hideaway Holiday Home Park
[301] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Max Hastings

Vietnam: An Epic Tragedy 1945–1975
Vietnam became the Western world’s most divisive
modern conflict, precipitating a battlefield humiliation
for France in 1954, then a vastly greater one for the
United States in 1975. The historian and journalist
takes testimony from Viet Cong guerrillas, Southern
paratroopers, Saigon bar-girls and Hanoi students
alongside that of infantrymen from South Dakota,
Marines from North Carolina and Huey pilots from
Arkansas to create an epic narrative of an epic tragedy.
Here are the vivid realities of strife amid jungle and
paddies that killed two million people, informed with
deep understanding and a sweeping narrative.
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4pm

5.30pm

[302] 4pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

[304] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Raynor Winn talks to Claire Armitstead

Albert Woodfox talks to Sarfraz Manzoor

The Salt Path

Solitary

The walker discusses her mesmerising and inspirational
memoir: just days after Raynor learns that Moth, her
husband of 32 years, is terminally ill, their home is
taken away and they lose their livelihood. With nothing
left and little time, they make the brave and impulsive
decision to walk the 630 miles of the sea-swept South
West Coast Path, from Somerset to Dorset, via Devon
and Cornwall. Carrying only the essentials for survival
on their backs, they live wild in the ancient, weathered
landscape of cliffs, sea and sky. Yet through every step,
every encounter and every test along the way, their
walk becomes a remarkable journey.

The unforgettable life story of a man who served
more than four decades in solitary confinement, in a 6
x 9-foot cell, 23 hours a day, in the notorious Angola
prison in Louisiana – all for a crime he did not commit.
That Albert Woodfox survived was, in itself, a feat
of extraordinary endurance against the violence and
deprivation he faced daily. That he was able to emerge
whole from his odyssey within America’s prison and
judicial systems is a triumph of the human spirit.
[305] 5.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £10

Kate Humble talks to Dylan Moore

Thinking on my Feet

[HD68] 4pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Emma Carroll

When We Were Warriors
Against a dramatic World War Two background,
Emma Carroll tells a thrilling story that explores how
courageously and resourcefully children manage when
their everything in their lives falls apart. With a cast of
new characters, Emma Carroll revisits settings which
will be familiar to readers of her previous books such as
Letters from the Lighthouse and Frost Hollow Hall.
9+
[HD69] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Sara Barnard, Muhammad Khan and
Laura Wood

The Bookseller YA Book Prize Panel

“I’ve discovered that going for a daily walk has become
as essential to me feeling good for the rest of the day
as that first cup of tea. But I would argue that all I am
doing is responding to a natural need we all have.
Humans have always been migrants, the physiological
urge to be nomadic is deep-rooted in all of us and,
perhaps because of that, our brains are stimulated by
walking. I solve all sorts of problems, formulate ideas,
work things out to that gentle rhythm of self-propelled
movement.” As she explores the reasons why we walk,
whether for creative energy, challenge and pleasure, or
therapeutic benefits, Kate’s reflections and insights will
encourage, motivate and spur readers into action.
Part of the Mountain Warehouse Conversation Series
at Hay
[306] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

The YA Book Prize singles out the best new young
adult fiction every year. Join shortlisted authors Sara
Barnard (Goodbye, Perfect), Muhammad Khan (I Am
Thunder) and Laura Wood (A Sky Painted Gold) for a
discussion of their books and the the importance of
YA fiction.
14+

Paul Fletcher

Cambridge Series 13:
Apples or Ice Cream?
Who or what determines what we eat? The Bernard
Wolfe Professor of Health Neuroscience at Cambridge
University will outline the brain processes involved in
responding to environmental stimuli and determining
our food choices.
In association with Cambridge University

5.30pm
[303] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Peter Frankopan

The New Silk Roads: The Present
and Future of the World
Following the Silk Roads eastwards from Europe
through to China, by way of Russia and the Middle East,
The New Silk Roads provides a timely reminder that
we live in a world that is profoundly interconnected. In
this prescient contemporary history, Peter Frankopan
assesses the global reverberations of these continual
shifts in the centre of power – all too often absent from
headlines in the West. Chaired by Elif Shafak.
Sponsored by Stephens & George Print Group
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[307] 5.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

[309] 7pm OXFAM MOOT

Sophie Howe and Jane Hutt talk to
Jane Davidson

adult ticket to attend performance

£15, child (u16) ticket
£8, chorus membership (participation
including all rehearsals) £20
to attend performance

Acting for the Future Generations
After three years of being on the statute books, what
has the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015
achieved? Has the groundbreaking, world-leading
legislation achieved world-beating results? Has the legal
responsibility put on the Welsh public sector, including
Welsh Government, to consider sustainability in all
of its actions, actually made a difference? Jane Hutt,
Welsh Assembly Deputy Minister and Chief Whip, Jane
Davidson, the original architect of this Act, and Sophie
Howe, the independent commissioner responsible for
delivery, discuss progress.
Sponsored by Ty-Mawr Lime
[401] 5.30pm SCRIBBLERS HUT £18

Writing Radio Drama

Workshop
A two-hour practical writing workshop led by awardwinning playwright Sebastian Baczkiewicz. We’ll look
at what you love about radio plays and find out how
to unlock that initial idea. We’ll look at how to write
scenes and to keep the all-important action of your
story moving. You will also find out how to get your
work read in the first place. Sebastian has written for
radio, TV and theatre. Among his many radio credits
are seven seasons of his acclaimed series Pilgrim as well
as adaptations of Les Misérables and The Count of Monte
Cristo. He was also part of the core writing team for
Radio 4’s landmark World War One drama Homefront.
18+

7pm
[308] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Monty Don and Derry Moore

Japanese Gardens
Traditional Japanese gardens combine aesthetics
with ethics, beauty with philosophy in a perfectly
curated celebration of the natural world. Natural and
man-made elements combine to create a garden that,
while natural, is not wild. The gardener and photographer look at the traditions and culture which inform
some of the most beautiful and famous gardens from
all over Japan, from Kenroku-en to the Zen gardens
of Tokyo and the historic beauty of Kyoto, and from
the famous cherry blossom celebration hanami to the
autumnal crimson magnificence of momijigari.

Paula Gardiner Trio & Fiona Evans’
Hay Festival Chorus

Jazz Fauré Requiem
Fauré’s Requiem has rightly become a well-loved
standard work in the choral repertoire. The work itself
has been described as a lullaby to death and Fauré’s
questioning attitude to his own faith is evident in
the way he modifies the religious text, giving it more
relevance to a wider community. By the time of his
death in 1924, jazz was becoming a major form of
musical expression. It is with these factors in mind
that Paula Gardiner and Fiona Evans are excited to be
collaborating on a jazz Fauré Requiem.
Paula is Head of Jazz at Royal Welsh College of Music
and Drama and is an inspirational and important
presence on the Welsh jazz scene. Just as the late
Jacques Loussier explored the potential for jazz in
JS Bach’s music, Paula has followed a similar path,
using Fauré’s beautiful melodies and gentle harmonic
structure to produce a crossover performance of this
much-loved work. Fiona worked as a professional singer
with small consorts including The Sixteen for over
a decade. Drawing on her performance experience,
she has been running a number of community choirs
for over twenty years and is currently MD of the Hay
Community Choir.
Jazz trio performers: Josh Heaton: saxophone;
Frazer Mcintosh: piano; Paula Gardiner: double bass.
Conductor: Fiona Evans.
Chorus Membership: £20
Open to all singers, this event is developing the Hay
Festival Chorus idea from its initial performance in
December 2018, with Fiona’s rearranged Handel’s
Messiah for three part mixed voices. Performers can
choose to sing a high, middle or low voice part. There
will be three afternoon rehearsals on 29, 30 and 31
May (2pm–5pm) at Hay Primary School, culminating
in a performance on 31 May at 7pm. Scores may be
purchased from Amazon. Voice part CDs are available
from the Festival Office. The Hay Community Choir will be
working on this exciting project weekly in the Parish Hall
on Thursday evenings from 7.30pm if you wish to join
in earlier.
The Hay Festival Chorus idea hopes to join together
singers from a wide variety of abilities and traditions,
bringing a new slant to standard works, in parallel with the
Hay Festival’s approach to exploration and investigation of
word and thought.
Sponsored By Hay-on-Wye Tourist Information Bureau
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7pm

7pm

[310] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

[407] 7pm COMPASS STUDIO £7

Billy Bragg talks to Oliver Balch

Hay Festival Youth Council

Three Dimensions of Freedom

How I Got Here

At a time when opinion trumps fact and truth is
treated as nothing more than another perspective,
free speech has become a battleground. While
authoritarians and algorithms threaten democracy,
we argue over who has the right to speak. The
singer-songwriter and activist argues that, to protect
ourselves from encroaching tyranny, we must look
beyond this one-dimensional notion of what it means
to be free and, by reconnecting liberty to equality
and accountability, restore the individual agency
engendered by the three dimensions of freedom.
Sponsored by Shepherds Ice Cream

How I Got Here sessions are in-conversation events
where Hay Festival Youth Council members interview
Hay Festival speakers (speakers will be chalkboarded at
the venue and updated on #HAYCOMPASS). These
sessions are programmed and delivered by young
people for young people. Free for 16–25-year-olds
who register at hayfestival.org/compass.
Hay Festival Compass is supported by Hay Festival
Foundation

8.30pm
[313] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £15

[311] 7pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Steven Pinker

Jonathan Phillips

The Life and Legend of the Sultan Saladin
In 1187, Saladin marched triumphantly into Jerusalem,
ending decades of struggle against the Christians
and reclaiming the holy city for Islam. Four years
later he fought off the armies of the Third Crusade,
which were commanded by Richard the Lionheart.
A fierce warrior and savvy diplomat, Saladin’s
unparalleled courtesy, justice, generosity and mercy
were revered by both his fellow Muslims and his
Christian rivals. Phillips offers a fresh and captivating
look at the triumphs, failures and contradictions of
one of the medieval world’s most influential figures.
The Crusade historian looks at Saladin’s complicated
legacy, examining the ways he has been invoked in
the modern age by Arab and Muslim leaders ranging
from Nasser in Egypt and al-Assad in Syria to Osama
bin Laden.

The Raymond Williams Lecture:
Enlightenment Now
Is modernity really failing? Or have we failed to
appreciate progress and the ideals that make it
possible? If you follow the headlines, the world in
the 21st century appears to be sinking into chaos,
hatred and irrationality. Yet Pinker argues that this
is an illusion – a symptom of historical amnesia
and statistical fallacies. If you follow the trendlines
rather than the headlines, you discover that our lives
have become longer, healthier, safer, happier, more
peaceful, more stimulating and more prosperous – not
just in the West, but worldwide. The leading thinker
shows how we can use our faculties of reason and
sympathy to solve the problems that inevitably come
with being products of evolution in an indifferent
universe. We will never have a perfect world, but –
defying the chorus of fatalism and reaction – we can
continue to make it a better one.

[312] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £9
[314] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Henry Firth & Ian Theasby

Ian Robertson talks to Carolyn Hitt

BISH BASH BOSH!
A celebration of the brand-new, plant-based cookbook
from the vegan superhero chefs. Do you want a quick
weeknight supper that gets more veg into your diet?
A show-stopping vegan Christmas dinner? A fun, fresh
meal plan to set you up with plant-based packed
lunches? Whatever you’re after, BISH BASH BOSH! has
the perfect recipe. Henry and Ian have created a food
revolution through the world’s biggest plant-based
platform. BOSH! are on a mission to show the world
just how versatile cooking with veg can be.

Rugby: Talking a Good Game
Ian Robertson joined the BBC during the golden age
of radio broadcasting. Almost half a century after
being introduced to the rugby airwaves by his inspiring
mentor Bill McLaren, the former Scotland fly-half looks
back on the most eventful of careers, during which
he covered nine British and Irish Lions tours and eight
World Cups. ‘Robbo’ is one of the great storytellers,
with a wealth of insight and anecdotes about the
greats of the game. Sitting in a field in Wales, he might
even be persuaded to venture some predictions for
RWC in Japan.
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8.30pm

9.45pm

[315] 8.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £10

[318] 9.45pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £18

Roy Strong

Dylan Moran

The Elizabethan Image: An Introduction
to English Portraiture, 1558–1603

Dr Cosmos Live at Hay

The historian presents a lavish introduction to the
Elizabethan aesthetic. Beginning with the great
portrait of the Queen in grand procession with her
Garter Knights, Strong explores chivalry, the changing
structure of society, the complexities of imagery and
heraldic symbols, and the richness of the Elizabethan
imagination. Significantly, these paintings were personal
commissions by private individuals and not for public
viewing, so they speak volumes about the people who
commissioned, painted and saw them. Strong was
Director of the National Portrait Gallery 1967–1973
and of the Victoria & Albert Museum 1974–1984.
Sponsored by the Herefordshire Guild of Craftsmen

BAFTA and Perrier Award-winning comedian Dylan
Moran brings his acclaimed show to Hay Festival.
Moran will offer his unique take on love, politics,
misery and the everyday absurdities of life, all served
with poetical panache by one of the finest comedians
of his generation. Moran has been called the Oscar
Wilde of comedy, and his famed style – deadpan,
witty and crackpot lyricism – promises to be an
unmissable journey through his interpretations of the
world, swerving cliché to offer a cutting blow to our
idiosyncrasies. “Top-drawer stand-up from this master
of the form” – Guardian.
Age recommendation 15+
Sponsored by GL Events UK

[316] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE

[319] 9.45pm OXFAM MOOT £15

free but ticketed

The Roundhouse Poetry Collective

Benjamin Zephaniah &
The Revolutionary Minds

Live at Hay
The Roundhouse Poetry Collective is a group of
some of the most exciting young, emerging poets
in the country. Previous collective members include
Jack Rooke, Caleb Femi and Cecilia Knapp. The
group meets weekly to create and experiment under
guidance from lead tutors Bridget Minamore (a former
Poetry Collective member herself) and Cecilia Knapp.
The Poetry Collective performs a mix of heartfelt,
funny and challenging material, which they tour across
the UK. We are delighted to present a selection of
poems from this year’s collective.
Free but ticketed
Presented by The Roundhouse

Live at Hay
Widely celebrated as one of the greatest poets of his
generation, Zephaniah is strongly influenced by the
music and poetry of Jamaica and what he calls ‘street
politics’. His poetry, books and plays have captivated
hearts and minds, fuelling imaginations and winning him
a legion of fans all over the world. Though his music
is lesser known, it is no less fervent. Created alongside
his accomplished producer and collaborator The
Sea, his Revolutionary Minds album is a deep selection
of dub-reggae juggernauts, the essence and style of
which fully reinforce the messages projected through
Zephaniah’s powerful lyrics. He is one of the great
performers of our age. He plays Hay with his band.

[317] 8.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

John Cromby, Lucy Johnstone
and Benna Waites

The Impact of Trauma on Mental Health
There is a move in the field of mental health to
shift from asking the question “What’s wrong with
you?” to “What’s happened to you?” in an attempt
to place traumatic life experiences and adversity at
the heart of understanding mental health difficulties.
Dr Lucy Johnstone, Clinical Psychologist and one of
the lead authors of a radical new conceptualisation
of mental distress called the Power Threat Meaning
Framework, joins co-author Professor John Cromby
for a discussion with consultant clinical psychologist
Benna Waites.
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9am
[321] 9am COMPASS STUDIO

10am
[324] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

free but ticketed

Fiona Maine

Andrea Wulf

Cambridge Series 14: Beyond Words –
Exploring the Magic of Visual Texts

The Eccles Centre Platform at Hay:
The Adventures of Alexander von
Humboldt, The Graphic Novel

What is the potential of complex, ambiguous,
wordless picture books and short films as springboards
for children’s critical and creative discussions about the
world and how we live together in it? Fiona Maine is a
lecturer in literacy education at Cambridge University.
In association with Cambridge University

9.30am
[322] 9.30am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £18

Horatio Clare

Wayfaring: Writing and Walking
Horatio Clare, author of Something of His Art: Walking
to Lübeck with JS Bach, The Light in the Dark: A Winter
Journal and Running for the Hills, will look at writers
inspired by the Welsh border landscape including
Coleridge, the Wordsworths, Bruce Chatwin and
David Jones, and will explore what it means to walk in
the footsteps of writers and walkers.
Please wear appropriate footwear. Numbers are limited.
There will be a bus journey to and from the walk location;
return to Festival site by 1pm.
In association with Brecon Beacons National Parks

10am
[323] 10am OXFAM MOOT £9

John Crace & John Sutherland

The Two Johnnies Do Dystopia
A Book Club like no other, as our favourite literary
vaudevillians read Orwell’s 1984 and Atwood’s
The Handmaid’s Tale and think about how things
might actually be WORSE. Crace writes the satirical
Digested Reads for the Guardian where he is also
parliamentary sketch-writer. Sutherland is Emeritus
Lord Northcliffe Professor of English at UCL and the
go-to senior Eng-Lit Super-Don.

The author of the multi-award-winning The Invention of
Nature introduces her magical collaboration with the
artist Lillian Melcher. Meet Alexander von Humboldt:
the great lost scientist, visionary, thinker and daring
explorer; the man who first predicted climate change,
who has more things named after him than anyone
else (including a sea on the moon), and who has
inspired generations of writers, thinkers and revolutionaries. With encounters with indigenous peoples,
missionaries, colonists and jaguars, and incorporating
Humboldt’s own sketches, drawings and manuscripts,
this is a thrilling adventure story of history’s most
daring scientist. Chaired by Oliver Balch.
Sponsored by The Eccles Centre for American Studies at
The British Library
[325] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Simon Sebag Montefiore talks to
Hannah MacInnes

Written in History: Letters That Changed
the World
The historian selects letters that have changed the
course of global events or expressed a timeless idea –
whether passion, rage or humour – from ancient times
to the 21st century. Some are noble and inspiring,
some despicable and unsettling, some are exquisite
works of literature, others brutal, coarse and frankly
outrageous; many are erotic, others heartbreaking. His
correspondents range from Elizabeth I and Catherine
the Great to Mandela, Stalin and Picasso, from Fanny
Burney and Emily Pankhurst to Ada Lovelace and Rosa
Parks, Frida Kahlo, Leonard Cohen, Lincoln, Trump
and Suleiman the Magnificent.
[326] 10am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Bernardine Evaristo talks to Margaret Busby

Fictions: Polyphony
Evaristo’s fabulous Girl, Woman, Other follows the
lives and struggles of twelve very different characters.
Mostly women, black and British, they tell the stories
of their families, friends and lovers, across the country
and through the years. Joyfully polyphonic and vibrantly
contemporary, this is a gloriously new kind of history,
a novel of our times: celebratory, ever-dynamic and
utterly irresistible. Evaristo also appears in Busby’s New
Daughters of Africa: An International Anthology of Writing
by Women of African Descent.
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10am

10am

[327] 10am CUBE £42

[HD72] 10am SCRIBBLERS HUT £8

Complicité

Adam & Charlotte Guillain

Everything That Rises Must Dance

Jelly Beans for Giants and Molly’s Magic
Wardrobe

Complicité (complicite.org) choreographer Sasha
Milavic Davies leads a full-day workshop to create
a short dance piece with 40 women as part of
the everything that rises must dance project – a
community dance piece created with 200 women
of all ages, backgrounds and dance experience,
celebrating female movement and dance from around
the world.
Participants of all abilities are welcome and there will be
a short flash performance in the Hay Festival garden at
the end of the workshop.
Please wear comfortable clothes.
18+

Ever wondered what a giant’s favourite treat is, or
how to find a fairy’s missing wand? Join the Guillains
in fairyland and see what happens when you climb
a beanstalk. Packed with storytelling and songs – get
ready to laugh and sing along.
3+

11.30am
[329] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

Jamie Susskind talks to Katya Adler

Future Politics

[328] 10am MEETING PLACE ON SITE £8

Doreen Miccio

Mountain Warehouse Walk 6: Wye Valley
Wander to Walkers Cottage
A circular walk from Hay, heading along the Wye
Valley Walk, passing a former golf course, to Pool
Pardon and a delightful garden tea room cottage with
artisan produce. After refreshments, we continue our
loop back via Priory Farm and across fields to Mouse
Castle Woods and Cusop Church before our descent
into Hay.
Strong boots and all-weather clothing recommended.
Distance 9 miles. Ascent 300 metres.
Sponsored by Mountain Warehouse
[HD70] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Susskind confronts one of the most important
questions of our time: how will digital technology
transform politics and society? The great political
debate of the last century was about how much of
our collective life should be determined by the state
and what should be left to the market and civil society.
In the future, the question will be how far our lives
should be directed and controlled by powerful digital
systems - and on what terms? Those who control
these technologies - usually big tech firms and the
state - will increasingly control us. Their algorithms
will resolve vital questions of social justice, allocating
social goods and sorting us into hierarchies of status
and esteem. They will decide the future of democracy,
causing it to flourish or decay.
[330] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £10

Anne Rooney

Markus Zusak talks to Stephanie Merritt

Dinosaur Atlas
Join author Anne Rooney on a journey to the
prehistoric age. Walk alongside the massive megalosaurus, take to the skies with terrific pterosaurs and
dive to the depths of an ancient ocean with the
incredible ichthyosaur. Keep your eyes open, though –
you never know what other creatures you might meet
along the way. Dinosaur Atlas was shortlisted for the
Royal Society’s 2018 Young People’s Book Prize.
6+
[HD71] 10am COMPASS STUDIO £8

David Long

Heroes: Incredible True Stories of
Courageous Animals
David Long tells the extraordinary stories of amazingly
brave animals – dogs, horses, cats and even birds.
Their intelligence and loyalty as well as their courage
is a model for all,and David explores what humans
might learn from them as he retells their fascinating
true stories.
9+

Hay Festival Book of the Month Club –
The Book Thief
We re-read the contemporary classic, narrated by
Death and first published in 2007.
It is 1939. In Nazi Germany, the country is holding
its breath. Death has never been busier - and will
become busier still. By her brother’s graveside, Liesel’s
life is changed forever when she picks up a single
object, abandoned in the snow. It is The Gravedigger’s
Handbook, and this is her first act of book thievery.
So begins Liesel’s love affair with books and words,
and soon she is stealing from Nazi book-burnings, the
mayor’s wife’s library . . . wherever there are books to
be found. The Australian novelist talks to Stephanie
Merritt, who also writes historical fiction as SJ Parris.
Zusak’s latest novel is Bridge of Clay.
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11.30am

1pm

[331] 11.30am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

[332] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £14

Elif Shafak talks to Rosie Goldsmith

Jared Diamond talks to Philippe Sands

Fictions: Life Force

Upheaval: Turning Points for
Nations in Crisis

Shafak’s 10 Minutes 38 Seconds in This Strange World is
an intensely powerful new novel from the bestselling
author of The Bastard of Istanbul and Honour. For Leila,
each minute after her death brings a sensuous memory:
the taste of a stew of spiced goat, sacrificed by her
father to celebrate the long-awaited birth of a son; the
sight of bubbling vats of lemon and sugar which the
women use to wax their legs while the men attend
mosque; the scent of cardamom coffee that Leila shares
with a handsome student in the brothel where she
works. Each memory, too, recalls the friends she made
at each key moment in her life.

A brilliant new theory of how and why some nations
recover from trauma and others don’t, by the author
of the landmark bestsellers Guns, Germs, and Steel
and Collapse. Diamond reveals how successful nations
recover from crisis through selective change - a coping
mechanism more commonly associated with personal
trauma. Adding a psychological dimension to the
awe-inspiring grasp of history, geography, economics,
and anthropology that marks all his work, Upheaval
reveals how both nations and individuals can become
more resilient. He talks to the human rights lawyer and
author of East West Street, Philippe Sands.

[HD73] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Judith Kerr

[333] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £9

HAYDAYS favourite Judith Kerr returns to introduce
her forthcoming illustrated chapter book, published in
June to celebrate her 96th birthday. She talks about her
amazing life and work including When Hitler Stole Pink
Rabbit, The Tiger Who Came to Tea and the Mog stories.
Judith will be in conversation with Claire Armitstead,
Associate Culture Editor, the Guardian.
6+

Jo Dunkley

[HD74] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Karl Nova

Rhythm and Poetry
Award-winning wordsmith, hip hop artist and poet Karl
Nova will perform pieces from his new book Rhythm
and Poetry. Karl stitches and weaves his performance
to tell stories that are humorous, personal and inspirational. He will perform freestyle, inviting the audience to
challenge him to create a verse on the spot.
11+

Our Universe: An Astronomer’s Guide
The night sky is an endless source of wonder and
mystery. For thousands of years it has been at the
heart of scientific and philosophical inquiry, from the
first star catalogues etched into ancient Mesopotamian
clay tablets to the metres-wide telescopes constructed
in Chile’s Atacama Desert today. On a clear night it is
hard not to look up and pick out familiar constellations,
and to think of the visionary minds who pioneered
our understanding of what lies beyond. The Princeton
Professor of Astrophysics reveals how it only becomes
more beautiful and exciting the more we discover. She
takes us from the very basics – why Earth orbits the
sun, and how our moon works – right up to massive,
strange phenomena like superclusters, quasars and the
geometry of spacetime.
[334] 1pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £9

Victoria Hislop talks to Rosie Goldsmith

Fictions: Those Who Have Loved

[HD75] 11.30am COMPASS STUDIO £8

Emma Carroll and Lisa Thompson

Secrets of the Sun King and The Day
I Was Erased
How do you create a compelling adventure that keeps
readers guessing? Join bestselling authors Emma Carroll
and Lisa Thompson as they discuss building suspense
and keeping readers hooked in their page-turning
stories including Secrets of a Sun King and The Day I Was
Erased.
9+
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We are delighted to launch the gripping new novel
by number one bestseller Victoria Hislop, which is
set against the backdrop of the German occupation
of Greece, the subsequent civil war and a military
dictatorship. Hislop sheds light on the complexity
and trauma of Greece’s past and weaves it into the
epic tale of an ordinary woman compelled to live an
extraordinary life.
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1pm

2.30pm

[335] 1pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

[336] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £24

Max Porter and Alula Down

Hay Festival Foundation Gala 2

Fictions: Lanny

Speeches That Changed the World Live Readings

Lanny is an extraordinary novel. A devastating story
told with the anarchy, humour and enchantment Max
Porter’s readers will recognise from his Dylan Thomas
Prize-winning Grief is the Thing with Feathers. Porter
introduces the story and reads, accompanied by a
specially commissioned score from the Herefordshire
folk duo Alula Down.
“This village belongs to the people who live in it and to
those who lived in it hundreds of years ago. It belongs
to England’s mysterious past and its confounding
present. It belongs to Mad Pete, the grizzled artist. To
ancient Peggy, gossiping at her gate. To families dead for
generations, and to those who have only recently moved
here. But it also belongs to Dead Papa Toothwort who
has woken from his slumber in the woods. Dead Papa
Toothwort, who is listening to them all.”

This second of this year’s all-star readings celebrates
the power of persuasion and words. From calls to
arms to demands for peace, from letters of love and
sex to power and tragedy, and from cries of freedom
to words of inspiration, this performance captures the
voices of prophets and politicians, rebels and tyrants,
soldiers and statesman. Speeches is inspired by Simon
Sebag Montefiore’s new book which will be published
in October. The historian’s latest anthology is Written in
History: Letters that Changed the World. The full cast will
be announced on the day.
Hay Festival Foundation funds our education and
inclusion work.
[337] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10

James Ellroy talks to Mark Lawson

[HD76] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Fictions: This Storm

Cressida Cowell

From “one of the great American writers of our time”
(Los Angeles Times) – a brilliant historical crime novel, a
pulse-pounding, as-it-happens narrative that unfolds in
Los Angeles and Mexico in the wake of Pearl Harbor.
Ellroy is author of the acclaimed LA Quartet: The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, LA Confidential and White Jazz,
as well as the Underworld USA trilogy.

Dragons and Wizards
Join Cressida Cowell, award-winning author of the How
to Train Your Dragon and The Wizards of Once series.
Cressida will talk about her latest book, The Wizards
of Once: Twice Magic, as well as the inspirations behind
all her writing, and give tips on becoming an author or
illustrator.
9+
Sponsored by Juno Magazine

[338] 2.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Katja Petrowskaja talks to Philippe Sands

Maybe Esther

[HD77] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Fiona Ross and Sarah-Jane Arbury

Roald Dahl’s Rotsome & Repulsant Words
Calling all human beans! Join Word Wizards Sara-Jane
Arbury and Fiona Ross, and gobblefunk with Roald
Dahl’s redunculously rude and rotsome words. Learn
how to curse like a Giant and insult like a Trunchbull!
Oodles of foulsome fun with wacky word games, mouth
manglers, explosive expletives, shouting matches and
whizzpopping poppyrot.
6+

An interview with the author of the international
bestselling memoir. Petrowskaja’s family story is
inextricably entangled with the history of 20th-century
Europe. There is her great-uncle, who shot a German
diplomat in Moscow in 1932 and was sentenced
to death. There is her Ukrainian grandfather, who
disappeared during WWII and reappeared forty years
later. And there is her great-grandmother – whose
name may or may not have been Esther – who was
too old and frail to leave Kiev when the Jews there
were rounded up, and was killed by a Nazi outside her
house. Philippe Sands is author of the Baillie Gifford
Prize-winning East West Street.
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2.30pm

4pm

[339] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[341] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Ma Jian and Sjón talk to Daniel Hahn

Ian McEwan talks to Marcus du Sautoy

Fictions: The Big Picture

Fictions: Machines Like Me

A conversation with two international superstar
novelists who’ve created new works of extraordinary
scale and scope. From exile, Ma Jian shoots an arrow at
President Xi Jinping’s China Dream propaganda, creating
a biting satire of totalitarianism that reveals what
happens to a nation when it is blinded by materialism
and governed by violence and lies. Sjón’s Codex 1962
is a breathtakingly ambitious novel. As the late, great
Eileen Battersby wrote of him, the Icelandic writer “has
mastered the fabulist’s technique of merging history
with high-speed comedy and surreal profundity. With a
man made of clay and a bewildered angel struggling to
get rid of a symbolic trumpet, there are shades of the
Bible as well as Milton. Sjón, an heir of Mikhail Bulgakov
and Laurence Sterne, eases literary references into the
text as mere suggestions.”

McEwan’s new novel Machines Like Me takes place in
an alternative 1980s London. Charlie, drifting through
life and dodging full-time employment, is in love with
Miranda, a bright student who lives with a terrible
secret. When Charlie comes into money, he buys
Adam, one of the first batch of synthetic humans.
With Miranda’s assistance, he co-designs Adam’s
personality. This near-perfect human is beautiful, strong
and clever – a love triangle soon forms. These three
beings will confront a profound moral dilemma. Ian
McEwan’s subversive and entertaining new novel poses
the fundamental question: what makes us human? Du
Sautoy’s new book is The Creativity Code: How AI is
learning to write, paint and think.
Part of the Serious Readers series
[342] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £9

[402] 2.30pm SCRIBBLERS HUT £18

Kathryn Mannix talks to Stephanie Boland

Writing Radio Drama

Workshop
A two-hour practical writing workshop led by awardwinning playwright Sebastian Baczkiewicz. We’ll look
at what you love about radio plays and find out how
to unlock that initial idea that’s been itching to break
free. We’ll look at how to write scenes and to keep the
all-important action of your story moving. You will also
find out how to get your work read in the first place,
as well as insights into how radio drama series such
as Homefront came to be developed and produced.
There will be plenty of time for any questions you
may be burning to ask! Sebastian has written for radio,
TV and theatre. Among his many radio credits are
seven seasons of his acclaimed series Pilgrim as well as
adaptations of Les Misérables and The Count of Monte
Cristo. He was also part of the core writing team for
Radio 4’s landmark World War One drama Homefront.
18+
[HD78] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Jacqueline Wilson

With the End in Mind: How to Live
and Die Well
Mannix has spent her medical career working with
people who have incurable, advanced illnesses. Told
through a series of beautifully crafted stories taken
from nearly four decades of clinical practice, she
answers the most intimate questions about the process
of dying with touching honesty and humanity. She
makes a compelling case for the therapeutic power
of approaching death not with trepidation but with
openness, clarity and understanding. You will meet
Holly, who danced her last day away; Eric, the retired
head teacher who, even with motor neurone disease,
gets things done; loving, tender-hearted Nelly and
Joe, each living a lonely lie to save their beloved from
distress; and Sylvie, 19, dying of leukaemia, sewing a
cushion for her mum to hug by the fire after she
has died.
Boland is head of Digital at Prospect magazine.
[343] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

François-Xavier Fauvelle
talks to Georgina Godwin

Dancing the Charleston
Join bestselling Dame Jacqueline Wilson, who
introduces her gloriously atmospheric new book and
discusses how she created some of her best-loved
characters including Tracy Beaker and Hetty Feather.
Please note that there will be no book signing after the
talk, but printed bookplates with Jacqueline’s signature
on will be available from the Bookshop.
9+

The Golden Rhinoceros: Histories of the
African Middle Ages
From the birth of Islam in the 7th century to the
voyages of European exploration in the 15th, Africa was
at the centre of a vibrant exchange of goods and ideas.
It was an African golden age in which places like Mali,
Ghana, Nubia and Zimbabwe became the crossroads
of civilisations, and where African royals, thinkers and
artists played celebrated roles in the globalised world of
the Middle Ages.
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4pm

5.30pm

[344] 4pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

[346] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Michael Pollan talks to Katya Adler

Marcus du Sautoy

How To Change Your Mind: The New
Science of Psychedelics

The Creativity Code: How AI is Learning to
Write, Paint and Think

Could psychedelic drugs change our worldview? Join
Michael Pollan on a journey to the frontiers of the human
mind. Diving deep into an extraordinary world – from
shamans and magic mushroom hunts to the pioneering
labs mapping our brains – and putting himself forward
as a guinea pig, Michael Pollan has written a remarkable
history of psychedelics and a compelling portrait of the
new generation of scientists fascinated by the implications
of these drugs. How To Change Your Mind is a report from
what could very well be the future of consciousness.

The mathematician examines the nature of creativity and
provides an essential guide into how algorithms work, and
the mathematical rules underpinning them. He asks how
much of our emotional response to art is a product of
our brains reacting to pattern and structure, and exactly
what it is to be creative in mathematics, art, language and
music. Du Sautoy finds out how long it might be before
machines come up with something creative, and whether
they might jolt us into being more imaginative in turn.
The result is a fascinating and very different exploration
into both AI and the essence of what it means to
be human.
Sponsored by Scottish Mortgage Investment Fund

[408] 4pm COMPASS STUDIO £7

Hay Festival Youth Council

How I Got Here
How I Got Here sessions are in-conversation events
where Hay Festival Youth Council members interview
Hay Festival speakers (speakers will be chalkboarded at
the venue and updated on #HAYCOMPASS). These
sessions are programmed and delivered by young people
for young people. Free for 16–25-year-olds who register
at hayfestival.org/compass.
Hay Festival Compass is supported by Hay Festival Foundation
[HD79] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Katherine Rundell

The Good Thieves and Into the Jungle
Katherine Rundell discusses her two most recent titles:
The Good Thieves, the story of a group of children who
will do anything to right a wrong, and Into the Jungle, a
collection of beautifully imagined stories about the origins
of the animals in Rudyard Kipling’s classic Just So Stories.
9+

5.30pm
[345] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Matt Haig

Notes on a Nervous Planet
The world is messing with our minds. Rates of stress and
anxiety are rising. A fast, nervous planet is creating fast
and nervous lives. We are more connected, yet feel more
alone. And we are encouraged to worry about everything
from world politics to our body mass index. How can
we stay sane on a planet that makes us mad? How do
we stay human in a technological world? How do we feel
happy when we are encouraged to be anxious? After
experiencing years of anxiety and panic attacks, these
questions became urgent matters of life and death for
Matt Haig. And he began to look for the link between
what he felt and the world around him. Notes on a
Nervous Planet is a personal and vital look at how to feel
happy, human and whole in the 21st century.
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[347] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Leila Slimani talks to Philippe Sands

A Conversation
Leïla Slimani is the first Moroccan woman to win France’s
most prestigious literary prize, the Prix Goncourt, which
she won for the shocking thriller and global best-seller,
Lullaby. She discusses her work and her new novel Adèle
with the Anglo-French author of East West Street, winner
of the Baillie Gifford Prize. A journalist and frequent
commentator on women’s and human rights, Slimani
is Presidents Macron’s personal representative for the
promotion of the French language and culture.
[348] 5.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £10

Simon Reid-Henry

Empire of Democracy: The Remaking of the
West Since the Cold War 1971–2017
The historian shows how liberal democracy, and Western
history with it, was profoundly reimagined when the
post-war Golden Age ended. As the institutions of liberal
rule were reinvented, a new generation of politicians
emerged: Thatcher, Reagan, Mitterrand, Kohl. The late
20th-century heyday they oversaw carried the Western
democracies triumphantly to victory in the Cold War
and into the economic boom of the 1990s. But equally it
led them into the fiasco of Iraq, to the high drama of the
financial crisis in 2007/8, and ultimately to the anti-liberal
surge of our own times. The present crisis of liberalism
enjoins us to revisit these times with close attention.
The era we have all been living through is closing out;
democracy is turning on its axis once again. Chaired by
Katya Adler.
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5.30pm

7pm

[349] 5.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

[351] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Fariha Shaikh

Noel Malcolm

19th-century Emigration in British
Literature and Art

Useful Enemies: Islam and The Ottoman
Empire in Western Political Thought,
1450–1750

The explosion of settler emigration during the 19th
century to colonies in Canada, Australia and New Zealand
was supported and underpinned by a vast outpouring
of text including printed emigrants’ letters, manuscript
shipboard newspapers and settler fiction. These textual
cultures pervaded the cultural imagination of 19th century
authors such as Charles Dickens, Elizabeth Gaskell,
Catherine Helen Spence and Ford Madox Brown, and
provided new means of interrogating representations of
space and place, home-making and colonial encounters.
Fariha Shaikh is Lecturer in Victorian Literature at the
University of Birmingham.
In association with the University of Birmingham

From the fall of Constantinople in 1453 until the 18th
century, many Western European writers viewed the
Ottoman Empire with almost obsessive interest. They
reacted to it with fear and distrust; reinforced by the deep
hostility of Western Christendom towards Islam. Yet there
was also curiosity about the system on which the huge
power of the sultans was based. In the 16th century
when Ottoman territorial expansion was rapid and
Ottoman institutions seemed particularly robust, there
was even open admiration. Chaired by Tom Clark of
Prospect magazine.
Sponsored by Prospect Magazine

[HD80] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

[352] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

DJ Target and Gemma Cairney

Javier Cercas talks to Daniel Hahn

Grime Kids

Fictions: Lord of All the Dead

Grime has shaken the world and Target is revealing its
explosive and expansive journey in full, using his own
unique insight and drawing on the input of Grime’s
greatest names. Grime Kids: The Inside Story of the Global
Grime Takeover documents the rise of the Grime scene,
and Target will talk to Gemma Cairney about its growth
from subculture to international phenomenon.
16+

Soldiers of Salamis cemented Cercas’ reputation as one
of the world’s greatest novelists. His new book is a
courageous journey into his own family history and that
of a country collapsing from a fratricidal war. The author
revisits Ibahernando, his parents’ village in southern Spain,
to research the life of Manuel Mena, who died in combat at
the age of 19 during the battle of the Ebro, the bloodiest
episode in Spain’s history. Who was he? A fascist hero
whose memory is an embarrassment to the author, or a
young idealist who happened to fight on the wrong side?
And how should we judge him, as grandchildren and greatgrandchildren of that generation, interpreting history from
our supposed omniscience and the misleading perspective of
a present full of automatic answers, which fails to consider
the particularities of each personal and family drama?
With the support of Acción Cultural Española

7pm
[350] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Emily Maitlis talks to Hannah MacInnes

Airhead: The Imperfect Art of
Making News
The Newsnight presenter takes us behind the camera and
onto the newsroom floor: “The things that are said on
camera are only part of the story. Behind every interview
there is a backstory. How it came about. How it ended.
The compromises that were made. The regrets, the rows,
the deeply inappropriate comedy. Making news is an
essential but imperfect art. It rarely goes according to plan.
I never expected to find myself wandering around the
Maharani of Jaipur’s bedroom with Bill Clinton or invited
to the Miss USA beauty pageant by its owner, Donald
Trump. I never expected to be thrown into a provincial
Cuban jail, or to be drinking red wine at Steve Bannon’s
kitchen table or spend three hours in a lift with Alan
Partridge. I certainly didn’t expect the Dalai Lama to tell
me the story of his most memorable poo. The beauty of
television is its ability to simplify. That’s also its weakness:
it can distil everything down to one snapshot, one sound
bite. Then the news cycle moves on.”
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[353] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Ben Goldfarb talks to Andy Fryers

Eager: The Surprising, Secret Life of Beavers
and Why They Matter
In Eager, environmental journalist Ben Goldfarb reveals
that our modern idea of what a healthy landscape looks
like is wrong, distorted by the fur trade that once trapped
millions of beavers. The consequences were profound:
streams eroded, wetlands dried up, and many species lost
vital habitat. Today, a growing coalition of ‘Beaver Believers’
– scientists, ranchers and passionate citizens – recognises
that ecosystems with beavers are healthier, for humans and
non-humans alike, than those without. From the Nevada
deserts to the Scottish Highlands, Believers are now hard
at work restoring these industrious rodents to their former
haunts. Eager has won the 2019 Pen/EO Wilson Prize for
Literary Science Writing.

SATURDAY 1 JUNE
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7pm

8.30pm

[354] 7pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £10

[358] 8.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

Richard Eyre talks to Clemency Burton-Hill

Eric Ngalle Charles

Place to Place

Death on the Third Floor

The peerless theatre and film director discusses his life
and his work with many of the greatest writers of this
and every age. He talks about Shakespeare and language,
about performance and interpretation, and he introduces
and reads his debut collection of poetry.

Are those not dark shadows lurking inside the house I once
called home? “From attempting mass murder against
my father’s family in the village of Small Soppo, Buea, in
Cameroon, to becoming a victim of human trafficking;
from living and barely surviving the streets of Moscow,
to strip dancing, and buying and selling fake dollars…”
A riveting play based on true events from the life of
writer Eric Ngalle Charles, recipient of a Creative Wales
Award. Directed by Bafta winner Greg Lewis.
Supported by Wales PEN Cymru

[355] 7pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

David Buttress talks to Guto Harri

The Ten-Year Overnight Success
What skills and approaches are transferable when building
a start-up into a FTSE 100 company, and turning around
an elite sports team? Buttress is the co-founder of Just
Eat. He started the business in his basement London flat,
turned over £36 in the first month and stood down as
chief executive in 2017 when the company had a market
capitalisation of £5bn, in order to take on a struggling
Welsh rugby union team. He tells the story of Just Eat and
the evolving story of the Dragons.
In partnership with GlobalWelsh

8.30pm
[356] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

9pm
[359] 9pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £33

Jimmy Carr

Terribly Funny
Jimmy’s brand new show contains jokes about all kinds of
terrible things that might have affected you or people you
know and love. But they’re just jokes – they are not the
terrible things. Having political correctness at a comedy
show is like having health and safety at a rodeo. Now
you’ve been warned, buy a ticket.
Age 16+

9.45pm

Moby talks to Dylan Jones

Then It Fell Apart
The second volume of Moby’s extraordinary life story is
a journey into the dark heart of fame and the demons
that lurk just beneath the bling and bluster of the celebrity
lifestyle. In summer 1999 Moby released the album that
defined the millennium, PLAY. Like generation-defining
albums before it, PLAY was ubiquitous, and catapulted
Moby to superstardom. Suddenly he was hanging out with
David Bowie and Lou Reed, Christina Ricci and Madonna,
taking ecstasy for breakfast (most days), drinking litres
of vodka (every day), and sleeping with supermodels
(infrequently). It was a diet that couldn’t last. And then it
fell apart.

[360] 9.45pm OXFAM MOOT £15

Rachel Podger

Bach Cello Suites Transposed for Violin
In this special late concert, Podger, “the unsurpassed
British glory of the baroque violin” (The Times) performs
three suites from her new album.
JS Bach: Cello Suite 1 in G Major BWV 1007 (transposed
into D Major for violin), JS Bach: Cello Suite 2 in D minor
BWV 1008 (transposed into A minor for violin), JS Bach:
Cello Suite 3 in C Major BWV 1009 (transposed into G
Major for violin).
[361] 9.45pm STARLIGHT STAGE £9

[357] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £10

Sindhu Vee

Laurie Nunn in conversation
with Francine Stock

Sandhog

Sex Education
A conversation with the creator of the smash-hit Netflix
drama. Insecure Otis has all the answers when it comes to
sex advice, thanks to his therapist mom. So rebel Maeve
proposes a school sex-therapy clinic…
In association with Netflix

The Edinburgh Comedy Award Best Newcomer nominee.
Loving your children, spouse and ageing parents (in that
order, please don’t tell my mother) is hard work, and a
lot of the time it sucks. But who wants to live without
love? The debut from the host of BBC R4’s Comedy of the
Week podcast. As seen on QI (BBC2), Have I Got News
for You (BBC1) and Alan Davies As Yet Untitled (Dave),
and heard on The Guilty Feminist podcast.
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10am

10am

[362] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £9

[364] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Anita Anand

Damian Barr and Gabriela Ybarra
talk to Rosie Goldsmith

The Patient Assassin
The author of Sophia: Princess, Suffragette, Revolutionary
tells the remarkable story of one Indian’s twenty-year
quest for revenge, taking him around the world in
search of those he held responsible for the Amritsar
massacre of 1919, which cost the lives of hundreds.
According to legend, a young, low-caste orphan,
Udham Singh, was injured in the attack, and remained
in the Bagh, surrounded by the dead and dying until
he was able to move the next morning. Then, he
supposedly picked up a handful of blood-soaked earth,
smeared it across his forehead and vowed to kill the
men responsible, no matter how long it took. The
truth, as the author has discovered, is more complex
but no less dramatic. She traced Singh’s journey
through Africa, the United States and across Europe
before, in March 1940, he finally arrived in front of
Michael O’Dwyer in a London hall, ready to shoot him
down. Chaired by Sarfraz Manzoor.
[363] 10am OXFAM MOOT £10

Lara Prior-Palmer talks to Corisande Albert

Rough Magic: Riding the World’s Wildest
Horse Race
The Mongol Derby is the world’s toughest horse
race. A feat of endurance across the vast Mongolian
plains once traversed by the people of Genghis
Khan, competitors ride twenty-five horses across
a distance of 1,000 km. In 2013 Lara Prior-Palmer
– nineteen, underprepared but seeking the great
unknown – decided to enter the race. Driven by her
own restlessness, stubbornness and a lifelong love of
horses, she raced for seven days through extreme heat
and terrifying storms, catching a few hours of sleep
where she could at the homes of nomadic families.
Battling bouts of illness and dehydration, exhaustion
and bruising falls, she found she had nothing to lose,
and tore through the field with her motley crew of
horses. In one of the Derby’s most unexpected results,
she became the youngest-ever champion and the first
woman to win the race.
Sponsored by Freerein Riding Holidays

Fictions: Parallels
A conversation with authors of two of the most
extraordinary and powerful first novels of recent years,
both of which explore true histories of extremity
and aftermath. You Will Be Safe Here is the brilliant
debut novel set in South Africa between 1900 and
2010 from the award-winning author of Maggie & Me.
Inspired by real events, Barr uncovers a hidden colonial
history and present-day darkness while exploring our
capacity for cruelty and kindness. The Dinner Guest
is a Spanish novel with the feel of documentary
non-fiction. It connects two life-changing events – the
very public death of Ybarra’s grandfather, and the
more private pain as her mother dies from cancer and
Gabriela cares for her.
With the support of Acción Cultural Española
[365] 10am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Morgan Seag and Ragnhild Freng Dale
with Melody Clark

Cambridge Series 15:
Female Voices on Climate Change
Does having more women involved in climate changerelated research make a difference to discussions?
What kind of adaptations will be required as global
warming increases and how do we bring a broad
range of the public on board, particularly regarding the
more complex issues surrounding climate change? A
panel discussion with Morgan Seag, Co-chair of the
international council of the Association of Polar Early
Career Scientists, anthropologist Ragnhild Freng Dale
from the Scott Polar Institute and Professor Melody
Clark from the British Antarctic Survey.
In association with Cambridge University
[HD81] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Stefan Gates

Science You Can Eat
Stefan Gates, TV presenter and live show presenter,
introduces this spectacular edible science show
featuring rockets made from food, edible chemical
reactions, vortex cannons, flamethrowing, live insects
and the world’s loudest fart machine. Stefan uses
explosive stunts to transform complex science into an
unforgettable, relevant and funny edible adventure.
6+
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10am

11.30am

[HD82] 10am COMPASS STUDIO £8

[368] 11.30am HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Catherine Fisher

Shahidha Bari and Anna Murphy
talk to Rosie Goldsmith

The Clockwork Crow
Join award-winning fantasy author Catherine Fisher as
she shares the secrets of her writing. The Clockwork
Crow is a gripping tale of enchantment and belonging,
set in a frost-bound mansion in snowy mid-Wales. The
winner of Wales Arts Review’s Welsh Books for Young
People 2018 award, it has been shortlisted for the Blue
Peter Book Awards 2019.
9+

Talking About Clothes

11.30am

We are all dressed. But how often do we pause to
think about the place of our clothes in our lives? What
unconscious thoughts do we express when we dress
every day? Can memories, meaning and ideas be
wrapped up in a winter coat? A conversation about
fashion. Bari is author of Dressed: The Secret Life of
Clothes. Murphy is Fashion Director of The Times and
author of How Not to Wear Black: Find your Style, Create
your Forever Wardrobe.

[366] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

[HD83] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Matt Haig

A.C. Grayling

Evie and the Animals

The History of Philosophy
We are delighted to launch the philosopher’s magnum
opus. With his characteristic clarity and elegance,
Grayling takes the reader from the world-views and
moralities before the age of the Buddha, Confucius
and Socrates, through Christianity’s capture of the
European mind, to the Renaissance and Enlightenment,
and on to Mill, Nietzsche, Sartre and, finally, philosophy
today. Bringing together these many threads that all
too often run parallel, he surveys in tandem the great
philosophical traditions of India, China and the PersianArabic world.

Join bestselling author Matt Haig as he talks about his
new children’s book Evie and the Animals, illustrated by
Emily Gravett. It’s a heartwarming story about daring
to be different, growing up and staying true to yourself.
Evie is a girl with a Special Talent who is different from
her friends. In fact, she seems to have an actual, secret
superpower: she can understand and talk to animals.
6+
[HD84] 11:30am STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Dapo Adeola and Nathan Byron

Look Up!

[367] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £10

Lindsey Hilsum talks to Rosie Boycott

In Extremis: The Life of War
Correspondent Marie Colvin
Marie Colvin was glamorous, hard-drinking, braver than
the boys, with a troubled and rackety personal life.
She reported from the most dangerous places in the
world, going in further and staying longer than anyone
else. Marie covered the major conflicts of our time:
Israel and Palestine, Chechnya, East Timor, Sri Lanka
(where she was hit by a grenade and lost sight in her
left eye, resulting in her trademark eye-patch), Iraq and
Afghanistan. Her anecdotes about encounters with
dictators and presidents – including Colonel Gaddafi
and Yasser Arafat, whom she knew well – were
incomparable. She was much admired, and as famous
for her wild parties as for the extraordinary lengths
to which she went to tell the story, including being
smuggled into Syria where she was killed in 2012.

Join author and illustrator Nathan and Dapo for an
out-of-this-world event! Enjoy a lively hour full of
storytelling, fun facts and top drawing tips from this
exciting debut duo.
3+
[HD85] 11.30am COMPASS STUDIO £8

Ross Welford

The Dog Who Saved the World
Time travel, invisibility, immortality, and brave mongrel
dogs saving the world. Ross Welford has covered them
all in his much-loved and highly-acclaimed books. Join
Ross for this interactive, energetic session and there
might even be a little bit of magic!
9+
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[369] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £10

[372] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

Paul Davies

Don Paterson

The John Maddox Lecture: The Demon
in the Machine – How Hidden Webs
of Information Are Finally Solving the
Mystery of Life

The Fall at Home: New and Selected
Aphorisms

When Darwin set out to explain the origin of species,
he made no attempt to answer the deeper question:
what is life? For generations, scientists have struggled
to make sense of this fundamental question. Life
really does look like magic: even a humble bacterium
accomplishes things so dazzling that no human
engineer can match it. And yet, huge advances in
molecular biology over the past few decades have
served only to deepen the mystery. So can life be
explained by known physics and chemistry, or do
we need something fundamentally new? From life’s
murky origins to the microscopic engines that run
the cells of our bodies, Davies offers a breath-taking
journey across the landscape of physics, biology,
logic and computing. Weaving together cancer and
consciousness, two-headed worms and bird navigation,
Davies reveals how biological organisms garner and
process information to conjure order out of chaos,
opening a window on the secret of life itself. Chaired
by Marcus du Sautoy.
In partnership with scientific journal Nature
[370] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

David Nicholls talks to Damian Barr

Fictions: Sweet Sorrow – A Preview
A special opportunity to hear the author of One Day,
Us and Starter for Ten introduce his new novel Sweet
Sorrow, which will be published later this summer.
[371] 1pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £8

Richard King talks to Peter Florence

The Lark Ascending: The Music of the
British Landscape
Starting from Ralph Vaughan Williams’ classic ‘pastoral
romance for orchestra’, King explores how Britain’s
history and identity have been shaped by the
mysterious relationship between music and nature.
The landscape we celebrate as unsullied and ripe
with mystique is a living, working, and occasionally
rancorous environment - not an unaffected idyll - that
forged a nation’s musical personality, and its dissenting
traditions. He listens to the music from the far west
of Wales to the Thames Estuary and the Suffolk
shoreline, taking in Brian Eno, Kate Bush, Boards of
Canada, Dylan Thomas, Gavin Bryars, Greenham
Common and The Kinder Scout Mass Trespass to
chart a new and surprising course through a familiar
landscape.

Aphorisms have been described as ‘the obscure
hinterland between poetry and prose’ (New Yorker) –
short, pithy statements that capture the essence of the
human condition in all its shades.
“Consciousness is the turn the universe makes to
hasten its own end.”
“Agnosticism is indulged only by those who have
never suffered belief.”
“Poet: someone in the aphorism business for the
money.”
In this New and Selected, master of the form Don
Paterson brings the best examples from his two
previous volumes together with ingenious new
material relevant to today’s world. Moving and
mischievous, canny and profound, these wide-ranging
observations of no more than one or two lines
demonstrate that the aphorism is the perfect form for
our times.
[373] 1pm COMPASS STUDIO £10

Catherine Aiken

Cambridge Series 16: Your Granny’s
Bump – How Life in the Womb Affects
Future Generations
We’re constantly bombarded by advice on what
pregnant women should do – but what does science
really tell us about how early development impacts on
future health? Aiken explores how life in the womb
affects not only our children’s lifelong health and
wellbeing, but maybe even our grandchildren’s too.
Aiken is Honorary Consultant in Maternal and Fetal
Medicine at Cambridge University. Her work involves
caring for women during high-risk pregnancies and
researching how to improve the long-term outcomes
for their babies.
In association with Cambridge University
[HD86] 1pm SCRIBBLERS HUT £8

About Face Theatre Company

Creation
In the beginning all the water and all the earth were
mixed up – nothing could survive. So the Gods
gathered in the six skies above and the six worlds
below to create something magical out of the mess…
This intimate, immersive show for all ages stitches
together stories from around the world with micro
puppets and musical boxes.
Family event
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1pm
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[HD87] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

[377] 2.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE

Michael Morpurgo and Marcus Brigstocke

free but ticketed

Muck and Magic
Breathe the world in deep and you can do anything…
Michael Morpurgo and Marcus Brigstocke read Michael’s
latest book Muck and Magic, a moving countryside story
about the power of friendship and creativity and why
a true gift should never be wasted. A chance to be
read to by one of the greatest storytellers in the UK,
alongside the multi-talented comedian, actor and satirist.
6+
Part of the Mountain Warehouse Conversation series at Hay

2.30pm
[374] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £14

Marcus du Sautoy, Eileen Scanlon,
Martin Weller & Guests

The OU 50th Anniversary Lecture: What
Will Education Look Like in 2070?
Join us for a conversation with leading thinkers on
education and learning technology, when we will
explore three types of technology that have the
potential to change radically the nature and shape of
education in the medium to long term. We do not
know where technologies such as AI, blockchain and
brain computer interfaces will take us in the next
50 years. What we do know is that the journey will
definitely not be boring.
In Association with the Open University in Wales

Arundhati Roy talks to Pankaj Mishra

My Seditious Heart

[378] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £8

The Booker winner, author of The God of Small Things
and The Ministry of Utmost Happiness discusses her work
and launches her new non-fiction book My Seditious
Heart, which collects the work of a two-decade period
when Roy devoted herself to the political essay as a
way of opening up space for justice, rights and freedoms
in an increasingly hostile environment.

Joseph O’Connor talks to Deborah Moggach

[375] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT

over

16s £10,

under

16s £5

Axel Scheffler

Drawing Europe Together
The German-born illustrator, creator with Julia
Donaldson of The Gruffalo, has brought together 45
artists from across Europe to share their powerful
illustrations of the European Union’s shared past and
our unsure future. Scheffler’s acceptance speech at the
British Book Awards last year was one of the most
passionate and articulate hymns to Europe of recent
years. He introduces the artworks, and talks about the
project with Katya Adler. Drawing Europe Together is a
show in the Summerhouse. You can buy limited edition
prints from a selection of the 45 illustrators in the Hay
Festival Shop
[376] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Julia Blackburn talks to Claire Armitstead

Time Song: Searching for Doggerland
Blackburn has always collected things that hold
stories about the past, especially the very distant
past: mammoth bones, two-million-year-old shells, a
flint shaped as a weapon long ago. Time Song brings
many such stories together as it tells of the creation,
the existence and the loss of a country now called
Doggerland, a huge and fertile area that once connected
the entire east coast of England with mainland Europe,
until it was finally submerged by rising sea levels around
5,000 BC.

Fictions: Shadowplay
The author of The Star of the Sea discusses his new
novel. 1878: the Lyceum Theatre, London. Three
extraordinary people begin their life together, a life that
will be full of drama, transformation, passionate and
painful devotion to art and to one another. Henry Irving,
the Chief, is the volcanic leading man and impresario;
Ellen Terry is the most lauded and desired actress
of her generation, outspoken and generous of heart;
and ever following along behind them in the shadows
is the unremarkable theatre manager, Bram Stoker.
O’Connor explores the complexities of love that stands
dangerously outside social convention, the restlessness
of creativity and the experiences that led to Dracula, the
most iconic supernatural tale of all time.
[379] 2.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £9

Sarit Packer and Itamar Srulovich

Honey & Co: At Home – Middle Eastern
Recipes From Our Kitchen
The charismatic, award-winning chefs behind the Honey
& Co empire introduce and demo their scrumptious
new cookbook. From breads to bakes, salads to sweets,
there is something for everyone in this celebration of
Middle Eastern cooking. They offer authentic recipes
like Jerusalem sesame bread filled with harissa and
lemon chicken, a crisp salad with saffron-poached pears
and walnut tahini, a fish pastilla and a rabbit stifado.
The mouth-watering recipes featured in this book are
quick and simple to make. Whip them up for lunch
or a weekend meal without forward planning, special
ingredients or fancy equipment – these will quickly
become staple recipes that you, your friends and family
will revisit again and again.
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4pm

[380] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £10

[382] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £9

Karen Armstrong

Martin Puchner

The Lost Art of Scripture

The Written World: How Literature
Shaped History

Today we see the Quran being used by some to justify
war and terrorism, the Torah to deny Palestinians
the right to live in the Land of Israel, and the Bible
to condemn homosexuality and contraception. The
holy texts at the centre of all religious traditions are
often employed selectively to underwrite arbitrary
and subjective views. They are believed to be divinely
ordained; they are claimed to contain eternal truths.
But as Karen Armstrong, a world authority on religious
affairs, shows in this fascinating journey through
millennia of history, this narrow reading of scripture
is a relatively recent phenomenon. For hundreds of
years these texts were instead viewed as spiritual tools:
scripture was a means for the individual to connect
with the divine, to transcend their physical existence,
and to experience a higher level of consciousness.
Holy texts were seen as fluid and adaptable, rather
than a set of binding archaic rules or a ‘truth’ that
has to be ‘believed’.

From clay tablets to the printing press; from the pencil
to the internet; from the Epic of Gilgamesh to Harry
Potter, this is the true story of literature – of how great
texts and technologies have shaped cultures and civilisations and altered human history. Less well known is
the influence of Greek generals, Japanese court ladies,
Spanish adventurers, Malian singers and American
astronauts, and yet all of them played a crucial role in
shaping and spreading literature as we know it today.
The Harvard professor tells the captivating story of the
development of literature. Central to the development
of religions, political movements and even nations,
texts spread useful truths and frightening disinformation,
and have the power to change lives. Chaired by
Daniel Hahn.
Sponsored by Stephens & George Print Group
[383] 4pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £10

Robert Plomin talks to Rosie Boycott

[381] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Blueprint: How DNA Makes Us Who We Are

Caroline Criado-Perez

Invisible Women: Exposing Data Bias in a
World Designed for Men
Imagine a world where your phone is too big for
your hand, where your doctor prescribes a drug that
is wrong for your body, where in a car accident you
are 47% more likely to be seriously injured, where
every week the countless hours of work you do are
not recognised or valued. If any of this sounds familiar,
chances are that you’re a woman. The award-winning
campaigner and writer shows us how, in a world largely
built for and by men, we are systematically ignoring
half the population. It exposes the gender data gap – a
gap in our knowledge that is at the root of perpetual,
systemic discrimination against women and that has
created a pervasive but invisible bias with a profound
effect on women’s lives.

A pioneer in the field of behavioural genetics, Plomin
draws on a lifetime’s worth of research to make the
case that DNA is the most important factor in shaping
who we are. Our families, schools and the environment
around us are important, but they are not as influential
as our genes. This is why, he argues, teachers and
parents should accept children for who they are, rather
than trying to mould them in certain directions. Even
the environments we choose and the signal events
that impact our lives, from divorce to addiction, are
influenced by our genetic predispositions. Now, thanks
to the DNA revolution, it is becoming possible to
predict who we will become, at birth, from our DNA
alone. #Discuss
[384] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £9

Deborah Moggach talks to Georgina Godwin

Fictions: The Carer – A Preview
The author of The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel and Tulip
Fever previews a deliciously funny, poignant and wry new
novel, full of surprising twists and turns, to be published
this summer. James is getting on a bit and needs full-time
help. So Phoebe and Robert, his middle-aged offspring,
employ Mandy, who seems willing to take him off their
hands. But as James regales his family with tales of Mandy’s
virtues, their shopping trips, and the shared pleasure of
their journeys to garden centres, Phoebe and Robert sense
something is amiss. Is this really their father, the distant
figure who never once turned up for a sports day, now
happily chortling over cuckoo clocks and television soaps?
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5.30pm

5.30pm

[385] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £10

[388] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £9

Thomas Grant and Geoffrey Robertson

Matt Everitt with Nicky Wire

The Rule of Law

The First Time: Stories and Songs from
Music Icons

A conversation with two leading QCs and authors
about the often sensational legal cases that have shaped
contemporary society. Thomas Grant is author of Court
Number One: The Old Bailey Trials That Defined Modern
Britain and Jeremy Hutchinson’s Case Histories. Geoffrey
Robertson led students in the sixties to demand an
end to racism and censorship. He went on to become
a top human rights advocate, saving the lives of many
death-row inmates, freeing dissidents and taking on
tyrants in a career marked by courage, determination
and a fierce independence. He is founder of the
redoubtable Doughty Street Chambers and author of
the memoir Rather His Own Man: In Court with Tyrants,
Tarts and Troublemakers.

Taken from Matt Everitt’s acclaimed BBC Radio 6 Music
show, The First Time invites you inside the lives of forty
of the music world’s most notable legends. From Alice
Cooper to Yoko Ono, Courtney Love to Elton John,
follow their lives and careers starting with their first
musical memories, first records and first gigs, finding out
the songs that have shaped them along the way. He is
joined by a true music icon – the lyricist and bass player
for the Manic Street Preachers, Nicky Wire.
Sponsored by Evemoo Crafts Ltd
[389] 5.30pm COMPASS STUDIO £8

Paul Wignall

Extinction: A Very Short Introduction

[386] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £10

Ken Follett

Fictions: Tolerance and Co-existence
Follett’s third novel in the Kingsbridge series went
straight to the no.1 position on bestseller lists in the
USA, Spain, Italy, Germany and France. In A Column of
Fire, voices of tolerance struggle to make themselves
heard under authoritarian rule as England faces
challenges from Europe. The social and political concerns
of the first Elizabethan era resonate loudly in the second.
Following the screening of a short film, Follett discusses
with the audience how the themes of his Tudor-time
novel echo in today’s political theatre.
Sponsored by Tomatitos Tapas Bar
[387] 5.30pm HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION STAGE £10

Most people are familiar with the dodo and the dinosaur,
but extinction has occurred throughout history, with
the result that nearly all the species that have ever
existed are now extinct. In this lecture the professor of
Palaeoenvironments looks at the causes and nature of
extinctions, past and present, and the factors that can make
a species vulnerable. Summarising what we know about
all of the major and minor extinction events, including
meteorite impacts and volcanic eruption, he examines some
of the greatest debates in modern science. He analyses
the relative role of climate and humans in the death of
the Pleistocene megafauna, including mammoths and giant
ground sloths, and the roles that global warming, ocean
acidification and deforestation are playing in present-day
extinctions.

7pm

Ben Macintyre
The author of Agent Zigzag and Operation Mincemeat
tells the story of Oleg Gordievsky – described by John
le Carré as “the best true spy story I have ever read”.
On a warm July evening in 1985, a middle-aged man
stood on the pavement of a busy avenue in the heart
of Moscow, holding a plastic carrier bag. In his grey suit
and tie, he looked like any other Soviet citizen. The bag
alone was mildly conspicuous, printed with the red logo
of Safeway, the British supermarket. The man was a spy
for MI6. A senior KGB officer, for more than a decade
he had supplied his British spymasters with a stream of
priceless secrets from deep within the Soviet intelligence
machine. No spy had done more to damage the KGB.
The Safeway bag was a signal: to activate his escape plan
to be smuggled out of Soviet Russia.

[390] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE
under 16s £8

over

16s £15,

The Kingdom Choir

The Last Night Prom
The Kingdom Choir, known for their angelic and
spellbinding performance at the royal wedding of Prince
Harry and Meghan Markle, sing out the last, party night
of the Festival. The Choir is a unique group of seasoned
and dedicated men and women, bringing their strong
blend of choral discipline with raw Gospel spiritual
sound. Their extraordinary talent, sound, energy and
ability to execute have kept them in high demand
nationally and internationally for well over a decade.
Their debut album Stand By Me is titled for their version
of Ben E King’s soul classic. The diverse album track
listing also includes captivating renditions of Beyoncé’s
‘Halo’ and John Legend’s ‘All Of Me’ as well as Stormzy’s
‘Blinded By Your Grace Part 2’. The Kingdom Choir is
directed by Karen Gibson.
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WHAT TO SEE
AND DO ON SITE

FESTIVAL GARDENS AND
FAMILY SPACES

Hay Festival is free to enter and is packed
with activities, tempting places to eat and
drink, exhibitors to browse, and places to
simply sit and read.

HAY FESTIVAL BOOKSHOP
The bookshop is a large and airy space with plenty
of room for all ages to relax and browse. It stocks
books by all authors attending the Festival and
more, and will host book signings as usual. Please
note that only one book per person that is not
purchased from the Festival bookshop can be
accepted for signature. The bookshop is open
from 9am daily.

The Festival’s gardens provide the perfect place
for you to relax with a book and there is plenty
to keep young children busy at our Make &
Take Tent, where collage, glue and paint reign
supreme. You will also find many free events
and workshops, some of which require booking
in advance, so please remember to check the
programme at hayfestival.org for more details.

ILLUSTRATION HOT DESK
Come and see wonderful artists at work in the
Make & Take Tent and find out what it’s like to
be a working illustrator. See who’s in residence
each day on the chalkboard outside the Make &
Take Tent and check it out on #HAYDAYS.

HAY FESTIVAL SHOP

DRAWING EUROPE TOGETHER

Visit the new Hay Festival Shop to find perfect
gifts for your friends and family – and perhaps
a treat for yourself. Hay Festival T-shirts and
hoodies are annual bestsellers, and there is a
wide range of stationery from pens and pencils
to leather-bound notebooks. You can also buy
gift vouchers, which are redeemable against items
from the shop during the Festival and online
afterwards at hayfestival.org/shop, or against
tickets for Festival events.

Drawing Europe Together is an exhibition
in the Summerhouse of artworks created by
45 children’s book illustrators from across
Europe who have shared their powerful visions
of the European Union’s shared past and its
unsure future. This is a passionate and heartfelt
exploration of Europe and what it means to
many of the people who live and work within its
borders. You can buy limited edition prints from
five of the exhibiting artists — Axel Scheffler,
Chris Riddell, Emily Gravett, Catherine Rayner and
Judith Kerr. All available in the Hay Festival Shop.

HAY FESTIVAL FOUNDATION
Discover the benefits of joining the Hay Festival
membership schemes: Friends, Patrons and
Benefactors. Come to the membership desk in
the Box Office for a chat or to join on the spot.
More information at hayfestival.org/join-us.

SERIOUS READING ROOM
A new covered space for festival-goers to
relax in, created by our friends at Serious
Readers. The Serious Reading Room is open
throughout the Festival, offering a comfortable
spot for contemplation between events, as
well as surprise, free readings from star festival
speakers every day. Visit hayfestival.org/wales/
serious-reading-room for the daily schedule of
performances and follow @seriousreaders.
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BRITISH COUNCIL
ILLUSTRATOR IN RESIDENCE
Hay Festival is pleased to welcome Paula Bonet
as British Council Illustrator in Residence.
She will be illustrating her impressions of the
Festival throughout the weekend of 25–28 May.
Paula Bonet is part of Hay Festival Europa 28
(hayfestival.org/europa28), a project celebrating
the work of 28 women – one from each European
country – in literature, science and the arts.
Europa28 will be launched at Hay Festival 2019 and
will culminate in a Festival in Croatia in the summer
of 2020. You can see Paula’s illustrations on the
Hay Festival International Writers’ Blog, Hay Festival
social channels @hayfestival and on the British
Council’s website:
literature.britishcouncil.org.

HEREFORD COLLEGE OF ARTS
HCA degree students from different departments
are bringing exciting and varied content to the
Festival this year. Illustration students are running
workshops and creating artwork around the site.
Performing Arts, Music and Contemporary Design
Craft students are staging A Bottle of Happiness,
a joyous and resonant story about the gift of
sharing; and Graphic Design and Animation
students are creating infographics about the
Festival’s sustainability agenda, Green Hay
(hayfestival.org/green-hay).

PHONE CHARGING
There will be a phone and laptop charging facility
available in the Food Hall from 9.30am until 6pm
daily at a charge of £3 per phone/laptop.
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FOOD & DRINK

THE GROVE RESTAURANT

Whatever your taste you’ll find something
on the Festival site to satisfy your appetite
or quench your thirst. Whether you would
like a three-course meal, a light lunch or a
sandwich, the restaurants and Festival Food
Hall offer a huge range. Choose from freshly
baked pizza, pasta and venison or beef
burgers to sandwiches, baguettes, falafels
and more. Vegetarian, vegan and gluten-free
options are, of course, available. As always,
Shepherds will be serving their locally
made sheep’s milk ice creams – perfect
in any weather.

FAMILY FOOD HALL
This year we have a new addition – the Family
Food Hall is the perfect space for families, with
food catered specifically to children’s tastes. The
area includes an enclosed garden and additional
seating as well as some children’s games. It’s an
opportunity for parents to relax and for children to
enjoy themselves in a dedicated, intimate setting.
There will be baby-changing facilities available.

FESTIVAL BAR
For a pint of real ale, a glass of wine, Prosecco, or a
jug of Pimm’s to enjoy in the sunshine, head to the
Festival Bar with its extended outdoor decked area
and soak up some of the Festival atmosphere.

Gloucestershire-based Big Event Catering bring
their vibrant, quality dining venue The Grove to
Hay Festival 2019. They will be providing delicious
and imaginative dishes using the freshest local,
seasonal ingredients. The menu will include dishes
made with local meats, fresh West Country fish
and locally sourced seasonal vegetables as well
as flavoursome vegan and gluten-free options.
A selection of daily special dishes will also be on
rotation throughout the Festival.
Their fully stocked bar will feature craft beers,
artisan gins, local ciders and carefully selected wines
to complement each visitor’s choice of food. The
coffee shop will also offer afternoon teas, fresh
organic juices and smoothies, speciality coffee, a
large selection of teas and hot chocolate, as well
as homemade cakes, biscuits and delicious
savoury snacks.
Bookings are recommended for the restaurant,
and walk-ins are also most welcome. To book a
‘Ticket to Dine’ and receive a complimentary
drink on arrival, please book online at
hayfestival.org/ticket-to-dine or call the
Box Office on 01497 822 629. For general
bookings call 01453 708 336 or email
thegrove@bigeventcatering.co.uk.

SHEPHERDS ICE CREAM
If you are looking for irresistible ice creams, sublime
sundaes and toppings, you’re in the right place.
Shepherds have been making artisan ice cream
since 1987, using a unique recipe based on sheep’s
milk. Visit their stall on site and their café /
ice cream parlour at 9 High Town, Hay, chosen
by Condé Nast Traveller as ‘one of the world’s best
local ice cream shops’.

FRIENDS CAFÉ
The café is open early for your first shot of coffee
through to the call for last orders. Join your friends
or make new ones here.

DEPOSIT SCHEME
Please note the deposit scheme for hot drinks cups
and glasses (see left).

Follow them on Facebook or Twitter
@shepherdsices. Don’t be a lost sheep –
flock to Shepherds.
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BUON GUSTO PIZZA
Fresh home-made, stone-baked pizza using the
best local ingredients, with a unique dough recipe
and cooked to order. Open every day till late.

LA BONNE CRÊPE
Home-made and traditional crêpes and galettes.
Sweet and savoury gluten-, wheat-, dairy-free and
vegan options. La Bonne Crêpe use local, seasonal,
organic, Fairtrade ingredients and operate a strong
environmental policy. They are able to feed
carnivores, vegetarians, vegans and anyone with
an insatiable sweet tooth from breakfast to late at
night, sharing an authentic taste of France.

MEAT & GREEK
This Cardiff-based Greek Cypriot family are
passionate about sharing their authentic Souvlaki
fresh from the skewer. Greeks don’t do anything
by halves, especially food, and Meat & Greek are
proud of the fact that their portions are generous
and their ingredients wholesome. All of their food
is cooked to perfection over charcoal. So what
is Souvlaki? Think toasted pitta breads packed
with hand-cut cubes of charcoaled chicken or
pork, market-fresh salad, topped with a helping of
home-made tzatziki or houmous and garnished
with parsley and onion – delicious! If meat isn’t
your thing, just swap it for charcoaled halloumi and
get stuck in – Opa!

@hayfestival
OLD GRANARY PIEROGI
Old Granary Pierogi were Street Food/Takeaway
category finalists in the BBC Food and Farming
Awards 2018. The business has developed from a
passion for cooking and eating good, wholesome
food, and is run by a Polish family that has chosen
to settle in rural Herefordshire, embracing British
cuisine and infusing it with their Polish culinary
heritage. Pierogi is a traditional, hearty dish that
resembles Italian ravioli when boiled, or the
traditional Cornish pasty when baked. Pierogi
‘dumplings’ are the most famous Polish food,
known and loved all over the world and becoming
more popular here in the UK too. The baked
pierogi are hand-crafted in yeast dough cases,
hand-rolled and stuffed with meaty and vegetarian
fillings. Along with both types of pierogi, Old
Granary Pierogi also serve other Polish dishes
including Bigos (hunter’s stew), beef goulash and
soups – all in traditional Polish bread bowls – and
also a Polish sausage with sauerkraut. Vegetarian,
vegan and gluten-free options are available.

SQUID INC.
All of Squid Inc.’s fish is British, wild and sustainably
caught. Their Crispy Salt & Pepper Baby Squid
is available in three flavours, and they cut and
triple-cook their own chips on site. Their menu
objective is for their food to be of very high quality
and at the same time environmentally friendly.
The squid is lightly battered and fried quickly
in hot oil, and they use baby squid as they are
extremely tender and light – with absolutely none
of the ‘rubberiness’ you can often get with fried
squid. Each portion is seasoned with sea salt and
Vietnamese Phu Quoc pepper. Phu Quoc pepper
is considered by many to be the best in the world
and Squid Inc. toasts theirs each day, which gives a
warm, sweet and unique flavour.
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THE BEEFY BOYS

THE TEIFI TOASTIE COMPANY

The Beefy Boys have a huge passion for
American-style BBQ and burgers. They grill
using 100% Herefordshire beef: no eggs, fillers
or breadcrumbs are in their burgers. Their meat
is never frozen; they cook fresh to order from
their core menu, and customers can also tailor
their orders by taking out or adding in ingredients
to cater to dietary requirements. Their buns are
baked fresh every day by award-winning local baker
Peter Cook of Hereford, using locally sourced
ingredients. The Beefy Boys stall has been designed
so that customers can watch the cooking/grilling
process and speak to staff, asking any questions as
you go, as in their Hereford restaurant, where the
kitchen is on view to diners.

The Teifi Toastie Co. is a gourmet street food stall
based in Mid Wales. They love using local produce
to create mouth-wateringly good, grilled cheese
toasties. Their sourdough bread is sourced from
local craft bakeries and all their organic cheeses
are supplied by Welsh producers. Welsh halloumi,
home-made rose harissa, sliced tomato and honey,
pakoras and samosas (and tamarind sauce) are
available throughout the day. Or try their authentic
Thali plate for a more substantial meal, with two
contrasting curries, dahl, the finest basmati rice and
chutneys. Savour and enjoy their food, the country
air and the Hay Festival experience.

THE FRITTER SHACK
This is a small, family-run company from Wales
producing home-made vegan and gluten-free
dishes. Try the vegan crispy fritters served with
ruby red spicy slaw and home-made chilli jam.
Passionate about running their operation as
ethically as possible, The Fritter Shack are winners
of the ‘Glastonbury Sustainable Trader Gold Award
2017’ and the ‘Hay Festival Most Sustainable
Trader 2018’.

SOULFOOD KITCHEN
This year Soulfood Kitchen returns to Hay with
even more delicious fare. To the duck confit and
array of cakes that wowed the Festival last year,
this year they add smoked tofu and smoked
halloumi burgers and wraps for vegans and
vegetarians, plus smoked chicken burgers, wraps
and salads. This year a percentage of their takings
will go to a Syrian orphanage – speak to staff on
the stand if you’d like to donate.

THE SPANISH BUFFET
The Spanish Buffet are paella cooks and they
are proud to bring a typical recipe from Valencia
to Wales, to give a taste of their culinary skills
to palates over here. They hope you enjoy
Mediterranean food as much as they enjoy cooking
for you.

WELSH VENISON
Welsh Venison is a local farming family, butcher
and farm shop. It offers festival-goers the healthy
venison option and will be open every day with a
varied menu including its famous gourmet venison
burgers, chilli, meatballs, salads and wedges. For the
early birds, the free-range egg and bacon rolls are a
great way to start the day. The family’s farm shop,
stocked with Welsh produce, local bread and gifts
for the home, is also worth a visit:
www.beaconsfarmshop.co.uk.

YELLOW TURBAN THALI
Yellow Turban Thali offer home-made, healthy,
vegan, tasty curries, using the best ingredients and
home-roasted spices for an authentic flavour. They
are continually improving their sustainability and
their recipes to give the customer a healthy, tasty
experience. This year they hope to be trialling a
new pakora recipe and will be making it on site.
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FAMILY FOOD HALL

THE GOOD SLICE

BITTENCLUB
The Vietnamese eatery Bittenclub like to combine
the vibrant, zingy flavours of Vietnam with the
robust, gutsy origins of classic French ingredients.
They create delicious baguettes, noodle salads and
jasmine rice bowls filled with marinated crunchy
raw vegetables, home-made zingy sauces and fresh
herbs. For breakfast, indulge in French toast with
pecans and cinnamon or an invigorating broth and
rolled omelette.

The Good Slice is a social enterprise with a simple
message: eat pizza, end hunger. Every pizza you
buy provides a meal to someone in need. They
have provided 5,000 meals to the children of
Well-Wishes Nursery, Malawi. Closer to home,
they work with Glass Door Homeless Charity.
Their wood-fired pizza is topped with seasonal,
sustainable, locally sourced produce. And the
founders are from Monmouth.

THE PARSNIPSHIP
Original and unique hand-crafted, plant-based
cuisine from Wales. The Parsnipship makes
unique and original vegetarian and vegan food.
At the heart of the company is a passion for
creating innovative products and commitment to
sustainable business practices.

EL FOOD BROTHERS
El Food Brothers was established in 2018 by
two childhood friends who shared a passion
for all things delicious. This fraternal duo will be
serving up a range of experimental tacos such as
cheeseburger, beef brisket rendang and refried
bean and avocado, plus their signature Girl Scout
cookies. For more info check out their Instagram
@efbrothers.

THE WRAP SHACK.CO.UK
Experience mouth-watering Spanish and Mexican
artisan street food made with the finest, fresh, local
ingredients. Their aromatic and delicious signature
dishes of smoked Mexican vegan beans and chorizo
chicken medley will please all palates, appetites and
dietary requirements. Children’s wrap selection will
include tuna mayo, cheese, ham, coleslaw, salad and
olives…you choose…we fill…it’s a wrap!

LILO’S PASTA
Lilo’s Pasta is an independent Welsh company
serving unique and exquisite pasta dishes, with
options also available for vegans and vegetarians.
Using their own recipe sauces, they provide fresh
pasta dishes cooked to order for each individual.

THE CUMBRIAN SAUSAGE
COMPANY
The Cumbrian Sausage Company was founded
in 2006 and produces award-winning sausages
and bacon. Their sausages are made with British
pork shoulder, and then blended using only the
finest herbs and spices, creating a highly authentic
product that is renowned nationally and
internationally. Their bacon is oak-smoked over
natural English oak, and then rubbed with sea salt,
giving a natural, mellow flavour. Their Festival menu
will include a selection of their finest sausages and
bacon served in artisan rolls with salad and onions.
www.thecumbriansausage.co.uk
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EXHIBITORS

BOBBI – HANDMADE
CHILDREN’S CLOTHES

Exhibition stands include handcrafted
and vintage clothing, jewellery, local art
and crafts, Welsh textiles and lavender
products, prints, unique homewares,
gourmet food and drink, children’s
clothing and accessories, travel, education,
magazines and charities.

Bobbi handmade children’s clothes are fully
reversible and designed so that children can get
the most out of their clothes – in every sense! The
focus is on the designs being functional and durable
as well as fun and stylish. Buying handmade, British
products shouldn’t only be an option for a select
few – Bobbi like to make their high quality products
as affordable as possible. They also constantly
change their fabric ranges so each design isn’t
around for long – meaning every piece is unique.
bobbihandmade.co.uk 07817 327 141

AARDVARK SAFARIS
Aardvark Safaris operates in Africa and the Indian
Ocean, as they have since 1999. They take
pleasure in helping you achieve your wish list while
recommending the hidden gems and out-of-theway places that turn your safari from ‘good’ to the
‘holiday of a lifetime’.
aardvarksafaris.com mail@aardvarksafaris.com

CATS PROTECTION

A BOOK ON ONE PAGE LTD
A Book On One Page takes every single word
from a book or short story and creates a visual
representation for your wall; their prints also make
a very novel gift. Every word is completely readable
and all their prints come embossed and numbered.
Their range consists of titles from such authors as
Jane Austen, Lewis Carroll, William Shakespeare
and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. During Hay Festival
2019 they’ll be running a Facebook competition to
give away a free print.
abookononepage.com
Facebook ABookOnOnePage
Instagram @ABookOnOnePage 07899 925 911

BLACK MOUNTAINS COLLEGE
Black Mountains College is an undergraduate and
vocational college for the future dedicated to creative,
experimental and adaptive thinking to meet the
coming transformations in our society and economy.
Come and join them for their 2019 Summer School
offering a collection of courses on arts and science,
experiencing the landscape from different disciplinary
perspectives and stimulating the senses to integrate
new ways of seeing, thinking and being.
blackmountainscollege.uk
info@blackmountainscollege.uk

Cats Protection is the UK’s leading feline welfare
charity. Its vision is a world where every cat is
treated with kindness and an understanding of its
needs. How can you help? Sponsor a cat pen or
take part in the weekly lottery.
cats.org.uk helpline@cats.org.uk

CELTIC SPIRIT CO
New spirit – old tradition. Exhilarating drinks
derived from the bountiful hills of Wales. These
spirit drinks have been enhanced in the medieval
country tradition of adding extra fruit, herbs and
spices as pick-me-ups and stimulants, to produce
magical elixirs.
celticspirit.co.uk 01407 730 021

CHOCK SHOP
Chock Shop produce the largest selection of
chocolate brownies in the UK. Also served with
warm chocolate sauce and cream.
www.chockshop.co.uk

CLAIRE VAUGHAN
DESIGNS LTD
Claire Vaughan is an ethical designer-supplier of
homeware and gifts at affordable prices. Ceramics,
linens, glassware, cards, wrap and collectable wall
art all capture the breathtaking beauty of nature.
clairevaughandesigns.co.uk
01981 551 187 07510 747 211
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COLCOMBE HOUSE CIDERS

HAM

Colcombe House Ciders is an emerging craft
producer founded by Kier Rogers. His awardwinning ciders are finding their way into notable
bars and restaurants across the country. Apples
are hand-selected from his single estate orchards in
Herefordshire.
colcombehouse.co.uk

HAM follows the contented life of Rabbit –
capturing his daily adventures, sporting escapades
and social outings in silhouette form on a range of
thoughtfully crafted homeware and paper goods.
hammade.com Instagram @hamjoanna

EWEMOO CRAFTS LTD
Ewemoo is based in Wales, within easy reach of the
Brecon Beacons. They provide quality handcrafted
gifts for every occasion. Their aim is to introduce
something different, gorgeous and quirky into your
home. A delightful selection of gifts, from the heart
of the country straight to your door.
ewemoo.co.uk ewemoocrafts@gmail.com
Facebook @Ewemoofootrest 07778 102 238

FARMERS’ WELSH LAVENDER
Farmers’ Welsh Lavender are makers of luxurious
body creams and balms, and purveyors of other
useful daily provisions. See what they have in store
as they bring a little bit of their windswept Welsh
hillside to the Festival. Farmers’ headquarters is just
half an hour away from Hay where, in 2003, journalist
Nancy Durham and philosopher Bill Newton-Smith
set out to see if lavender would grow at 1,100 feet.
It did, and the oil they distil on the farm is the unique
ingredient in many of their products.
welshlavender.com
Facebook Farmer’s Welsh Lavender
Twitter @welshlavender 01982 552 467

GREENPEACE
Greenpeace works to defend the natural world
and promote peace by investigating, exposing and
confronting environmental abuse, and championing
environmentally responsible solutions.
greenpeace.co.uk 020 7865 8100 0800 269 065

HANNIBAL BROWN’S DELI
A slice of decadence with your wine, perhaps?
Hannibal’s Deli brings you a hand-picked range
of specialist artisan products with which to create
the perfect picnic. Why not indulge in their world
famous Iberico ham, sensational Suffolk salamis,
home-made hummous or delicious olives, among
other delicacies – there’s plenty to choose from.
hannibalbrown.com

HANNIBAL BROWN WINES
Hannibal Brown offers artisan wines from all over
the world, with an emphasis on organic and ethical
winemaking, including a range of vegan wines.
Visit their stand and discover their unique literary
theme, only available at Hay Festival. Hannibal
Brown also provides a bespoke label design and
personalisation service; using your photos, images
or company logos, they will design you a wine label
on the wine of your choice. This service is available
while you wait. Hay Festival visitors will be able
to take advantage of a special Festival discounted
rate. Hannibal Brown delivers nationwide daily and
worldwide with no minimum order requirement. All
of their wines will be available to try before you buy
throughout the Festival.
hannibalbrown.com personalisedwinedesign.co.uk

HAY DOES VINTAGE AND
VINTAGE TRAMP
On site for the seventh consecutive year, Kelli and
Jo look forward to welcoming old and new friends
to their boutique. Come and rummage through the
rails in search of glorious one-off treasures. Find
plenty of clothes, accessories and jewellery with Jo
(Hay Does Vintage) and Kelli (Vintage Tramp).
Facebook haydoesvintage Twitter @vintagetramp
Instagram @haydoesvintage
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HEREFORDSHIRE GUILD OF
CRAFTSMEN

NMITE
NMiTE (New Model in Technology and
Engineering) is located in Hereford and aims
to be the city’s first university with a focus on
engineering. Visit NMiTE’s Ingenuity Studio, a
refurbished shipping container, to experience
engineering using an array of digital equipment to
address real-world challenges.
nmite-ingenuitystudio.org NMiTE.ac.uk

The Herefordshire Guild of Craftsmen is a
co-operative not-for-profit group of skilled artists
and designer craft workers. Members produce
a wide range of contemporary and traditional
work in a variety of media. Guild artists and craft
workers are all based in and around the beautiful
county of Herefordshire.
herefordcraftguild.org.uk
info@herefordcraftguild.org.uk 01432 769 543

OXFAM

LUDLOW GIN
The award-winning range of Ludlow gins are
lovingly distilled in handmade copper stills ‘Joy’ and
‘Felicity’ by artisan distiller Shaun Ward. Delicate
and fragrant natural botanicals, including locally
foraged gorse, are skilfully distilled with the finest
spirit. Their handcrafted gins are available to sample
at Hay Festival 2019; they’re even gluten-free and
vegan friendly.
ludlowgin.co.uk gin@ludlowgin.co.uk

MARI THOMAS JEWELLERY
Mari Thomas is an award-winning Welsh designerjeweller, producing beautiful collections inspired by
language and landscape. She works in solid sterling
silver and gold. Designs range from Champagne
bubbles to snippets of poetry etched onto the
jewellery.
marithomas.com 01558 660 001

Visit the Oxfam Bookshop on the Festival site
– you’ll find it packed with great books, cards
and CDs. From contemporary fiction to history,
cookery to children’s titles, they’ve got it covered.
Better still, every purchase helps fight poverty now
and beat it for good.
oxfam.org.uk/shop

PROSPECT MAGAZINE
Prospect brings together the sharpest minds on
the ideas that define the modern world. What
results is an entertaining and informative magazine
combining compelling argument and clear-headed
analysis. At Hay Festival 2019 you can try three
issues for £1 and receive a free bottle of wine.
Visit their stand for more information and find out
more at prospectmagazine.co.uk or follow
@prospect_uk.

RSPB

MOUNTAIN WAREHOUSE
Whether travelling the world or exploring closer
to home, Mountain Warehouse has what you need
for any adventure. Visit their shop on the Festival
site – you’ll find it packed with great value outdoor
gear, accessories and some exclusive Hay products,
the proceeds of which will be going to Hay Festival
Foundation.
mountainwarehouse.com
@mountainwarehouse

The songbirds and music makers we love are at
risk of falling silent: join staff on the RSPB stand
to find out how we can all shape a future where
wildlife can thrive. Will you help to support a
conservation movement?
rspb.org.uk
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SERIOUS READERS

TOOFAR MEDIA

Home of the world’s best reading lights, Serious
Readers has over 250,000 fans in more than 60
countries around the globe. Owners of Serious
Readers’ lights include authors, surgeons, MPs, judges,
academics and royalty – wherever a great mind
needs a great light, you will find Serious Readers.
seriousreaders.com

TooFar Media publishes award-winning immersive
stories by author Rich Shapero. Download the
TooFar Media app and enter five stories that
fuse fiction, music and art, changing the way you
experience literature. Come and discover more at
their Craft Reader Gallery on site at Hay Festival
2019 or visit toofarmedia.com.

THE GREAT ENGLISH
OUTDOORS
AND STILL ETHICAL

WINGS BY KUCCIA

The Great English Outdoors make and source
beautiful things from natural materials – sourceassured unusual tailored clothing and knitwear for
men and women, objects for the home and garden,
handmade leatherwork, Welsh blankets and textiles
– all from the well-known shop in Hay and online.
Owner Athene English works with Still Ethical, a
unique clothing and homeware collection. Designer
Sophie Mason operates in close collaboration with
artisans in India and Nepal, exploring her passion for
handcrafted textiles.
greatenglish.co.uk Instagram @englishoutdoors
01497 821 205 stillethical.com 07983 552 217

THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
An opportunity for members of the public to talk
to Royal British Legion fundraisers about how to
support the charity that provides lifelong support for
the Armed Forces community – serving men and
women, veterans, and their families, helping them to
live on.
britishlegion.org.uk 0808 802 8080

TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
In an ever-quickening culture of flipness, fake news
and Facebook, the TLS is determined to lead the
counter-culture of quality. We believe in expertise,
breadth and depth. We believe that, in reading the
TLS, you can support the values that we have been
proud to uphold for more than a century. Come
and join us in the Hay Festival Shop.
the-tls.co.uk/HAY19

Working hand in hand with the Kuccia fashion brand,
accessories brand WINGS is a one-stop accessories
shop for all Super Heroes, Unicorns, Fairies,
Mermaids and Butterflies. Everyone will get the
chance to shine in this unique collection of light-up
LED festival wings and sequin capes. Specialising in
two sizes of wings: kids (ages 3–12) and adults (from
12+). Whatever your shape, size, age or gender,
Kuccia have the wings for you!
kuccia.com

WOODEE LIMITED
Woodee makes beautiful fire pits, artisan tools
and accessories for real fires; handcrafted bellows,
log baskets, fire irons and storm lanterns. You will
also find stunning and practical fire pits with grills
and paella pans to cook on. Made in Herefordshire
by traditional craftspeople using local sustainable
materials and British steel.
thewoodee.com louise@thewoodee.com
01981 550524 07553 361864

WOODLAND TRUST
The Woodland Trust wants to see a UK rich in
native woods and trees, for people and wildlife – join
them to discover how planting a tree can make a
difference. Meet the friendly team and learn about
their ambition to plant a tree for every person in the
UK by 2025.
woodlandtrust.org.uk
enquiries@woodlandtrust.org.uk
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HAY TOWN

EXHIBITIONS

FAIR ON THE SQUARE

RANDAN STABLES GALLERY
POINT OF VIEW 2019

25, 26, 27 May 10am–5.30pm
HAY MEMORIAL SQUARE

Enjoy a free weekend street party with live music,
food, children’s activities and a vintage market
in the centre of Hay. Taking place in Memorial
Square, Broadsheep’s Pete Mustill presents a
back-to-back programme of live music from some
of the best acts across the region, including The
Ruckstop Honeymoon, The Brass Funkeys, Slippery
Slope, The Boogiemen and Little Rumba.

HAY MARKET DAY
23 & 30 May 9am–3pm
MEMORIAL SQUARE, CLOCK TOWER,
BUTTERMARKET

Trading for more than 700 years, Hay Market is
a vibrant local market held in the centre of Hay
every Thursday. With over 40 stalls covering a
diverse and eclectic range of products, from hot
food and local produce to unusual antiques, the
‘best day in Hay’ has something for everyone.

VINTAGE MARKET
24, 28, 29 & 31 May 9am–5pm
CHEESE MARKET HALL

Hay’s weekly vintage market sells a range of retro
clothing, from 1950s tea dresses to colourful
Converse footwear, together with vintage
accessories, collectibles and homewares.

THURSDAY 23 MAY TO SUNDAY 2 JUNE,
DAILY FROM 10.30AM
MEET AT THE HAY FESTIVAL OFFICAL BUS
STOP, SITE LAY-BY

Take a direct shuttle bus tour from Hay Festival to
the unique, rural exhibition site of Randan Stables
Gallery. Nine British and international artists bring
their work from Chicago, Isle of Wight, London,
Scotland and Shanghai to Hay Festival 2019:
Stephen Lewis, Gina Medcalf, Mali Morris RA, Freya
Perdue, Christine Stark, Fraser Taylor, Joel Tomlin,
Naomi Van Holbutt, Min Zhao. The artists will be
on site and working in residence during the tours.
Previously a Welsh mountain pony stud, this local
exhibition site has been transformed from farm to
gallery for the 11-day period of the Festival. Visit
this unique exhibition to experience
contemporary painting and sculpture from
award-winning established and emerging artists
and relax in a truly beautiful setting. All artwork
for sale. Prices on request. For further information
on booking your Hay Festival shuttle bus visit
randanstables.gallery/pov.
No dogs. Please wear appropriate footwear and
outdoor clothing. Light refreshments available.
In association with Hay Festival 2019

SATURDAY MARKET
1 June 9am–5pm

WALKS

CHEESE MARKET HALL

The Saturday Market offers homemade pastries,
cakes and treats, locally grown fruit and vegetables,
African rugs and baskets, jewellery for every
occasion, handspun yarns and woollen items.

There is a range of walks programmed throughout
the Festival for you to enjoy. You can visit farms
and sawmills, trek with a writer on Wayfaring
walks or explore the local area on our Mountain
Warehouse Walk Series. All the walks are
detailed within the main programme – please visit
hayfestival.org to book tickets.
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GETTING TO HAY

SCHEDULED BUS SERVICES

Hay-on-Wye is situated just off the A438
between Brecon and Hereford. The Festival is well
signposted. The nearest railway station is Hereford,
21 miles away, and Hereford bus station is served
by National Express coaches.

There is also a scheduled bus service (Service
T14) from Hereford and Brecon to Hay-on-Wye
operating six days a week, Mondays to Saturdays.
The 39A Hay Ho! Bus runs on Sundays and
Bank Holiday Monday. Detailed timetables for all
services can be found at hayfestival.org/travel.

Railway enquiries nationalrail.co.uk

08457 48 49 50
Coach information from nationalexpress.com

0871 781 8181
Public transport information from traveline.info

08712 00 22 33

HAY FESTIVAL BUS
Running between Worcester, Hereford and Hay,
the special Festival bus service links with trains
and coaches at Hereford’s train and bus stations,
and also Worcester Crowngate Bus Station. This
service runs for the duration of the Festival.

TICKETS: HEREFORD TO HAY
Adults £7.50 single, £10 day return,
£11 period return
Children (5–15yrs) £3.50 single,
£5 day return, £5.50 period return

THE VILLAGE SHUTTLE
BUS SERVICE
Avoid the queues and choose the greener way to
travel – take the Village Shuttle Bus, which links
local villages with the Festival site. The buses call
at stops including Llanigon, Felindre, Glasbury,
Talgarth and Bronllys. Tickets cost £3 per journey.
To find out more visit hayfestival.org/shuttlebus.

CAR SHARE SCHEME
Hay Festival partners with goCarShare, BlaBlaCar.
com and Liftshare to help connect drivers with
spare seats and those needing help getting to Hay.
It’s a great way to meet like-minded people, as
well as being a big help in reducing carbon
emissions and congestion – and it also
saves everyone money.

Family of up to four people (max. two adults)
£20 return

LOCAL TAXIS

TICKETS: WORCESTER TO HAY
(VIA HEREFORD)

A2B Taxis 01874 658 899

Adults £10 single, £15 return

Julie’s 07899 846 592

Children/concession £5 single, £7.50 return

Radnor and Kington Taxis 07831 898 361

Family of up to four people (max. two adults)
£30 return

Hay Bus Hay Taxi 07831 898 361

Taxi share scheme is available from:
Booktown Taxis 07881 726 547

Through tickets all the way to Hay (train and bus)
can be purchased at train stations nationwide.
Herefordshire Council concessionary passes are
valid on this cross-border service for the full
journey. All other UK Council passes are valid
between Hereford and Rhydspence only, so the
full adult fare to Hay-on-Wye is payable from that
point; this is currently £3 single and £4.50 return.
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HAY FESTIVAL ALL WEATHER
PARK & RIDE

CYCLE PARK
A cycle park is available on the Festival site.

In order to reduce traffic and avoid congestion in
our tiny town, we urge you to park at our Park &
Ride car park. This is at Clyro Court (Baskerville
Hall Hotel), HR3 5LE. A direct, free and frequent
shuttle bus service will operate between Clyro
Court and the Festival site, dropping you off right
outside the entrance. These buses will run from
before the first event until after the last event
each day, starting on Friday 24 May, with a normal
journey time of under ten minutes. The car park is
suitable even if it rains, so you will not be left stuck
in the mud. Parking costs £5 per day; no booking
necessary – just turn up and pay on the day.

DISABLED PARKING

ACCOMMODATION
Visithay.co.uk is the official accommodation
booking agent for Hay Festival. For all enquiries
please email info@visithay.co.uk or call Sarah
on 07375 396 748. Alternatively, try our sponsor
hotels and campsites.
Visitors may also contact the following Tourist
Information Services:
Hay-on-Wye 01497 820 144
Talgarth 01874 712 226
Brecon 01874 620 860
Crickhowell 01873 812 105

Disabled parking is available on the Festival site.
Disabled parking spaces can be pre-booked by
phone at the time of booking tickets.

Hereford 01432 370 514
Kington 01544 230 778

CAR CHARGING
Hay Festival offers electric car charging points at
the Clyro Court Park & Ride site (HR3 5LE). There
are four 13 amp sockets available and, if your car
requires it, you need to bring your own adapter.
There will also be charging points in the disabled
car park on the Festival site. These chargers are
available on a first-come first-served basis. There
is one fast charger available in the local area at
Drover Cycle Hire (HR3 5EH).

CAMPING
Official Hay Festival Camp Site: Camping at
Tangerine Fields, a short walk from the Festival site
tangerinefields.co.uk

Camping by Pillow at Wye Meadow
pillow.co.uk; 01666 504 601
Borders Hideaway, luxury caravan and camping
facilities, three miles from the Festival site

01497 822419

bhhhp.co.uk; 01497 82015

PARK WITH CARE

Fred’s Yurts, luxury yurt and bell tent glamping,
two fields from the Festival site
yurtevents.co.uk; 07852 333 007

Please park with consideration for local residents.
We ask you not to park on the highway or
grass verges.

Gypsy Castle Camping, a two-minute walk
from the Festival site
gypsycastlecamping.co.uk; 07780 974 151

BOOK TOWN FESTIVAL
SHUTTLE BUS
A regular shuttle bus service runs between the
Festival site and the town centre throughout the
Festival. Day tickets for the shuttle bus are £2. Pick
up and drop off points are Oxford Road Car Park
and the Festival site. The shuttle bus is supported
by Richard Booth’s Bookshop.

Outdoors@Hay, near the Festival site. Choose a
fully kitted-out bell tent, a yurt with woodburning
stove, or pitch your own tent
outdoors@hay.com; 01497 820 426
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CASH ON SITE

LATECOMERS

There will be banking facilities and two cash machines on
site, located next to the Festival Food Hall. There will be
a charge for these (required by the providers, not the
Festival). In town, cash can be obtained from the Post
Office in High Town.

Latecomers may be admitted at a suitable break in the
performance.

AGE AND SUITABILITY
There are no age restrictions, although a standard
watershed of 9pm for anyone of primary school age is
advised. Many comedy performances may not be suitable
for anyone easily offended.

CHARITY PARTNERS
The Festival works with a number of local and global
charity partners: Samaritans, Birmingham Children’s
Hospital, Oxfam, Sense, Mind, The North Weir Trust,
Hay2Timbuktu, and Hay, Brecon & Talgarth Sanctuary for
Refugees. There are occasionally collections after certain
sessions.

LOCATIONS
Most venues are on the Festival site on Brecon Road, and
are only a few minutes’ walk from each other. St Mary’s
Church is behind the Swan Hotel, at the end of St Mary’s
Road. Hay Public Library is next to Oxford Road car
park. A shuttle bus runs between the town and the site
throughout the day. It is approximately a 12-minute walk.

DURATION OF SESSIONS
Most sessions on site last 50–65 minutes and are
followed by book signings. Concerts and comedy shows
last 70–90 minutes.

VENUE CHANGES
It is sometimes necessary to switch venues. This is done
only if absolutely essential. Please consult the screens at
the Festival entrance when you arrive and in each of the
venues on the pre-show reel for updates.

PLEASE NOTE
No dogs allowed except guide dogs.
Audio recorders, cameras and mobile phones may not be
used in the performance venues.
No smoking or vaping anywhere on the Festival site.
A paramedic is on duty at all times.
Visitors to Hay Festival may be filmed and/or
photographed for future promotions of the Festival.

PUBLIC SAFETY
Entrance to the site is free. Security measures include
more staff on site, bag searches and structural changes
to the entrance to the site. We ask visitors to help with
three specifics: please allow extra time for arrival at the
Festival site and do not bring large bags or rucksacks.
Please report anything suspicious to a Festival steward or
staff member. Please help us by complying swiftly with
any requests from Festival stewards. We will continue
to work closely with local and national law enforcement
services to enable and sustain the values of openness and
hospitality. Thank you for your understanding.

DEPOSIT SCHEME FOR REUSABLE
CUPS AND GLASSES

HAYDAYS EVENTS
Children’s and family sessions are included in the main
listings – they are featured in coloured text.

LOST CHILD POINT
This is located in the Make & Take Tent in the
HAYDAYS Courtyard, open 10am–5pm from Saturday
25 May. Outside these hours it will be in the Festival
Admin Office.
Children under 12 must be accompanied, unless an event
is designated sign in/sign out, where a permission form
must be completed. Nappy changing facilities are available
in the toilets on site and in the family area.

PUNCTUALITY
Every effort is made to ensure that events start on time.
Doors open 5–15 minutes before the start time.
If you are queuing, please talk to people standing next to
you – you could make new friends.

Last year Hay Festival was the first festival to trial a new,
reusable hot drinks cup that resulted in a reduction in
waste – from 350 wheelie bins full of disposable coffee
cups down to 25. This year there will be a deposit
scheme for cups and glasses running across the Festival
site. A £1 deposit will be collected at the point of sale
for each cup or glass served; this will be refunded to
you on return at one of our three Cup Return Points on
site. Alternatively, bring your own cup and get a discount
when you buy hot drinks at all Coffee Cart outlets.

ONSITE AND OFFSITE EXTRAS
There is a whole host of activities on and off the Festival
site for you to enjoy. These include walks with writers in
the landscape, and farm visits, exhibitions and installations.
Please wear appropriate footwear for all off-site events.
Events are listed at hayfestival.org/programme and
hayfestival.org/wales/extras.
All details are correct at time of going to press.
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For the full programme of events, and to book tickets, please visit hayfestival.org
For information about travel to Hay-on-Wye and accommodation, please visit
hayfestival.org/plan-your-visit
Hay Festival takes place in a tented village in Hay-on-Wye in the Brecon Beacons
National Park. There are cafés, restaurants, a food hall, exhibitions, gardens and a
dedicated children’s area open all day long. Everyone is welcome.
BOOK ONLINE at hayfestival.org

Except in the case of cancellation, Hay Festival
operates a no return/refund policy. If you find
you have tickets you cannot use, please hand
them into Box Office where they can be sold
to benefit a charitable cause.

BOOK BY PHONE
Call the Box Office on 01497 822 629 with
your chosen event numbers and your credit
or debit card to hand.

If you have been sent tickets in advance please
remember to bring them with you. The Box
Office cannot reprint lost or forgotten tickets.

BOOK BY POST
Send your request to the address below. Please
include event numbers and quantities, and write
your personal details clearly in capitals, including
a contact telephone number. Cheques should
be made payable to ‘Hay Festival’.
In case tickets are not available, please leave the
amount blank, but write on the cheque “not
exceeding ... [the total cost of your order plus
the £3.50 booking fee]” or include your debit
or credit card number. Please remember to
include the issue number or ‘valid from’ date if
you are paying by debit card.

BOOK IN PERSON
Hay Festival Box Office, 25 Lion Street,
Hay-on-Wye HR3 5AD
From Tuesday 21 May the Box Office will move
to the Festival Site on Brecon Road, Hay-on-Wye.
All applications will be processed in order of
receipt. All ticket prices include VAT.
A handling charge of £3.50 applies to all orders,
except to those booked in person which are
free of booking charges.
Please check the Box Office screens on site
daily for any venue changes.
All details are correct at time of going to press.
We reserve the right to change programmes
and artists if circumstances dictate. In the event
of cancellations tickets will be refunded.

The management reserves the right to refuse
admission.

PROGRAMME UPDATES ONLINE
We often add exciting extra events after this
programme has gone to print – these will
all be listed under ‘new events’ at
hayfestival.org/programme. Follow us on
Twitter and facebook @hayfestival and sign
up for all the latest news and updates at
hayfestival.org/join-us.

ACCESS
To book wheelchair space in

performance
venues or to reserve a
parking space (blue badge holders only) please
inform the Box Office staff when booking your
tickets.
Disabled access toilets are available on site.
All venues, restaurants, cafés, bar and

bookshop
have wheelchair access and
most performance venues are fitted with an
induction loop. Sometimes this system can be
skewed by the aluminium structures of our tents.
Please ask the stewards for the best place to sit.
Hay Festival welcomes neurodivergent visitors.
If you have any other special requirements for
access. please email
accessibility@hayfestival.com
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I weld y rhaglen lawn o ddigwyddiadau, ac i archebu tocynnau, ewch i hayfestival.org
Am wybodaeth am sut i deithio i’r Gelli Gandryll ac am lety, ewch i
hayfestival.org/plan-your-visit
Mae Gŵyl y Gelli’n cael ei chynnal mewn pentref pebyll yn y Gelli Gandryll ym Mharc
Cenedlaethol Bannau Brycheiniog. Mae yna gaffis, neuaddau bwyd, arddangosfeydd,
gerddi ac ardal benodedig i blant, sydd ar agor drwy’r dydd. Croeso i bawb.
ARCHEBWCH AR-LEIN ar
hayfestival.org

ARCHEBWCH DROS Y FFÔN
Ffoniwch y Swyddfa Docynnau ar
01497 822 629 gyda’r rhifau digwyddiadau o’ch
dewis a’ch cerdyn credyd neu ddebyd wrth law.

ARCHEBWCH DRWY’R POST

Ac eithrio achosion o ganslo digwyddiad, mae
Gŵyl y Gelli’n gweithredu polisi dim dychwelyd/
ad-dalu. Os bydd gennych docynnau na allwch
chi eu defnyddio, dychwelwch nhw i’r Swyddfa
Docynnau lle gellir eu gwerthu er budd achos
elusennol. Os anfonwyd tocynnau atoch chi
o flaen llaw, cofiwch ddod â nhw gyda chi. Ni
all y Swyddfa Docynnau ail-brintio tocynnau a
gollwyd neu a anghofiwyd.

Anfonwch eich cais i’r cyfeiriad isod. Dylech
gynnwys rhifau’r digwyddiadau a’r niferoedd, ac
ysgrifennwch eich manylion personol yn eglur
mewn priflythrennau, gan gynnwys rhif ffôn cyswllt.
Dylai’r sieciau fod yn daladwy i ‘Hay Festival’.

Mae’r tîm rheoli’n cadw’r hawl i wrthod
derbyn pobl.

Rhag ofn nad oes tocynnau ar gael, gadewch
y swm yn wag, ond ysgrifennwch ar y siec
“dim mwy na ... [cyfanswm cost eich archeb
yn ogystal â’r ffi archebu £3.50]” neu rhowch
eich rhif cerdyn credyd neu ddebyd. Cofiwch
gynnwys y rhif cyhoeddi neu’r dyddiad ‘dilys o’
os byddwch yn talu â cherdyn debyd.

Yn aml, rydym yn ychwanegu digwyddiadau
cyffrous ar ôl i’r rhaglen fynd i brint – bydd y
rhain wedi’u rhestru yn yr adran ‘New Events’ ar
hayfestival.org/programme. Dilynwch
ni ar Twitter a Facebook @hayfestival a
chofrestrwch i dderbyn yr holl newyddion a
diweddariadau ar hayfestival.org/join-us.

ARCHEBWCH WYNEB YN WYNEB

MYNEDIAD

Swyddfa Docynnau Gŵyl y Gelli,
25 Lion Street, Y Gelli Gandryll HR3 5AD
O ddydd Mawrth 21 Mai, bydd y Swyddfa
Docynnau’n symud i safle’r ŵyl ar Ffordd
Aberhonddu, Y Gelli Gandryll.

I archebu mannau i gadeiriau olwyn

mewn
lleoliadau perfformiadau neu i
gadw man parcio (deiliaid bathodynnau glas
yn unig), rhowch wybod i staff y Swyddfa
Docynnau pan fyddwch yn archebu eich
tocynnau.

Bydd yr holl geisiadau’n cael eu prosesu yn
nhrefn eu derbyn. Mae pob pris tocyn yn
cynnwys TAW. Mae ffi drafod o £3.50 yn cael
ei hychwanegu at bob archeb, ac eithrio’r rhai a
archebir wyneb yn wyneb, nad ydynt yn cynnwys
ffioedd archebu.
Gwiriwch sgriniau’r Swyddfa Docynnau ar y safle
yn ddyddiol am unrhyw newidiadau i leoliadau.
Mae’r holl fanylion yn gywir ar adeg eu cyhoeddi.
Rydym yn cadw’r hawl i newid rhaglenni ac
artistiaid os bydd yr amgylchiadau’n gorfodi
hynny. Os bydd digwyddiad yn cael ei ganslo,
cewch ad-daliad am y tocynnau.

DIWEDDARU’R RHAGLEN
AR-LEIN

Mae toiledau sy’n addas i bobl anabl ar gael ar
y safle.
Mae pob lleoliad, bwyty, caffi, bar a siop

lyfrau
yn addas i gadeiriau olwyn, ac mae
mwyafrif y lleoliadau perfformiadau yn cynnwys
dolen sain. Weithiau, gall strwythurau alwminiwm
ein pebyll effeithio ar y system hon. Gofynnwch
i’r stiwardiaid ble fyddai’r lle gorau i eistedd.
Mae Gŵyl y Gelli’n croesawu ymwelwyr
niwroamrywiol. Os oes gennych unrhyw
anghenion mynediad arbennig eraill, anfonwch
neges e-bost at accessibility@hayfestival.com
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